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Execu ve Summary

The Energy Sciences Network (ESnet) is the primary provider of network connec vity for the U.S. Department of
Energy Office of Science (SC), the single largest supporter of basic research in the physical sciences in the United
States. In support of the Office of Science programs, ESnet regularly updates and refreshes its understanding of
the networking requirements of the instruments, facili es, scien sts, and science programs that it serves. This
focus has helped ESnet to be a highly successful enabler of scien fic discovery for over 25 years.

In April 2015, ESnet and the Office of Advanced Scien fic Compu ng Research (ASCR), of the DOE Office of Sci-
ence, organized a review to characterize the networking requirements of the programs funded by the ASCR pro-
gram office.

Several key findings highligh ng the results from the review are noted below.

1. There was a discussion of achieving and documen ng a recommendedmethod and expected performance
level for large-scale data transfers between the ASCR compu ng facili es over ESnet. Representa ves from
the ASCR compu ng facili es agreed in principle to collaborate together and with ESnet on establishing
and documen ngmethods for users to rou nely achieve high levels of data transfer performance between
the ASCR compu ng facili es.

2. As the ASCR compu ng facili es deploy systems with burst buffer capabili es, it is likely that users will also
want to stream data from a burst buffer to a remote loca onwithout going through the parallel filesystems.

3. There is a need for stable, func onal, hardened, produc on-quality workflow tools that can easily be sup-
ported in produc on at the ASCR compu ng facili es. A small number ofwell-understood, easily-supported
workflow packages will be much easier for the facili es to support than one home-grown workflow tool
per experiment type. This is an area where a modest amount of focused effort in the near term could bring
about significant strategic benefits to all the ASCR compu ng facili es and the scien sts they support.

4. As in situ analysis becomes more common, users will push for interac ve analysis, so they can steer the
analysis and perhaps the simula on. The ability to steer the analysis is important because otherwise in situ
analysis requires a priori knowledge of what the user wants to discover or analyze.

5. Based on current technology and projec ons, the tradi onal parallel filesystem may be nearing the end
of its growth trajectory in terms of performance and scale. Other storage technologies, such as key/value
stores and object stores, are likely to be deployed. The impact of these new technologies on data transfer
tools and technologies (e.g. Data Transfer Nodes), and therefore on ESnet, is unknown at this me, but
may be significant.

6. The plans for available storage (e.g., filesystem capacity, filesystem I/O performance) at HPC facili es in the
exascale era are lower in rela on to the scale and performance of the computa onal systems than has been
the case historically. This is likely to have implica ons for ESnet as user behavior changes in response to
scarce storage resources. One possibility is addi onal data movement as data sets are transferred to other
facili es instead of being stored next to the exascale system. Another possibility is increased network load
resul ng from data transfers directly from high-performance burst buffers rather than from a tradi onal
parallel filesystem which would be much slower in comparison to the burst buffers.

7. There is an open research topic involving the determina on of the correct set of interfaces, service abstrac-
ons, andmetrics to allow for the produc ve interac on between networks, workflow systems, compu ng

resources, and storage resources.
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This report expands on these points, and addresses others as well. The report contains a findings sec on in
addi on to the text of the case studies discussed during the review.
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Findings

Below are the findings for the ASCR and ESnet Requirements Review held April 22–23, 2015. These points sum-
marize important informa on gathered during the review.

• There was a discussion of achieving and documen ng a recommendedmethod and expected performance
level for large-scale data transfers between the ASCR compu ng facili es over ESnet. Representa ves from
the ASCR compu ng facili es agreed in principle to collaborate together and with ESnet on establishing
and documen ngmethods for users to rou nely achieve high levels of data transfer performance between
the ASCR compu ng facili es.

• The collabora on between the LHC/ATLAS experiment and the OLCF has the poten al to significantly in-
crease the amount of network traffic at ORNL. The ATLAS experiment, which uses the PanDA workload
management system to schedule and run simula on and analysis jobs, is collabora ng with the OLCF to
run simula on jobs on the Titan system. The simula on workload is expected to result in about 13 Gbps of
steady-state traffic load at ORNL for a day at a me. The data transfers will be between ORNL and mul ple
ATLAS data centers, including the ATLAS Tier-1 center at BNL.

• The poor performance of tape archives some mes causes ASCR HPC facility users to transfer data to a
different facility, or to resources at their home ins tu on. Reading the data back from tape is some mes
slow enough that data wri en to tape are not analyzed.

• Many projects would benefit from increasing the data transfer performance to tape archives (e.g., HPSS)
via Globus. Currently, data transfers to filesystems perform at a higher throughput than data transfers
to tape archives. This means users must chose between a single transfer directly to tape (much slower
performance), or transferring data to the filesystem then transferring the data to tape (which is a human-
intensive two-stage workflow).

• The ASC facili es o en encounter performance problems when transferring data sets to or from the ASCR
compu ng facili es. Many of the performance problems encountered are due to security restric ons—
high-performance tools such as Globus are not allowed at the ASC facili es, so legacy tools (e.g., rsync over
ssh) must be used for data transfer.

• Sta s cs from the Globus transfer service show that universi es that built Science DMZs (i.e., with funding
from the NSF CC-NIE program) have moved over 3PB of data using Globus over the past 4 years. Because
of the degree of external collabora on between ESnet sites and other research ins tu ons (more than
80% of data transfers across ESnet have one endpoint outside the na onal laboratories), the increase in
data capabili es at U.S. universi es are likely to result in increased data transfer volumes across ESnet to
the ASCR compu ng facili es. Historical trends and technology projec ons lead to an es mate of 25% year
over year growth in data transferred byGlobus—it is likely that the ASCR compu ng facili eswill experience
significant growth in data transfers in the coming years.

• TheData TransferNodes for the Theta system, due to bedeployed at ALCF in 2016, will have 40GE interfaces.

• ANL may need an addi onal 100G connec on to ESnet in the 2016 me frame to support increased DTN
load at the ALCF.

• Cosmologyworkflowsneeddata transfer performance at the level of 100TB/day between theASCR comput-
ing facili es, and between the ASCR compu ng facili es and project archive sites. In addi on, for moving
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simula on output to archival storage, a performance level of 1PB/week is required. Therefore a data trans-
fer performance level of 15 Gbps or 1.7GB/sec between facility DTNs is needed to meet both requirements
collec vely.

• As the ASCR compu ng facili es deploy systems with burst buffer capabili es, it is expected that some
experiment workflows will transfer data directly to a node a ached to the burst buffer from an external
source, bypassing the parallel filesystem.

• There is a need for stable, func onal, hardened, produc on-quality workflow tools that can easily be sup-
ported in produc on at the ASCR compu ng facili es. A small number ofwell-understood, easily-supported
workflow packages will be much easier for the facili es to support than one home-grown workflow tool
per experiment type. This is an area where a modest amount of focused effort in the near term could bring
about significant strategic benefits to all the ASCR compu ng facili es and the scien sts they support.

• The LHC experiments will see very large increases in data volume in the next 5–7 years (the ALICE experi-
ment will see a 100x increase in data volume during LHC Run 3, and the ATLAS and CMS experiments will
see a 100x increase in data volume during LHC Run 4). Since the LHC experiments run data analysis jobs at
the ASCR compu ng facili es, these data increases will have an impact on the ASCR compu ng facili es in
addi on to ESnet.

• A cadence is emerging for some projects at the Leadership Compu ng Facili es. During the first year, the
project spends its me ge ng the code to scale and doing large-scale runs at the LCF. A er that, a second
year is spent analyzing the data from the first-year runs. In many cases, support for the second year of data
analysis is ad hoc, and comes from discre onary alloca on resources.

• As in situ analysis becomes more common, users will push for interac ve analysis, so they can steer the
analysis and perhaps the simula on. The ability to steer the analysis is important because otherwise in situ
analysis requires a priori knowledge of what the user wants to discover or analyze.

• Based on current technology and projec ons, the tradi onal parallel filesystem may be nearing the end
of its growth trajectory in terms of performance and scale. Other storage technologies, such as key/value
stores and object stores, are likely to be deployed. The impact of these new technologies on data transfer
tools and technologies (e.g. Data Transfer Nodes), and therefore on ESnet, is unknown at this me, but
may be significant.

• Data transfer performance metrics (e.g. data transfer performance between Data Transfer Nodes) which
PanDA collects for itself, could be useful to a variety of workflow systems, schedulers, and other tools.

• Workflow management systems need be er network performance metrics to help guide decisions. This is
a poten al area of collabora on for ESnet.

• The plans for available storage (e.g. filesystem capacity, filesystem I/O performance) at HPC facili es in the
exascale era are lower in rela on to the scale and performance of the computa onal systems than has been
the case historically. This is likely to have implica ons for ESnet as user behavior changes in response to
scarce storage resources. One possibility is addi onal data movement as data sets are transferred to other
facili es instead of being stored next to the exascale system. Another possibility is increased network load
resul ng from data transfers directly from high-performance burst buffers rather than from a tradi onal
parallel filesystem which would be much slower in comparison to the burst buffers.

• There is an open research topic involving the determina on of the correct set of interfaces, service abstrac-
ons, andmetrics to allow for the produc ve interac on between networks, workflow systems, compu ng

resources, and storage resources.

• There is currently no commonly-deployed andeasy-to-use so ware toolkit/API for high-performance stream-
ing I/O between geographically distant systems. Mul ple projects could benefit from the crea on of such
a so ware toolkit.

• The ATLAS experiment would find it useful if ESnet could give PanDA access to a bandwidth alloca onwhich
PanDA could then sub-allocate to scheduled data placement tasks.
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Ac on Items

Several ac on items for ESnet came out of this review. These include:

• ESnet will explore the crea on of a “superfacility engineering team” composed of network engineers, so -
ware tool developers, network researchers, and HPC system experts. This team would address the col-
lec on and sharing of performance metrics to enable the next genera on of workflow and co-scheduling
systems.

• ESnet will explore collabora on with elements of the Exascale program which are looking at the behavior
of networking inside of exascale machines.

• ESnet will coordinate with the PanDA project and the OLCF on the ATLAS simula on pilot at the OLCF.

• ESnet will collaborate more closely with the Open Science Grid on network performance issues.
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ESnet SC Requirements Review Background
and Structure

Funded by the Office of Advanced Scien fic Compu ng Research (ASCR) Facili es Division, ESnet’s mission is
to operate and maintain a network dedicated to accelera ng science discovery. ESnet’s mission covers three
areas:

1. Workingwith the DOE SC-funded science community to iden fy the networking implica ons of instruments
and supercomputers and the evolving process of how science is done.

2. Developing an approach to building a network environment to enable the distributed aspects of SC science
and to con nuously reassess and update the approach as new requirements become clear.

3. Con nuing to an cipate future network capabili es to meet new science requirements with an ac ve pro-
gram of R&D and advanced development.

Addressing point (1), the requirements of the SC science programs are determined by:

(a) A review of major stakeholders’ plans and processes, including the data characteris cs of scien fic instru-
ments and facili es, in order to inves gate what data will be generated by instruments and supercomputers
coming online over the next 5–10 years. In addi on, the future process of science must be examined: How and
where will the new data be analyzed and used? How will the process of doing science change over the next 5–10
years?

(b)Observing current and historical network traffic pa erns to determine how trends in network pa erns predict
future network needs.

The primary mechanism to accomplish (a) is through the SC Network Requirements Reviews, which are organized
by ASCR in collabora on with the SC Program Offices. SC conducts two requirements reviews per year, in a cycle
that assesses requirements for each of the six programoffices every three years. The review reports are published
at http://www.es.net/requirements/.

The other role of requirements reviews is to help ensure that ESnet and ASCR have a common understanding of
the issues that face ESnet and the solu ons that it undertakes.

In April 2015, ESnet organized a review in collabora on with the ASCR Program Office to characterize the net-
working requirements for the facili es and science programs funded by ASCR.

Par cipants were asked to communicate and document their requirements in a case-study format that included
a network-centric narra ve describing the science, instruments, and facili es currently used or an cipated for
future programs; the network services needed; and how the network is used. Par cipants considered three
mescales on the topics enumerated below: the near-term (immediately and up to two years in the future); the

medium-term (two to five years in the future); and the long-term (greater than five years in the future).

More specifically, the structure of a case study was as follows:

• Background—an overview descrip on of the site, facility, or collabora on described in the case study.

• Collaborators—a list or descrip on of key collaborators for the science or facility described in the case study
(the list need not be exhaus ve).
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• Network and Data Architecture—descrip on of the network and/or data architecture for the science or
facility. This is meant to understand how data moves in and out of the facility or laboratory focusing on
local infrastructure configura on, bandwidth speed(s), hardware, etc.

• Instruments and Facili es—a descrip on of the network, compute, instruments, and storage resources
used for the science collabora on/program/project, or a descrip on of the resources made available to
the facility users, or resources that users deploy at the facility.

• Process of Science—a descrip on of the way the instruments and facili es are used for knowledge discov-
ery. Examples might include workflows, data analysis, data reduc on, integra on of experimental data
with simula on data, etc.

• Remote Science Ac vi es—a descrip on of any remote instruments or collabora ons, and how this work
does or may have an impact on your network traffic.

• So ware Infrastructure—a discussion focused on the so ware used in daily ac vi es of the scien fic pro-
cess including tools that are used to locally or remotely to manage data resources, facilitate the transfer of
data sets from or to remote collaborators, or process the raw results into final and intermediate formats.

• Cloud Services—discussion around how cloud services may be used for data analysis, data storage, com-
pu ng, or other purposes.

The case studies included an open-ended sec on asking for any unresolved issues, comments or concerns to
catch all remaining requirements that may be addressed by ESnet.
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Office of Advanced Scien fic Compu ng
Research Overview

The mission of the Advanced Scien fic Compu ng Research (ASCR) program office is to fund basic science in
applied mathema cs, networking, and computer science; deliver the most advanced computa onal scien fic ap-
plica ons in partnership with disciplinary science; advance compu ng and networking capabili es; and develop
future genera ons of compu ng hardware and tools for science. All this is done in partnership with the aca-
demic, industrial, and laboratory research communi es. The strategy to accomplish this mission has two thrusts:
a basic research program in applied mathema cs, computer science and advanced networking; and developing
and maintaining world-class compu ng and network facili es for science.

U.S. private- and public-sector organiza ons are increasingly using supercomputers to achieve breakthroughs
of major scien fic or economic importance. These achievements have already advanced U. S. compe veness
and were, in many cases, accomplished through access to very powerful supercomputers and High Performance
Compu ng (HPC) experts at the DOE na onal laboratories using tools developed with support from ASCR. ASCR
has a strong history of suppor ng innova ve scien fic compu ng. Researchers using ASCR facili es have:

• made discoveries in func onal materials

• made fundamental studies of turbulence in chemically reac ng systems

• made fundamental studies of climate change

• made fundamental studies in the understanding of the physical proper es of ma er, such as the quark-
gluon nature of nuclear ma er

• modeled 3D full-core reactor neutron transport to predict the behavior of novel nuclear fuels in fission
reactors

• conducted 3D turbulent combus on simula ons of hydrocarbons to increase fuel efficiency

• made U.S. airplane engines quieter, more fuel efficient, and less pollu ng

• made long haul trucks more energy efficient in record me

• simulated ice forma on in million-molecule water droplets to reduce the wind turbine down me in cold
climates

• iden fied novel materials for use in extreme energy environments.

The Office of Science, through ASCR, and the Na onal Nuclear Security Administra on (NNSA), have partnered
to make strategic investments in hardware, methods, and cri cal technologies to address the exascale technical
challenges and deliver an exascale system. Such a system will help scien sts harness the thousand-fold increase
in capability to address cri cal research challenges and will maintain U.S. compe veness in HPC. These efforts
are linked with investments to advance data-intensive science and to effec vely use the massive scien fic data
generated by DOE’s unparalleled suite of scien fic user facili es and large-scale collabora ons. By inves ng in
both next-genera on compu ng and data-intensive science, the ASCR programwill enable the community of HPC
users to

• improve and shorten industrial design processes
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• design advanced materials

• be er understand dark ma er and dark energy

• explore possibili es for drama cally increasing fuel efficiency while lowering emissions

• design advanced nuclear reactors that are modular, safe, and affordable

• improve accuracy of climate predic ons

• predict and inves gate how to control the behavior of fusion plasmas

• calculate the subatomic interac ons that determine nuclear structure.

Mathema cal, Computa onal, Computer Sciences, andNetworkingResearch

Experiments at several of SC’s user facili es, such as the light and neutron sources, and experiments at the Large
Hadron Collider (LHC), are migra ng towards workflows that need near real- me interac on between instru-
ments and simula ons. Experiments and simula ons are o en deeply intertwined as simula ons become nec-
essary in the design of large-scale experiments, and data from experiments are analyzed in simula ons to inform
and guide further experiments. The volume and complexity of data generated have increased such that a focused
effort is required to develop theories, tools, and technologies to manage data—from genera on through inte-
gra on, transforma on, analysis, and visualiza on, including collabora ve environments; to capture the historic
record of the data; and to archive and share it. This request supports ASCR efforts in data-intensive science for
collabora ons with applied mathema cians and computer scien sts to address end-to-end data management
challenges and develop new scien fic workflows.

So ware, tools, andmethods from core research efforts will be used by the Scien fic Discovery through Advanced
Compu ng (SciDAC) partnerships to more effec vely use the current and immediate next genera on high per-
formance compu ng facili es.

High Performance Compu ng and Network Facili es

The Leadership Compu ng Facili es (LCFs) will con nue prepara ons for a planned 75–200 petaFLOPS upgrades
at each site in the 2018–2019 meframe. These upgrades represent technological advances in both hardware
and so ware, and engineering efforts for the ASCR facili es that incorporate custom features to meet the De-
partment’s mission requirements. HPC and the high-performance network facili es will also expand efforts in
exascale component technology research and development, system engineering, and integra on, leading to the
design and development of future HPC systems including prototype test beds for demonstra ng the feasibility of
building exascale systems, and the exascale systems themselves.

The Na onal Energy Research Scien fic Compu ng Center (NERSC) takes delivery of the NERSC-8 supercom-
puter in 2016, which will expand the capacity of the facility by 10–40 petaFLOPS to address emerging scien fic
needs.

Experienced computa onal scien sts who assist a wide range of users in taking effec ve advantage of the ad-
vanced compu ng resources are cri cal assets at both the LCFs and NERSC. To address this DOE mission need,
support con nues for a post-doctoral training program for high end computa onal science and engineering. In
addi on, the two LCFs and NERSC will con nue coordina ng efforts to quan fy scien st’s computa onal require-
ments and prepare their users for future architectures.

ESnet is the DOE’s high-speed science network engineered and op mized to support large-scale scien fic re-
search. ESnet interconnects and allows scien sts to use DOE’s unique research facili es independent of me
and loca on with state-of-the-art performance levels by providing direct connec ons to more than 40 DOE sites
and now offers interna onal connec ons to CERN. With the 340 gigabit per second (Gbps) expansion to support
SC’s collabora ons in Europe complete, the ESnet will con nue to explore, in coordina on with the Interna onal
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Research and Educa on Network community, next genera on op cal networking technologies and global net-
working architectures for future upgrades. The outcomes of these efforts will help ESnet keep pace with the
con nuing growth of scien fic traffic from DOE’s scien fic user facili es and experiments.
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Case Studies—ASCR Facili es
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Case Study 1

Argonne Leadership Compu ng Facility

1.1 Background

The Argonne Leadership Compu ng Facility (ALCF) located on the Argonne Na onal Laboratory campus outside
of Chicago, Illinois, provides the computa onal science community with a world-class compu ng capability dedi-
cated to breakthrough science and engineering. It began opera on in 2006, with its team providing exper se and
assistance to support user projects to achieve top performance of applica ons and tomaximize benefits from the
use of ALCF resources.

Awardees of compute me on the ALCF systems range fromna onal laboratories and universi es, to corpora ons
and interna onal collaborators. As such, data must be transferred to and from the facility, driving a range of
networking requirements for the facility.

1.2 Network and Data Architecture

The ALCF has constructed various networks to meet the needs of high performance compu ng resources, evalu-
a on and experimenta on resources, and researchers.

Egress Connec vity

The ALCF is physically connected into the Argonne Na onal Laboratory network using a Brocade MLXe-32 core
router configured with 10x10GbE bonded interfaces to a Brocade MLXe-16 upstream router serving the data-
center. This router in turn connects into the campus core at 100GbE. The core routers provide access to other
campus resources and to external networks at a minimum of 10GbE.

The ESnet peering is primarily reached via a 100GbE path to transport at 710 N. Lakeshore Drive in Chicago. This
peering can also be reached via two alternate 10GbE paths. One is available directly by a path to transport at 710
N. Lakeshore Drive, and the other via Metropolitan Research and Educa on Network (MREN).

Internal Architecture

A Brocade MLXe-32 core router is central to the ALCF architecture. Using a hub and spoke model for simplicity
and reliability, this router is responsible for all layer-3 connec vity between resources such as the data transfer
nodes (DTNs), the visualiza on cluster, and other experiments like the Petrel high-speed data store. Resources,
such as the DTNs, that are directly connected to the router use a number of 10GbE bonded interfaces.
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Figure 1.1: ALCF Ethernet egress topology

Suppor ng Brocade chassis are used for dense 10GbE aggrega on and distribu on using layer 2. For less band-
width intensive access, Brocade FCX stackable switches are used. These switches will be connected into the core
router using a number of 10GbE bonded interfaces.

ALCF u lizes two facili es on campus, one for housing HPC resources and the other to host experiments, such
as Petrel, and for disaster-recovery diversity in tape storage loca ons. Dense wavelength division mul plexing
(DWDM) equipment is used to create dedicated connec vity between the sites. At this me, four 10G Ethernet
waves and twelve 8G Fibre Channel waves are being mul plexed between facili es.

1.3 Collaborators

As one of two DOE Leadership Compu ng Facility centers in the na on for open science, the ALCF, supported by
the DOE ASCR Program, provides the computa onal science community with world-class compu ng capabili es,
exper se, and assistance to ensure that every project achieves top performance on its resources.

ALCF provides support through a uniquely collabora ve approach where staff are partnered with users to assist
with scaling, I/O, op miza on, workflow management, and domain-specific algorithm development. ALCF also
partners with experts within the extreme-scale HPC community, at Argonne and throughout the world, to en-
sure best prac ces and best technologies are applied at the facility and available for the users. Last year ALCF
supported 1,432 DOE-defined users and engaged in more than 342 ac ve projects from universi es, na onal
laboratories, and industry worldwide.

1.4 Instruments and Facili es

1.4.1 Present

Mira is an IBM Blue Gene/Q system, consis ng of 48 racks 786,432 processors, and 768 terabytes of memory
with a theore cal peak performance of 10 PetaFLOP/s. For message passing interface (MPI) communica on, the
system has a proprietary 5D torus interconnect. As this is only used for internal system communica on, it is not
relevant to the discussion of LAN and WAN requirements.

To reach external resources, such as the storage subsystem, Mira is equipped with 384 input/output nodes (IONs)
connected to a QDR InfiniBand (IB) fabric. With all IONs opera ng at full capacity, Mira has an aggregate theo-
re cal bandwidth of 1.5 TB/sec. Connec vity is provided by a fully connected network of four Mellanox IS5600
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Figure 1.2: ALCF internal Ethernet topology.
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QDR IB switches. Each switch provides 324 ports of edge connec vity for hosts such as IONs and file servers, and
324 ports of core connec vity between switches. Total aggregate capacity of the fabric is over 5 TB/sec.

DDN provides the storage infrastructure, using the SFA12K-20E pla orm. In this pla orm, virtual machines run-
ning onboard the disk controller couplets act as file servers for the infrastructure. The rated performance of a
single couplet is 15 GB/sec. With 16 couplets, the aggregate bandwidth fromMira to disk is 240 GB/sec. This file
system is intended for performant codes.

A second file system comprised of 6 couplets is available for less intensive codes. The aggregate bandwidth from
Mira to this disk is 90GB/sec.

To achieve a reasonable balance between excessive data sizes and excessive storage consump on, a High Perfor-
mance Storage System (HPSS) data-mover cluster is used. This system manages data migra on and caching for
Mira storage, providing higher throughput for users with large amounts of data to be studied over longer me
periods.

For tes ng and debugging, two smaller Blue Gene/Q systems are available. Cetus, a four rack system of 4096
compute nodes, is connected to the same storage fabric as Mira and allows debug runs to be performed against
produc on file systems, speeding me to resolu on for users troubleshoo ng a failure at scale. This system, has
32 IONs connected with QDR InfiniBand, giving a ra o of 128:1 compute nodes per I/O node.

Vesta, a 2048 node two-rack system, lives in a separate, isolated FDR InfiniBand fabric. This allows experimental
configura ons to be tested that may involve unstable codes not fit for use on the produc on resource. It has
been equipped with a total of 64 IONs, yielding a lower ra o of only 32:1, significantly increasing the capability
of data I/O experimenta on on this system.

A new cluster named Cooley will provide visualiza on for Mira, and later Theta. This Cray CS400-AC based sys-
tem has 126 nodes, using NVIDIA Kepler K80s, with 12GB memory per compute node, achieving 223 teraFLOP/s
(CPU+GPU) of double-precision performance. For inter-process communica on (IPC) and storage area network
(SAN) access the cluster is using a Mellanox SX6512 FDR IB switch. This switch allows for full bisec onal band-
width from any node to any other node within the system, and is uplinked to the exis ng SAN serving Mira. Each
node is also connected at 10 Gbps into Ethernet switches with twelve 10GbE ports reserved for uplinks, providing
connec vity to the ALCF WAN routers at 100Gbps aggregated theore cally.

Petrel is a pilot service for datamanagement that allows researchers to store and share large datasetswith internal
and external collaborators. The pilot is joint project with the ALCF and Globus. It consists of 32 file servers and
1.7 PB of usable GPFS storage. The backing storage is four DataDirect Networks (DDN) S2A9900 Storage Systems.
The file servers also serve as GridFTP DTNs, with a 1GbE WAN connec on per file server. GPFS traffic u lizes a
dedicated 10Gb Clos network. The GPFS was benchmarked with I/O rate at 8301.27/6059.07MB/s for read/write
using all 32 file-servers as clients. Single-client performance was benchmarked with I/O rate at 1215.48/736.42
MB/sec for read/write. Networking performance has been measured with nu cp between Mira and Petrel at
26Gbps using all 32 file servers to a test Mira DTN with a 4x10GbE aggregate.

1.4.2 Next 2-5 years

Thetawill arrive in 2016 to support Argonnewith the transi on fromMira toAurora. It will be based on the Cray XC
series, powered by Intel’s second genera on Xeon processors and Knights Landing Phi coprocessors. This system
should have a peak performance of greater than 8.5 PetaFLOP/s. The management infrastructure suppor ng this
systemwill see standardiza on around 40GbE network interface cards. An cipated workload includes large-scale
compute, data analysis, and visualiza on.

1.4.3 Beyond 5 years

Aurora, will use Intel’s HPC scalable system framework to provide a peak performance of 180 PetaFLOP/s. The sys-
temwill help ensure con nued U.S. leadership in high-end compu ng for scien fic research while also cemen ng
the na on’s posi on as global leader in the development of next-genera on exascale compu ng systems. Aurora
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is considered a pre-exascale system. The system architecture is intended to be performant for both compute-
intensive and data-centric workloads. This would require the LCF network architecture to support the migra on
of very large data sets.

1.5 Process of Science

1.5.1 Present

Groups awarded me at the ALCF o en transfer in their data sets to the facility at the beginning of their compu ng
me. This comes in the January me frame for INCITE awards, and the July me frame for ASCR Leadership

Compu ng Challenge (ALCC) awards. Groups also transfer out simula on results to their home facili es or to
collaborators year-round. The Innova ve and Novel Computa onal Impact on Theory and Experiment (INCITE)
program process, which allocates 60 percent of the available me on the machine, is also open to interna onal
proposals. It is not unusual to have a trans-Atlan c awardee.

To enable data movement, a GridFTP cluster is available for the transfer of data sets. During normal opera ons,
12 DTNs are available for users, each with 10 GbE of connec vity. These systems read from the GPFS SAN and
are built to saturate their network interface cards. To facilitate troubleshoo ng network connec vity there is a
perfSONAR server open to the public.

The following table, Table 1.1, describes the top twenty-five ALCF DTN transfer des na ons, characterized here
by the Autonomous System (AS) name, ranked by the aggregate data transferred over the period of a year.

Table 1.1: Top 25 DTN transfer des na ons from ALCF over the last year.

Autonomous System Aggregate transferred in PB
NSHE-NEVADANET - Nevada System of Higher Educa on, US 136.682
FNAL-AS - Fermi Na onal Accelerator Laboratory (Fermilab), US 115.416
ESNET-WEST - ESnet, US 89.159
NERSC - Na onal Energy Research Scien fic Compu ng Center, US 54.553
ORNL-MSRNET - Oak Ridge Na onal Laboratory, US 20.649
BNL-AS - Brookhaven Na onal Laboratory, US 20.578
UTAH - University of Utah, US 15.314
NCSA-AS - Na onal Center for Supercompu ng Applica ons, US 11.316
LANL-INET-AS - Los Alamos Na onal Laboratory, US 9.955
TACCNET - University of Texas at Aus n, US 9.870
UTEXAS - University of Texas at Aus n, US 8.621
UIUC - University of Illinois, US 7.823
NCAR-AS - University Corpora on for Atmospheric Research, US 3.979
BROWN - Brown University, US 1.414
CMCS - Comcast Cable Communica ons, Inc., US 1.254
STANFORD - Stanford University, US 1.012
UTK - The University of Tennessee Health Science Center, US 0.865
U-CHICAGO-AS - University of Chicago, US 0.680
ESNET-EAST - ESnet, US 0.599
UCDAVIS-CORE - University of California at Davis, US 0.556
FR-REMIP2000 REMIP 2000 Autonomous System, FR 0.418
USC-AS - University of Southern California, US 0.248
PPPL-AS1 - Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory, US 0.230
CEBAF - Con nuous Electron Beam Accelerator Facility, US 0.166
IASTATE-AS - Iowa State University, US 0.114

The following two charts, Figure 1.3 and 1.4, illustrate bursts of traffic over the period of a year for the six most
ac ve projects, but also all projects in aggregate. Each data point is the sum of that day’s data movement for
that project. This is meant to bursts in transfer ac vity. Notably the top bursts are generated by the cosmology
projects.
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Figure 1.3: Inbound traffic to ALCF DTNs.

Figure 1.4: Outbound traffic from ALCF DTNs.

1.5.2 Next 2–5 years

Significant new compute systems, collabora on tools, and upgrades are planned for this me period.

Currently the capabili es of the visualiza on cluster and the DTNs have the poten al to create conten on for
ALCF network egress connec vity. In two to five years, there will be addi onal large-scale systems with sup-
por ng infrastructure standardized on 40GbE network interface cards, with their a endant DTNs. Adding to the
compe on for limited networking resources, several visualiza on walls are planned. It is also possible that users
might request the ability to perform analy cs in real me with a companion visualiza on and analysis resource
located on the WAN, furthering straining the limited bandwidth. High speed data stores, like Petrel, will also be
made available.
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All of these resources translate into increased u liza on for networking resources.

1.5.3 Beyond 5 years

Exascale is expected to be achieved.

1.6 Remote Science Ac vi es

1.6.1 Cosmology Simula on Ac vi es

Current and future astronomical surveys are pushing the limits of sta s cal fidelity in making cosmological mea-
surements, such as determining the spa al clustering of galaxies. Robust cosmological inference from these and
other precision cosmology datasets requires an accurate, large-scale simula on and modeling capability to make
maximal use of the informa on contained in mul ple cosmological probes. By virtue of their size, complexity,
and dynamic range, cosmological simula ons targeted at these problems will fully stress state of the art super-
computers for genera ons to come.

Simula ons of structure forma on in the Universe are integral in survey planning, characterizing error distribu-
ons, and for calcula ng the observable signatures to which the data will be compared. Galaxies form in highly

over-dense regions of space but trace delicate structures that span distances of hundreds ofmillions of light-years,
demanding dynamic ranges of roughly six orders of magnitude in spa al resolu on and even more in mass reso-
lu on. Much like galaxy surveys themselves, the data products from cosmological simula ons are rich and can be
interrogated in various ways at several levels of data reduc on and compression, requiring significant resources
for data archiving, data access, and data distribu on.

The central engine of such a simula on workflow is a cosmological N-body code, such as the Hardware/Hybrid
Accelerated Cosmology Code (HACC), that can run at scale on a variety of systemswithin the DOEOffice of Science
compu ng complex (ALCF, OLCF, NERSC). The outputs of a simula on can be broadly grouped into three categories
based on the levels of data reduc on and transforma on as well as likely usage pa erns. The analyses associated
with the simula ons can be carried out in both in-situ and offline modes, with the possibility of the la er being
co-scheduled with the cosmological simula on.

One example of Level I data would be an output of all the N-body par cle informa on at a simula on me step.
For a “hero” run that is using most of a current leadership-class HPC system, the par cle informa on for a single
me step can total between 10 and 100 TB and is wri en into mul ple individual files within a file set, with

typically tens to hundreds of files per file set. The number of files and mapping between compute nodes and
files is tuned to maximize the filesystem write bandwidth on each system. The purpose of “hero” runs is to study
details of structure forma on that can only be accessed with the highest dynamic range simula ons possible, but
they are so expensive in terms of compu ng resources that they need to be augmented by campaigns of smaller
simula ons to study the effects of varying cosmological parameters.

There are a few regular, predictable pa erns of analysis that take Level I data for some carefully chosen me steps
and produce Level II outputs that are reduced in size by roughly an order of magnitude or more. These can be run
in-situ while the simula on is running or shortly a er an output me step file set is produced. One example of
a Level II data set is a catalog of dark ma er-dominated halos and sub-halos, which mark the highly over-dense
regions of the universe where galaxies can form. Scien fic goals drive the me frequency requirements for the
various Level I to Level II reduc ons, so different output me stepsmay be run through different sets of reduc ons.
The extreme dynamic range available in “hero” runs generally results in more output me steps being analyzed
than for a typical campaign run, with some kinds of Level II analysis being run on up to a hundred output me
steps. Level II data sets are s ll fantas cally rich and there are poten ally many ways that many users would want
to further process them into Level III (catalog level) data sets and share themwith yet more users. Typically, Level
III data sets maybe interacted with in real me.

The networking requirements of the cosmological simula on workflow result from the distribu on of resource
alloca on and availability at DOE compu ng facili es and user access to data. An important considera on is
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the availability of data-intensive compu ng resources (large-scale “analysis clusters”) where offline analysis can
proceed in either asynchronous or co-scheduled modes.

Level II and Level III data products may be analyzed and re-processed by many users at various facili es, but the
file sets are rela vely-speaking, small, and generally not part of ghtly-coupled workflows, so transferring them
is not a primary concern. The challenge is in moving Level I data for large simula ons. Alloca ons of core hours at
DOE compu ng facili es are compe vely awarded, but the capabili es and policies for disk and archive access
and reten on vary considerably. A project may want to move a Level I file set between facili es in order to retain
it on disk for a longer period of me or to archive it in a different loca on, or to allow another user to run a new
Level I data reduc on where that user has an alloca on of core hours for that analysis. These transfers will not
generally be part of a ghtly coupled workflow, either, so some latency can be tolerated, but a file set of 100TB
should be transferable on the me scale of one day.

The poten al size of a Level I file set should scale roughly with the available mainmemory of leadership-class HPC
systems, as “hero” runs are o en executed in a near memory-limited configura on. However, the rate at which
Level I file sets that a project needs to transfer are produced could increase more rapidly as the floa ng point
capabili es of leadership-class HPC systems are increasing more rapidly than their memory footprints.

Over the next five years, the es mated level of simula on ac vity will be driven by a number of important surveys
such as DESI (Dark Energy Spectroscopic Instrument), LSST (Large Synop c Surve Telescope), WFIRST (Wide Field
Infrared Survey Telescope), CMB-S4 (Cosmic Microwave Background—Stage 4). Simula ons will include cam-
paigns such as the ongoing Mira-Titan Universe simula on suite, which covers 100 large simula ons run over a
period of three years, to massive individual runs including hydrodynamics and a variety of subgrid models (gas
cooling, star forma on, astrophysical feedback mechanisms, etc.).

The large individual runs will create on the order of 10 PB of Level I data per simula on in roughly a month of wall
clock me. (This is a subset of the expected output of roughly 100 PB total in Level I from all simula ons.) Given
current policies at supercompu ng centers, moving this data set to the project’s archival storage (a mixture of
disk and tape) will have to be done on a period of roughly three months, which translates to a hard requirement
of moving data at the rate of 1 PB/week.

Addi onally, there will be large data sets at Level II and Level III, which will be moved across supercomputer
centers and storage sites as well as to sites with sufficient local analysis capabili es. The total amount of data
at this level is es mated to be 50 PB. This number is also large and reflects the fact that post-processing can
yield many different outputs depending on the choice of modeling parameters, even for a single base simula on.
Although individual data transfers here will not be as large as the one discussed above, they too can be at the
1 PB level. Given that these datasets will be transferred essen ally as part of an analysis campaign, strategies
for maximizing overall throughput will be essen al. These will include pre-staging of transfers, co-scheduling of
analysis with the transfers, and the ability to interact with a sufficient frac on of the data set during the analysis
process—a loosely coupled workflow. Such a requirement translates to several TB/hour.

1.6.2 Interac ve and Remote Large-Data Visualiza on and Analysis Services

Currently, data sets in domains such as cosmology, combus on and astrophysics, range in size from 20483 to
10,2403, with a single me step of data in the range of terabytes. Using a dedicated high-end visualiza on re-
source (e.g., ALCF’s Cooley cluster) to visualize and analyze the data, single or mul ple instances of a visualiza on
applica on can be used to remotely visualize different variables of a par cular data set. The resul ng images
are then streamed over the wide area over to the applica on scien st’s loca on to a display cluster that drives
a mul - led display wall. A typical configura on for this applica on includes 15 LCD displays, each 1920x1200
pixels, arranged in 5 columns by 3 rows (34 MegaPixels). Streaming the full resolu on of a single le at 30 frames
per secondwould require 2.1Gbps, with the full 15 les requiring 31Gbps. At the same me, there is an increasing
number of high-resolu on displays being deployed by science teams with a display resolu on in the range of 50
to 100 MegaPixels (around 50–100Gbps) to glean insights from the higher resolu on, higher fidelity, and more
complex physics generated by the computa onal campaigns. With growing data sizes, and larger displays with
more available les, the bandwidth requirements are an cipated to con nue to grow. The data movement in
this case is a parallel M-to-N data movement consis ng of mul ple sources and des na ons. A characteris c of
this data movement is reliable (lossless), low latency, low ji er, and high bandwidth.
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One challenge with the current data movement is that it requires network admins at the various sites to be
involved in order to set up the network path involving mul ple administra ve domains. This tends to be a severe
impediment to science. For determinis c end-to-end performance, a mul -domain network reserva on system
is needed to account for scheduling policies within a site, typically involving mul ple domains, together with
the OSCARS reserva ons for the ESNet domain. Also, it will be necessary to co-ordinate the scheduling of the
job transfers with the job schedulers at each site to be er facilitate the end-to-end data movement. This again
necessitates a co-scheduling mechanism involving various scheduling policies along the end-to-end path

In the next 2 to 5 years, data sizes from science campaigns are expected to grow. We expect the adop on of new
and cheaper 3D displaywalls including the CAVE2 by science teams to be er understand the higher resolu on and
more complex datasets. This is cri cal to be er understandmolecular structures among others. This significantly
increases the required frame rate (usually 60Hz) for interac vity and further increases the bandwidth needs by
a factor of two. We also expect to witness the advent of 4K displays in form factors similar to current displays
resul ng in a 4X increase in the networking requirements for remote visualiza on. In general, we expect led
displays to become more commonly accepted by remote science teams for data explora on and visualiza on.
Low overhead network provisioning and scheduling will be cri cal to rapid adop on of remote visualiza on and
analysis.

Beyond 5 years, data sizes from science campaigns are expected to con nue to grow. We expect towitness advent
of 8K displays, wider adop on of led walls (both 2D and 3D) facilitated by technologies including OLED displays.
We expect led walls to become extremely prevalent in the science community. Seamless network provisioning
and scheduling will be key to rapid adop on of remote visualiza on and analysis.

1.7 So ware Infrastructure

Please see Sec on 1.5.

1.8 Outstanding Issues

No outstanding issues at this me.
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Table 1.2: The following table summarizes data needs and networking requirements for the ALCF.
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Case Study 2

Na onal Energy Research Scien fic
Compu ng Center

2.1 Background

The Na onal Energy Research Scien fic Compu ng Center (NERSC) is the high-end scien fic compu ng facility for
the DOE’s SC. With about 6,000 users from universi es, na onal laboratories, and industry, NERSC supports the
largest and most diverse research community of any compu ng facility within the DOE complex. NERSC provides
large-scale, state-of-the-art compu ng for DOE’s unclassified research programs in alterna ve energy sources,
climate change, energy efficiency, environmental science and other science areas within the DOEmission.

There has been an explosive growth of observa onal and experimental data from DOE facili es and a number of
new capabili es are expected to come online in the next 5 to 10 years including an upgrade to the Advanced Light
Source (ALS) at the Lawrence Berkeley Na onal Laboratory, the Linac Coherent Light Source (LCLS-II) experiment
at the SLAC Na onal Laboratory, increased data rates from the Planck satellite and the the Large Synop c Sky
Telescope (LSST). In genomics significant upgrades are expected in sequencing capabili es and more ubiquitous
distributed sensor networkswill be placed into our urban and natural environments. Some of these facili es, with
large bursty workloads are expected to stress the exis ng networking capabili es. Large scale data analy cs and
simula on capabili es are required to achieve the science goals of these observa onal and experimental instru-
ments and drive the need to have high data ingest rates, in some cases, directly into the supercomputer.

2.2 Network and Data Architecture

The network at NERSC can be roughly divided into two dis nct parts. There is the internal network that serves
as the high-speed interconnect between storage and compu ng resources, and the external-facing network that
is used to access the compu ng and storage resources and other public-facing services (e.g., web servers and
scien fic portals). Each of these networks is specifically tuned for the needs that it serves.

NERSC con nues tomove toward a fault-tolerant architecture from the network edge through the core. Hosts are
deployed with dual network connec ons to an Ethernet switch fabric consis ng of two or more switches at the
distribu on layer which func on as a single logical device. For the internal network, uplinks from the distribu on
layer to the core go to a pair of redundant routers. This architecture aims to remove single points of failure in
the network, reducing the likelihood of a service interrup on. It also provides two independent network links of
bandwidth to the edge hosts during normal opera on (Figure 2.1).

For the internal network, a significant por on of NERSC compute clusters and file system servers rely on IB as a
high-bandwidth, low-latency interconnect (Figure 2.2). The clusters use a set of nodes ac ng as network gateways
for connec vity outside of the cluster. NERSC is collabora ng to deploy so ware routers, which will route IB over
IP using standard rou ng protocols. This will help improve cluster load balancing and availability.
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Figure 2.1: NERSC network fault tolerant architecture.

Figure 2.2: So ware routers improve connec vity for Infiniband clusters.
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Figure 2.3: NERSC connec vity to ESnet.

For the externally facing network, NERSC’s 100Gbps border router is now fully in produc on and is the primary
connec on to ESnet (Figure 2.3). The old border router with 2x10G connec ons to ESnet func ons as a secondary
path in case of failure. The primary andbackup border routers have physically separate peerings to ESnet, allowing
NERSC to con nue to operate during router failure or maintenance. NERSC has four DTNs which are op mized
for high-bandwidth network traffic. These DTNs mount the NERSC global file system which is also mounted on
the NERSC supercomputers.

2.3 Collaborators

NERSC has thousands of users not only across the United States, but the world. Figure 2.4 shows the number of
NERSC users per country.

2.4 Instruments and Facili es

2.4.1 High Performance Compu ng Systems

The NERSC HPC systems are the current primary driver of network traffic at NERSC. NERSC users con nue to
import more data than they export, using the HPC systems to analyze data.

The largest system on the floor currently is the Edison system, which has a peak performance of 2.57 PetaFLOP/s,
133824 compute cores, 357 TB of memory and 7.4 RB of online disk storage with a peak I/O bandwidth of 164
GB/s. Two other systems, Hopper (a 1 PetaFLOP Cray XE6), and Carver (a smaller cluster) will be re red later
in 2015. NERSC also operates two data-intensive systems, one for the high energy physics community, named
PDSF, and one for the Joint Genome Ins tute, named Genepool. NERSC’s next supercomputer, Cori, will be a
30 PetaFLOP system delivered in two phases, the first phase in 2015 with Intel Haswell compute nodes and the
second phase in 2016 with Intel Knights Landing compute nodes. NERSC intends make the first phase of the
Cori system especially friendly for data-intensive applica ons, suppor ng real- me workflows and including an
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Figure 2.4: The majority of NERSC compu ng hours are used by scien sts at Department of Energy Na onal Laboratories or
universi es.

NVRAM burst buffer, interac ve nodes for advanced workflows, and improved network performance into the
compute system to support streaming applica ons.

The graph below shows the data transferred into and out of the NERSC Center by source and des na on. The
graph indicates that NERSC, together with ESnet have been quite successful at encouraging users to use the highly
op mized DTNs for network transfers. The DTNs support approximately 50% of the inbound traffic to NERSC,
followed next by transfers directly into NERSC’s HPSS archival storage. Data from the Joint Genome Ins tute
sequencers comprise a rela vely small amount of data transferred to NERSC. The new Cori system will have 1.5
PB of a non-vola le storage as a “burst buffer,” a layer of NVRAM that will sit between the compute nodememory
and the file system, which will help accelerate I/O applica ons. NERSC is working closely with Cray, the Cori
vendor, to improve networking capabili es into and out of the Cray compute nodes in order to be able to support
streaming data applica ons. In the future NERSC could an cipate scheduling network transfers concurrently with
compute capabili es.

2.4.2 Light Sources

Light Sources present a “bursty” use case for NERSC, in that there is a burst of network trafficwhen the experiment
is turned on, but there is a down me associated with the duty cycle of the experiment (i.e., sample prepara on).
At present, various beamlines at the ALS (at Lawrence Berkeley Na onal Laboratory), the Linear Coherent Light
Source (at SLAC Na onal Laboratory), and the Transmission Electron Aberra on-Corrected Microscope (TEAM)
high-speed camera (at Lawrence Berkeley Na onal Laboratory) are major use cases. The ALS range of beamlines
(tomography, small-angle diffrac on, COSMIC, infrared) are representa ve of major network drivers in the 0 to
5 years meframe. At SLAC, the CXI beamline and diffrac ve imaging beamlines are drivers in 0-5 years. Once
LCLS-II comes online, it will present a host of challenges for real- me analy cs and offline computa on. Finally,
the proposed TEAM camera, which should come online in 2 years, will be an excellent test case for LCLS-II-like
throughput rates; this specific instrument will be capable of 20,000 foot-pound-second acquisi on rates.

Process of Science

The SPOT suite is an emerging pla orm for handling ALS beamline workloads. In the suite, images are collected
into an HDF5 suitcase, and files are transferred to NERSC using Spade and GridFTP. The LCLS instrument at SLAC
u lizes the Python Script ANAlysis (PSANA) workflow. The TEAM microscope will likely use HDF5 and some data
transfer mechanism for efficient data movement and real- me analy cs at NERSC. We do not an cipate major
changes in the list of so ware technologies in the 2-5 year meframe, however these tools will need to accommo-
date efficientmul -core execu on on Cori-like architectures, and theworkflowswill need to take burst-buffer-like
hardware into account. Both “online” real- me analy cs, perhaps coupling with a simula on code, as well as of-
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2.5: Graphs characterizing NERSC users by ins tu on type, loca on for na onal laboratories, and a break down of
universi es.
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Figure 2.6: Graph showing the total bytes (in TB) imported and exported per month at NERSC.

Figure 2.7: Graph showing NERSC’s routed traffic via the wide-area network in TB/day per year.
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Figure 2.8: Percentage of data in and out of NERSC by source and des na on.

fline analy cs, will be important use cases.

2.4.3 High Energy Physics

NERSC is involved in community support of a number of high energy physics (HEP) experiments. The Solenoidal
Tracker at RHIC (STAR) detector at the Rela vis c Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) at Brookhaven Na onal Laboratory;
the A Large Ion Collider Experiment (ALICE) and A Toroidal LHC Apparatus (ATLAS) experiments at Large Hadron
Collider (CERN); the Daya Bay experiment in China, and the Large Underground Xenon (LUX) DarkMa er detector
aremajor drivers for NERSC. The network trafficmodality tends to be in a stage of “Con nuous Import” and “Con-
nuous Export.” The HEP community has amature set of workflow tools and technologies; and the infrastructure

is working well currently. The data volumes will increase by ten-fold in the next 2–5 years, which will require scal-
ing bandwidth and compute resources. STAR and ALICE instruments present both import and export use cases,
which are rela vely symmetric in their bandwidth requirements. LUX and Daya Bay are primarily import-oriented
use cases at this point in me.

Process of Science ALICE u lized the XRootD framework, which is managed with AliEn. STAR u lizes a couple of
pipelines which use globus-url-copy or Globus internally. ATLAS u lizes ROOT and BeStMan for transfers. Daya
Bay u lizes Gaudi/ROOT and SPADE for transfers. We do not expect major changes in the list of technologies in
the 2–5 year meframe.

2.4.4 Astronomy and Cosmology

The Dark Energy Spectroscopic Instrument (DESI) and Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) telescopes present
both bursty and con nuous import use cases for NERSC in the 0–5 year meframe. The DESI project will focus
on targe ng surveys and simula ons in the 0-2 year meframe, and focus towards serving data in the 2–5+ year
period. Raw data from the DESI project will be mirrored in a “con nuous export” mode in the 2–5+ year me-
frame; with a modest annual data volume of 10 TB/year. Public CMB datasets (Planck and WMAP) are hosted at
NERSC at present, and will con nue to be available for download to collaborators in the 0–5+ year meframe.
Simula ons for the LSST project will be made available at NERSC in the 2–5+ year meframe for serving reduced
data products. The major driver for the field will start with the onset of the LSST project in 2022.
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Table 2.1: The following table summarizes data needs and networking requirements for NERSC’s light sources use cases.

·	  	  	  ALS	  (Tomography,	  Small	  Angle	  
Diffraction);	  LCLS	  (CXI:	  Coherent	  
X-‐ray	  Imaging);	  TEAM	  (high	  
speed	  cameras)

·	  	  	  Size	  of	  one	  data	  set	  at	  
the	  ALS:	  100MB-‐
100GB;	  LCLS:	  20	  GB	  
files;	  
150TB/experiment.	  
TEAM:	  1-‐10TB/dataset

·	  	  	  How	  long	  does	  it	  take	  to	  
transfer	  a	  data	  set	  on	  the	  local	  
network?	  ALS:	  1-‐2	  minutes.	  
TEAM:	  target	  "real-‐time	  
feedback."

·	  	  	  How	  long	  does	  it	  take	  to	  transfer	  
a	  data	  set	  offsite?	  LCLS:	  7.5	  Gbps	  
obtained	  at	  present.

·	  	  ALS:	  Spade;	  GridFTP;	  HDF5.	  
LCLS:	  PSANA	  workflow.	  

Aggregate	  dataset	  size	  
(annual)-‐-‐ALS:	  10-‐
300TB.	  LCLS:	  600	  TB	  
@NERSC;	  3PB/year.	  
TEAM:	  not	  in	  
production	  in	  this	  
timeframe.

·	  	  	  How	  frequent	  are	  the	  
transfers?	  10%	  duty	  cycle	  
(TEAM);	  ALS;	  LCLS

·	  	  	  How	  frequent	  are	  the	  transfers?	  
LCLS:continuous	  (24x7)	  streaming	  
4	  days/nights	  in	  a	  row.	  LCLS	  data	  
generation	  is	  2x	  transfer	  rates;	  
night	  shifts	  allow	  transfer	  to	  catch	  
up.	  TEAM:	  8	  hour	  shifts;	  low	  duty	  
cycle.

·	  	  	  What	  is	  the	  data	  set	  
composed	  of?	  ALS:	  
HDF5	  file	  consisting	  of	  
several	  images	  
(datasets).	  LCLS:	  XTC	  
format.	  TEAM:	  HDF5	  
file.

Based	  on	  10Gbps.

·	  	  	  Where	  are	  the	  collaborating	  
sites/destination	  points	  for	  the	  
data	  transfers/data	  sets?	  LCLS	  to	  
NERSC	  DTNs.

·	  	  	  	  ALS:	  COSMIC,	  IR.	  LCLS-‐II:	  
diffractive	  imaging,	  structural	  
biology,	  etc	  (2019).	  TEAM:	  
20,000	  fps	  acquisition.

·	  	  	  Size	  of	  one	  data	  set:	  
ALS:	  1GB-‐100GB.	  LCLS:	  
600TB/experiment.	  
TEAM:	  10-‐100+TB

·	  	  	  	  ALS:	  HDF5,	  LCLS:	  
PSANA/HDF5,	  TEAM:	  HDF5.

Aggregate	  size	  of	  
datasets	  (annual):	  ALS:	  
100TB-‐3PB,	  LCLS:	  
600TB/experiment	  
2.4PB@NERSC

·	  	  	  	  LCLS:	  continuous	  (24x7)	  
streaming	  4	  days/nights	  in	  a	  row.

·	  	  	  LCLS:	  NERSC	  Cray	  COE;	  
streaming	  writes	  to	  Burst	  Buffer	  +	  
storage.	  Real-‐time	  and	  offline	  
analytics.

·	  	  	  Describe	  any	  planned	  new	  data	  
sources	  or	  software	  packages:	  
LCLS:	  next	  gen	  XFEL.

·	  	  	  What	  is	  the	  strategic	  
direction	  for	  data	  flow,	  
science	  process,	  etc.?	  LCLS:	  
Resolution	  and	  sampling	  
rates	  for	  LCLS-‐II:	  start	  with	  
10x	  compared	  to	  LCLS;	  
proceeding	  to	  100x.	  
Robotic	  sample	  handling	  
will	  improve	  duty	  cycle;	  
Dynamical	  reconstruction	  
will	  require	  processing	  of	  
10-‐100x	  data	  (compared	  to	  
static);	  Simulation	  of	  
experiments	  requiring	  HPC.

·	  	  	  Size	  of	  one	  data	  set:	  
ALS:	  10GB-‐?;	  LCLS:	  2-‐
6PB	  data	  set	  size	  /	  
experiment	  are	  possible	  
given	  2	  order	  of	  
magnitude	  
improvement	  in	  
technology.	  

Aggregate	  size	  of	  
datasets	  (annual):	  ALS:	  
100TB-‐5PB.	  LCLS:	  
30PB.	  

·	  	  	  Reduction	  in	  duty	  cycle	  with	  
automation	  might	  imply	  more	  
frequent	  transfers.

5+	  years

0-‐2	  years

·	  	  	  Highlights	  of	  currrent	  
science	  process-‐-‐ALS:	  
collect	  images;	  prepare	  
HDF5	  suitcase;	  transfer	  to	  
NERSC.	  LCLS:	  1)	  Fast	  
feedback	  analysis:	  check	  
data	  quality	  while	  
experiment	  is	  running;	  2)	  
Offline	  analysis:	  data	  is	  
processed	  at	  LCLS/NERSC	  
to	  perform	  image	  
reconstruction.	  TEAM:	  
transfer	  data	  over	  "LAN"	  to	  
NERSC;	  Cori	  BB;	  real-‐time	  
analytics.

2-‐5	  years

·	  	  	  Cori	  architecture;	  data	  
partition;	  streaming	  to	  
burst	  buffer	  and	  real-‐time	  
analytics.	  Porting	  analytics	  
codes	  and	  workflows	  to	  
Cori.	  Possible	  coupling	  with	  
simulation	  in	  limited	  cases.	  
LCLS:	  offline	  analysis	  will	  
be	  critical.

Key	  “Bursty”	  Science	  Drivers Anticipated	  Network	  Needs

Instruments,	  Software,	  
and	  Facilities Process	  of	  Science Data	  Set	  Size Local-‐Area	  Transfer	  

Time Wide-‐Area	  Transfer	  Time
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Table 2.2: The following table summarizes data needs and networking requirements for NERSC’s HEP use cases.

	  STAR@RHIC;	  ALICE@LHC;	  
ATLAS@LHC;	  Daya	  Bay;	  LUX	  
Dark	  Matter	  Detector.	  DESI:	  2	  
telescopes.

·	  	  	  What	  is	  the	  size	  of	  
one	  data	  set?	  
STAR/ALICE:	  
~100TB/dataset.	  
ATLAS:	  GB-‐TBs.	  Daya	  
Bay:	  ~0.6GB.

·	  	  	  How	  long	  does	  it	  take	  to	  
transfer	  a	  data	  set	  on	  the	  local	  
network?	  ALICE/STAR:	  
streaming	  from	  local	  storage	  
to	  compute	  nodes:	  10TB	  in	  35	  
minutes	  @5GB/s

·	  	  What	  is	  the	  current/new	  
software	  used	  in	  scientific	  
process?	  ALICE:	  XRootD,	  
managed	  with	  AliEn	  framework;	  
STAR:	  couple	  of	  pipelines	  that	  
use	  globus-‐url-‐copy	  or	  globus	  
online;	  ATLAS:	  ROOT;	  BeStMan	  
(SRM)	  for	  transfers;	  DAya	  Bay:	  
Gaudi/ROOT,	  SPADE	  for	  
transfers.

·	  	  	  What	  is	  the	  general	  
range	  of	  data	  set	  sizes?	  
ALICE/STAR:~1TB-‐
1PB;	  full	  ATLAS:	  100PB;	  
Daya	  Bay:	  ~70TB/year	  
raw,	  ~1PB	  derived;	  
LUX:	  100s	  TB/yr,	  
filesizes	  vary.	  DESI:	  1	  
TB/night;	  processed:	  
4TB.

·	  	  	  How	  frequent	  are	  the	  
transfers?	  24/7	  streaming

·	  	  	  What	  is	  the	  data	  set	  
composed	  of?	  
ALICE/STAR:	  ~1M	  
ROOT	  files.	  ATLAS:	  
100K	  files;	  10-‐100MB	  
each.	  Daya	  Bay:	  
350x0.5GB	  files/day

·	  	  	  How	  frequent	  are	  the	  transfers?	  
ALICE:	  steady	  state.	  STAR:	  duty	  
cycle	  of	  1/3.	  Desire	  to	  increase	  
rates	  by	  order	  of	  magnitude:	  3x	  
via	  network	  optimizations;	  2x	  via	  
continuous	  operations.	  ATLAS:	  
user	  initiated;	  between	  3-‐30	  
transfers/day.	  Daya	  Bay,	  LUX:	  
several	  times	  /	  day.	  DESI:	  30	  and	  
180	  nights/yr.
·	  	  	  Where	  are	  the	  collaborating	  
sites/destination	  points	  for	  the	  
data	  transfers/data	  sets?	  ALICE:	  
80+	  grid	  sites	  world-‐wide;	  closest	  
sites	  that	  dominate	  transfers:	  
ORNL;	  UNAM;	  KISTI.	  ALICE	  uses	  
ALICE	  grid	  enabled	  storage	  
elements	  (and	  not	  NERSC	  DMZ	  dtn	  
servers);	  STAR:	  BNL,	  relies	  on	  
PDSF	  and/or	  NERSC	  DTNs.	  ATLAS,	  
Daya	  Bay:	  dedicated	  PDSF	  DTNs.	  
LUX:	  primary	  data	  mirror	  at	  
Brown	  University.

·	  	  	  Range	  of	  data	  set	  
sizes	  (e.g.	  500GB	  to	  2TB	  
depending	  on	  
experiment)

·	  	  	  Describe	  any	  planned	  new	  data	  
sources	  or	  software	  packages:

Future	  for	  STAR	  in	  question;	  
related	  to	  RHIC	  and	  plans	  for	  
electron-‐ion	  collider

0-‐2	  years

2-‐5	  years
·	  	  	  What	  are	  the	  foreseeable	  
changes	  to	  data	  flow,	  
science	  process,	  etc?	  
ATLAS:	  10x	  increase;	  Daya	  
Bay:	  10x	  increase	  possible.	  
ATLAS:	  Increased	  use	  of	  on-‐
demand	  WAN	  data	  access	  
using	  federation	  
technologies	  such	  as	  
xrootd;	  as	  well	  as	  
continuing	  pre-‐placement	  
of	  data.

·	  	  	  How	  long	  does	  it	  take	  to	  transfer	  
a	  data	  set	  offsite?	  ALICE:	  50MB/s	  -‐
>	  250	  MB/s.	  STAR	  transfers:	  60	  
MB/s.	  ATLAS:	  individual	  file:	  3	  
MB/s	  (from	  CERN,	  BNL),	  
aggregate:	  150	  MB/s	  peak,	  limited	  
by	  PDSF	  DTN	  bandwidth	  of	  
10Gb/s;	  Daya	  Bay:	  PDSF	  DTNs	  (3	  
MB/s	  aggregate	  from	  China);	  LUX:	  
aggregate	  rates	  of	  ~20MB/s	  to	  
NERSC	  DTNs,	  and	  1MB/s	  to	  PDSF	  
DTNs;	  goal	  to	  get	  PDSF	  DTNs	  to	  
10MB/s.

·	  	  	  Total	  ATLAS	  dataset	  
size	  will	  double	  in	  2	  
years;	  25%	  increase	  
during	  shutdown	  2018-‐
2019;	  further	  2x	  
increase	  by	  2023.

·	  	  	  How	  frequent	  are	  the	  
transfers?	  STAR,	  ALICE	  
numbers	  same	  as	  0-‐2	  years.

·	  	  	  How	  long	  does	  it	  take	  to	  transfer	  
a	  data	  set	  offsite?	  ALICE/STAR:	  
target	  performance	  improvement	  
of	  2-‐3x	  as	  facility	  grows.

ATLAS:	  Network	  usage	  will	  scale	  
with	  dataset	  size:	  roughly	  double	  
over	  next	  2	  years.	  Would	  like	  WAN	  
networks	  to	  allow	  1-‐10MB/s/core;	  
around	  10Gbps	  aggregate.

·	  	  	  What	  are	  the	  planned,	  new	  
data	  sources/instruments?	  
STAR@RHIC;	  ALICE@LHC;	  
ATLAS	  upgrade;	  Daya	  Bay	  
upgrade

Key	  Science	  Drivers:	  "Continuous	  Import	  and	  Export" Anticipated	  Network	  Needs
Instruments,	  Software,	  

and	  Facilities Process	  of	  Science Data	  Set	  Size Local-‐Area	  Transfer	  
Time Wide-‐Area	  Transfer	  Time

·	  	  	  How	  long	  does	  it	  take	  to	  
transfer	  a	  data	  set	  on	  the	  local	  
network?	  ALICE:	  Current	  
target:	  5GB/s	  based	  on	  
current	  workflow.	  As	  facility	  
increases	  (say	  2x);	  need	  to	  
scale	  bandwidth	  capacity	  to	  at	  
least	  10GB/s.

·	  	  	  What	  is	  the	  strategic	  
direction	  for	  data	  flow,	  
science	  process,	  etc.?	  
Significant	  changes	  for	  
ALICE;	  1	  TB/s	  coming	  out	  
the	  detector.	  New	  
computing	  project	  
underway	  to	  develop	  
technology.	  Regional	  
analysis	  facilities	  being	  
developed	  to	  hold	  reduced	  
datasets.	  PDSF	  could	  
support	  this	  for	  ALICE-‐USA.

5+	  years

·	  	  	  How	  long	  does	  it	  take	  to	  
transfer	  a	  data	  set	  on	  the	  local	  
network?	  

·	  	  	  Size	  of	  one	  data	  set:	  
STAR,	  ALICE	  numbers	  
same	  as	  0-‐2	  years.

·	  	  	  How	  long	  does	  it	  take	  to	  transfer	  
a	  data	  set	  offsite?	  ALICE:	  in	  a	  Tier-‐
2	  role	  will	  grow	  by	  10x	  relative	  to	  
present.	  If	  PDSF	  becomes	  an	  
analysis	  facility;	  we	  will	  need	  to	  
move	  ~1	  PB-‐sized	  datasets	  
routinely	  over	  ~3	  weeks:	  
indicating	  a	  performance	  target	  of	  
500MB/s	  from	  CERN-‐>NERSC.	  
ATLAS:	  need	  proportional	  scaling	  
in	  bandwidth	  with	  data	  volume	  
increase:	  25%	  increase	  in	  2018-‐
2019,	  followed	  by	  2x	  by	  2023.
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Table 2.3: The following table summarizes data needs and networking requirements for NERSC’s cosmology and astronomy
use cases.

·	  	  DESI:	  Targeting	  surveys	  and	  
Simulations.

·	  DESI:	  Targeting	  
surveys	  are	  4-‐80TB	  
each.	  Total	  transfer	  is	  
~150TB	  /	  year.	  DESI	  
cosmology	  simulations	  
(level-‐2	  products)	  are	  
20TB,	  and	  we	  will	  
transfer	  several	  per	  
year.

For	  bursty	  DESI	  data,	  files	  are	  
copied	  to	  HPSS	  and	  staged	  on	  
NGF.	  Then	  data	  is	  copied	  to	  
Lustre	  scratch	  for	  processing.	  
Existing	  transfer	  times	  are	  
sufficient.

For	  DESI	  targeting,	  data,	  one	  day	  
of	  data	  should	  transfer	  to	  NERSC	  
in	  less	  than	  one	  day.	  For	  
cosmology	  simulations,	  we	  should	  
be	  able	  to	  transfer	  one	  set	  of	  level-‐
2	  products	  in	  tens	  of	  minutes.	  Both	  
of	  these	  requirements	  are	  already	  
met.

·	  	  CMB	  Telescopes:	  Data	  serving

·	  CMB	  Telescopes:	  
serving	  public	  data	  will	  
be	  mostly	  limited	  to	  
large	  transfers	  to	  other	  
university	  and	  
academic	  institutions.	  
Roughly	  50TB	  per	  year.

CMB	  data	  being	  served	  is	  not	  
moved	  locally.

A	  reasonable	  number	  would	  be	  
the	  ability	  to	  transfer	  ~10TB	  in	  
less	  than	  a	  day	  to	  other	  US	  
academic	  institutions.

·	  	  	  LSST:	  transfer	  of	  simulations	  to	  
NERSC

·	  	  	  CMB	  telescopes:	  still	  
serving	  roughly	  50TB	  /	  
year,	  ramping	  up	  to	  
maybe	  100TB	  per	  year	  
including	  simulated	  
data.

·	  	  	  CMB	  data	  being	  served	  is	  
not	  moved	  locally.

·	  	  	  A	  reasonable	  number	  would	  be	  
the	  ability	  to	  transfer	  ~10TB	  in	  
less	  than	  a	  day	  to	  other	  US	  
academic	  institutions.

·	  	  	  For	  LSST	  simulations,	  
we	  expect	  the	  data	  to	  
be	  roughly	  the	  size	  of	  
one	  year	  of	  actual	  
observing,	  which	  is	  
5.5PB.

·	  	  	  LSST	  simulations	  will	  likely	  
be	  transferred	  directly	  to	  
HPSS	  and	  then	  small	  pieces	  
will	  be	  extracted	  to	  scratch	  
for	  testing.	  We	  need	  to	  be	  able	  
to	  transfer	  a	  day's	  worth	  of	  
data	  (15TB)	  from	  HPSS	  to	  
scratch	  in	  10-‐20	  minutes.

·	  	  	  The	  transfer	  of	  LSST	  simulations	  
will	  be	  done	  over	  the	  WAN	  directly	  
to	  HPSS.	  It	  would	  be	  good	  to	  be	  
able	  to	  transfer	  one	  of	  these	  
simulations	  in	  about	  a	  week.

·	  	  	  CMB	  Telescopes:	  data	  serving
·	  	  	  DESI	  targeting	  is	  ramping	  
down	  during	  this	  time.	  DESI	  
cosmology	  simulations	  
continue.	  The	  main	  DESI	  
instrument	  begins	  to	  collect	  
data	  and	  this	  is	  distributed	  
to	  the	  collaboration.	  Public	  
data	  from	  CMB	  telescopes	  
continues	  to	  be	  served,	  and	  
simulated	  data	  in	  support	  
of	  the	  DOE	  Stage-‐4	  CMB	  
program	  is	  generated	  at	  
NERSC	  and	  distributed	  to	  
the	  collaboration.	  During	  
this	  time,	  LSST	  simulations	  
will	  begin	  to	  be	  generated	  
at	  other	  institutions	  and	  
copied	  to	  NERSC.

·	  	  	  For	  DESI	  targeting,	  data,	  one	  day	  
of	  data	  should	  transfer	  to	  NERSC	  
in	  less	  than	  one	  day.	  For	  
cosmology	  simulations,	  we	  should	  
be	  able	  to	  transfer	  one	  set	  of	  level-‐
2	  products	  in	  tens	  of	  minutes.

·	  	  	  DESI:	  targeting	  down	  
to	  50TB	  /	  year.	  
Cosmology	  sims	  still	  
several	  at	  20TB	  each.	  
Serving	  data	  to	  public	  
will	  be	  bursty	  transfers	  
of	  about	  100TB	  /	  year.

·	  	  	  For	  bursty	  DESI	  data,	  files	  
are	  copied	  locally	  between	  
NGF,	  HPSS,	  and	  Lustre	  
scratch.	  Existing	  transfer	  
times	  are	  sufficient.

0-‐2	  years

DESI	  activities	  leading	  up	  to	  
commissioning	  include	  
dedicated	  observing	  runs	  
on	  other	  telescopes	  to	  build	  
a	  list	  of	  targets	  to	  observe	  
with	  the	  DESI	  instrument.	  
The	  data	  from	  these	  runs	  
are	  transferred	  to	  NERSC.	  
Cosmological	  simulation	  
products	  generated	  at	  other	  
leadership	  class	  facilities	  
will	  be	  transferred	  to	  
NERSC.	  Public	  CMB	  
datasets	  (Planck	  and	  
WMAP)	  are	  hosted	  at	  
NERSC	  and	  available	  for	  use	  
/	  download.

2-‐5	  years
·	  	  	  DESI	  Targeting,	  simulations,	  
and	  data	  serving.

Key	  Science	  Drivers	  "Bursty	  stuff" Anticipated	  Network	  Needs
Instruments,	  Software,	  

and	  Facilities Process	  of	  Science Data	  Set	  Size Local-‐Area	  Transfer	  
Time Wide-‐Area	  Transfer	  Time

5+	  years

·	  	  	  We	  will	  continue	  at	  
~100TB	  per	  year	  of	  
cosmology	  simulation	  
products	  and	  ~100TB	  /	  
year	  of	  data	  serving

·	  	  	  For	  bursty	  DESI	  data,	  files	  
are	  copied	  locally	  between	  
NGF,	  HPSS,	  and	  Lustre	  
scratch.	  Existing	  transfer	  
times	  are	  sufficient.

·	  	  	  For	  cosmology	  simulations,	  we	  
should	  be	  able	  to	  transfer	  one	  set	  
of	  level-‐2	  products	  in	  tens	  of	  
minutes.

·	  	  	  We	  will	  continue	  bursty	  
transfers	  of	  cosmology	  
simulations	  and	  serving	  of	  
DESI	  data.

·	  	  	  DESI	  simulations	  and	  data	  
serving.
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2.5 So ware Infrastructure

NERSC users use a variety of so ware to transfer data and manage their workflows. Most tradi onally, users use
scp and p. In the past few years more NERSC users have moved to GridFTP.

As described in the case studies many users with complex workflows use customized so ware for data manage-
ment and data analysis.

2.6 Cloud Services

NERSC uses the commercial cloud for limited business services ( cke ng system) and does not an cipate using
the commercial cloud for data storage, analysis, or compu ng.

2.7 Outstanding Issues

A growing use case is the desire to be able to stream data directly into the compute par on of the NERSC
supercomputers. Today, bandwidth into the supercompu ng systems’ compute nodes is limited by intermediate
networking nodes. We are working with our supercompu ng vendors, in this case Cray, to improve streaming
capabili es that will allow experimental facili es to stream data directly into the burst buffer or filter data on
intermediate nodes. We would appreciate collabora ng with ESnet on this effort.
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Case Study 3

The Oak Ridge Leadership Compu ng
Facility

3.1 Background

The Advanced Scien fic Compu ng Research (ASCR) program within the Office of Science at the Department of
Energy (DOE) established the Leadership1Compu ng Facility in 2004. The ASCR supports the Oak Ridge Lead-
ership Compu ng Facility (OLCF) as a highly collabora ve, Office of Science na onal user facility dedicated to
leading-edge computa onal capabili es that advance fundamental discovery and understanding in a broad range
of scien fic and engineering disciplines. The OLCF deploys HPC architectures that are 10–100× more powerful
than systems typically available for open scien fic research. The OLCF leverages infrastructure of massive data
storage, high bandwidth network connec vity, and advanced visualiza on resources, resul ng in the world’s
leading computa onal science infrastructure. The facility partners with scien sts, engineers, mathema cians,
and computer scien sts, along with the so ware and system development community, to con nuously innovate
solu ons to computa onal science challenges pacing scien fic progress across a broad spectrum of research do-
mains.

Today, the OLCF is home to Titan, a hybrid-architecture Cray XK7 system with a theore cal peak performance
exceeding 27 petaFLOPs. Titan features 18,688 compute nodes, (each with one 16-core AMD Opteron CPU and
1 NVIDIA Kepler K20X GPU), 299,008 x86 cores, a total system memory of 710 TB, and a high-performance pro-
prietary network. The combina on of these technologies allows Titan to achieve up to 10 mes the speed of its
predecessor, the Jaguar supercomputer—a Cray XT5 system, while consuming the same average power load and
occupying the same physical footprint. The system provides decreased me to solu on, increased complexity of
models, and greater realism in simula ons.

3.2 Network and Data Architecture

The OLCF network consists of various produc on and test networks.

3.2.1 Egress Connec vity

Currently OLCF is connected to ORNL via four 10 Gigabit Ethernet connec ons. ORNL currently has a 100 Gigabit
Ethernet connec on and a 10 Gigabit Ethernet backup link to ESnet. OLCF is working with ORNL to bring the 100

1The term Leadership Systemmeans a high-end compu ng system that is among the most advanced in the world in terms of performance
in solving scien fic and engineering problems. [As defined in Public Law 108–423 Nov. 30, 2004 Department Of Energy High-End Compu ng
Revitaliza on Act of 2004] and proposed in the Federal Plan for High-End Compu ng: Report of the High-End Compu ng Revitaliza on Task
Force (HECRTF)—May 10, 2004.
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Figure 3.1: Schema c of the upgraded OLCF network architecture.

Gigabit Ethernet path into the OLCF core network, keeping several 10 Gigabit Ethernet links as backup paths. The
OLCF infrastructure is deployed in a highly available architecture such that a single switch, router, interface, or
server failure will not dras cally impact the center. Although the HPC systems themselves are not redundant,
having a redundant infrastructure in cri cal areas ensures that HPC resources, file systems, clusters, test systems,
and cri cal infrastructure are able to func on and are not subject to single points of failure. Figure 3.1 shows the
OLCF network as it will operate once the previously described upgrades are complete.

3.2.2 Science DMZ

In 2009, both the OLCF and NERSC installed a number of DTNs in order to be er facilitate the high-speed transfer
of data between the two sites. Most users observed a significant performance gain of at least 20×when using the
newly installed infrastructure. In 2015, the OLCF con nued to pursue innova ve opera onal approaches. One
such approach is a ScienceDMZ model, that the OLCF worked toward in 2015.

A Science DMZmodel, as defined by ESnet engineers, seeks to provide a dis nct network architecture
for high-performance applica ons that is simple, incrementally scalable/deployable, and adaptable
to new and emerging hardware technologies. The ESnet model states there are three key compo-
nents of a science DMZ: a fric on-free network path comprised of high-performing networking de-
vices, high-performance servers dedicated to the func ons rela ng to the transfer of data, and the
means to monitor and analyze overall performance.

The OLCF is deploying a Science DMZ, which will allow redundant 40 Gigabit Ethernet paths from the OLCF border
layer down through the access layer. All HPC resources such as Titan, HPSS, and the DTNs are connected to access
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switches inside of the Science DMZ. All HPC resources are connected via 10 Gigabit Ethernet on the high latency
WAN path, and via FDR Infiniband on the low latency LAN path to the center wide parallel file system.

3.2.3 Fric on Free Network Path

The underlying objec ves of a fric on free network path are to u lize highly capable networking devices, logically
locate them at or near the site perimeter, and devise appropriate security policies that do not hinder scien fic
produc vity. To this end, the OLCF has focused on redesigning its network to support a ered hierarchy. This
provides enhanced redundancy, scalability, and fast implementa on of new technologies with minimal to no
disrup on of produc on traffic.

In 2015, a CiscoNexus 7710 and twoCiscoNexus 6004’swere deployedwithin the exis ng network to bring in high
density 40 and 100 Gigabit Ethernet within the data center. These chassis operate at wire speed and will allow
the OLCF to upgrade the data path between OLCF and ORNL to a 100 Gigabit Ethernet path. This was followed
by the purchase of two For net firewalls that are capable of processing 160 Gigabits of throughput and handling
50 million concurrent sessions. Firewalls can limit throughput and impede transfers over wide area networks.
To have a fric on-free network, firewall func ons are moved from the border closer to the HPC infrastructure to
prevent delay and degrading transfers in the broader Science DMZ.

Selec onof appropriate security policies is extremely important to adequately secure andenable high-performance
data transfers. To this end, the OLCFworkedwith ORNL riskmanagement to quan fy the security risk and produc-
vity gains of extending GridFTP cer ficate life mes. The OLCF tripled the maximum life me of grid cer ficates.

Users can now request grid cer ficates with life mes of up to 72-hours. This extension enables weekend trans-
fers that can occur with li le to no user interac on. Network intrusion detec on and monitoring systems were
refreshed in CY 2015 and deployed in a clustered model. This approach allows for redundant 100Gb/s link moni-
toring aswell as traffic aggrega on, shun ng, anddistribu on to various network security sensors that are tailored
for specific applica ons, such as Snort and Bro IDS. OLCF deployed a local cer ficate authority so that users can
easily obtain temporary data transfer cer ficates without needing to register with the Open Science Grid. This
removed several steps from the data transfer workflow allowing project teams to more easily transfer data in and
out of the facility. The OLCF now provides OAuth to Globus as an authen ca on mechanism for valida ng OLCF
users and distribu ng OLCF user creden als. This is much more secure than tradi onal authen ca on methods
where Globus acts as a creden al proxy when a user ac vates an OLCF data transport endpoint. Users are now
able to leverage Globus to facilitate data transfers faster and more securely than ever before.

These addi onal measures provide increased network and system availability, high-performance network con-
nec vity, dedicated fric on-free paths, and more accurate proac ve monitoring and security capabili es, which
will be of great benefit to our users.

3.2.4 Data Transfer Nodes

Since the introduc on of the OLCF’s first data transfer nodes in 2009, the capacity and offerings have increased
significantly in those areas. At present the OLCFmaintains 20 data transfer nodes dedicated to interac ve, sched-
uled, and archive specific transfer func ons. In 2015, the OLCF began implemen ng new hardware for these
DTNs, which will include an upgrade from 10 Gigabit to 40 Gigabit networking. These new nodes are managed
as a diskless cluster, providing for increased speed of deployment when new DTNs or new so ware are needed.
Addi onal focus was also placed on transfer-related service offerings such as Globus Online and GridFTP their
interac ons with extant services within the OLCF.

3.3 Collaborators

LCF user projects are made without regard to funding source or affilia on (U.S. industry, academia, na onal
laboratory, and other federal agencies). The user popula on tends to be highly diverse, represen ng a wide
range of scien fic disciplines (Figure 3.2). The physics category represents primarily astrophysics, plasma physics,
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Figure 3.2: Wide reach of Leadership compu ng across many science domains is a testament to its ubiquity as a scien fic tool.

high-energy/par cle physics, and nuclear physics. By design, the number of Leadership Compu ng Facility (LCF)
user projects is smaller than at many other high-performance compu ng facili es so that the LCF can provide
the large-scale compu ng, storage, and networking resources, coupled with a high level of support needed to
solve the most difficult scien fic challenges. The INCITE program is the largest alloca on program by which the
scien fic community gains access to the LCF. The INCITE program is highly compe ve and designed to enable
grand-challenge inves ga ons and discoveries in science and engineering. Typically, OLCF will support about 30
INCITE projects per year. The ASCR Leadership Compu ng Challenge (ALCC) program allocates large resources
to projects of interest to the DOE with an emphasis on high-risk, high-payoff simula ons in areas directly related
to the DOE mission and for broadening the community of researchers capable of using Leadership compu ng
resources. Recently, ASCR has been selec ng approximately 25 project per program (1 July through 30 June)
year for OLCF. An addi onal alloca on program, Director’s Discre onary (DD) alloca ons, provides awards of re-
sources for development work, outreach to new users, and strategic laboratory projects. In order to meet the
goals for the DD program, OLCF typically awards 170 to 200 DD projects, 3 months to 12 months in dura on, over
the course of one year. During 2015, the OLCF supported 1,176 users on over 316 projects ac ve at any given
point during the year.

3.4 Instruments and Facili es

3.4.1 Present

Cray XK7 (Titan) Resource Summary

The OLCF upgraded the exis ng Cray Jaguar from a model XT5 to a model XK7, releasing it to produc on on May
31, 2013. The resul ng system contains 18,688 NVIDIA K20X (Kepler) accelerators, in which each exis ng AMD
Opteron connects to an NVIDIA Kepler to form a CPU-GPU pair. The completed XK7 system, with more than 27
petaflops of peak computa onal capacity, is named Titan.
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Cray XC30 (EOS) Resource Summary

Eos is a four-cabinet Cray XC30. The system, with 736 Intel Xeon E5-2670 compute nodes and 47.6 TB of mem-
ory, provides the OLCF user community with a substan ve large-memory-per-node compu ng pla orm. The Eos
nodes are connected by Cray’s Aries interconnect in a network topology called “Dragonfly.” All INCITE users are
automa cally granted access to the XC30.

Lustre File Systems (Spider II) Resource Summary

In October 2013, theOLCF released Spider II, its next-genera on Lustre parallel file system, to produc on. Spider II
contains two instan a ons of the /atlas file system,with an aggregate capacity ofmore than 30 petabytes (PB) and
block-level performance ofmore than 1.3 TB/second. The Spider II file system is the default high-performance file
system for all compute systems. The previous genera on Lustre file system, Spider I (collec vely the four /widow
file systems) was decommissioned during the 2013 repor ng period.

Data Analysis and Visualiza on Cluster (Rhea) Resource Summary

Rhea is a 512-node largememory data analy cs Linux cluster. The primary purpose of Rhea is to provide a conduit
for large-scale scien fic discovery via pre- and post-processing of simula on data generated on Titan. Users with
accounts on INCITE- or ALCC-supported projects are automa cally given accounts on Rhea. DD projects may
request access to Rhea. Each of Rhea’s nodes contain two 8-core 2.0 GHz Intel Xeon processors with hyper-
threading and 128 GB of main memory (upgraded in 2015 from 64 GB). New in 2015, Rhea offers nine addi onal
nodes, each of which boast 1 TB ofmainmemory and 2 NVIDIA Tesla K80 (Kepler GK210) GPUs. Rhea is connected
to the OLCF’s 30+ PB high-performance Lustre file system, Spider II.

High Performance Storage System (HPSS) Resource Summary

The OLCF provides a long-term storage archive system based on the High Performance Storage System (HPSS)
so ware product co-developed by IBM, Los Alamos Na onal Laboratory, Sandia Na onal Laboratories, Lawrence
Livermore Na onal Laboratory, Lawrence Berkeley Na onal Laboratory, and ORNL. The ORNL HPSS instance is
currently over 50 PB in size and provides up to 200 Gbps of read and write performance. The archive has taken in
over 225 TB in a single day several mes in the last year; the previous daily maximumwas just over 150 TB.

The archive is built from hardware from Dell, Hewle Packard, Brocade, NetApp, DataDirect Networks, and Or-
acle. An 18 PB disk cache allows burst rates into the archive at up to 200 GB/s; there is 26 GB/s of read/write
bandwidth to the archive via 154 Oracle T10K series tape drives. There are 6 Oracle SL8500 tape libraries for
tape archival storage that each contain 10,100 slots; the archive’s maximum capacity is over 500 PB, using these
libraries.

Visualiza on Resource Summary

The Exploratory Visualiza on Environment for Research in Science and Technology (EVEREST) has three compu ng
systems and two separate state-of-the-art visualiza on displaywalls. The primary displaywall spans 30.5×8.5 feet
and consists of eighteen 1920×1080 stereoscopic Barco projec on displays arranged in a 6×3 configura on. The
secondary display wall contains sixteen 1920×1080 planar displays arranged in a 4×4 configura on, providing a
standard 16:9 aspect ra o. The stereoscopic capabili es allow the user to experience binocular depth percep on.
An array of sequen ally pulsed infrared LED cameras record the physical posi on and orienta on of the user, and
the resolu on density provides an op mal solu on for human visual acuity. These combined technologies, along
with OLCF staff exper se, allow scien st to analyze complex scien fic datasets in an immersive environment and
communicate abstract concepts in an intui ve visual format.
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Table 3.1: OLCF produc on computer systems.

Nodes Node	  
configuration Memory	  configuration

2.2	  GHz	  AMD	  
Opteron	  6274

32	  GB	  DDR3-‐1600	  and	  6	  
GB	  GDDR5	  per	  node;	  

(16-‐core) 598,016	  GB	  DDR3	  and	  
112,128	  GB	  GDDR5	  
aggregate

2.6	  GHz	  Intel	  
E5-‐2670

64	  GB	  DDR3-‐1600	  per	  
node;	  

(8-‐core) 47,104	  GB	  DDR3	  
aggregate

Eos Cray	  XC30 None 736 2	  ×	  8-‐core	  SMP Aries	  
(Dragonfly)

Titan Cray	  XK7 732	  MHz	  
NVIDIA	  K20X	  
(Kepler)

18,688 16-‐core	  SMP	  +	  
14	  streaming	  
multiprocessor	  
(SM)	  GPU	  
(hosted)

Gemini	  
(Torus)

System Type CPU GPU
Computational	  description

Interconnect

OLCF Computa onal Resource Summary

3.4.2 Next 2–5 Years

Summit will arrive for OLCF users beginning in 2018 with full user opera ons beginning in 2019 for INCITE and
ALCC programs. Summit, the 4th major refreshment of OLCF resources (OLCF-4), will be a supercomputer emerg-
ing from the OpenPOWER vendor consor um, including IBM, NVIDIA, and Mellanox. Summit will provide a com-
pute and data capability for applica ons that is 5× to 10× greater than Titan, and is considered a pre-exascale
system. It will advance a hybrid, accelerated architecture with newmemory technologies such as high bandwidth
memory and NVRAM introducing new levels into this hierarchy. A new GPFS-based center-wide file system will
be introduced into the OLCF data center during this me frame.

The OLCF an cipates that user requirements for advanced data analy cs and workflows will drive the develop-
ment of new capabili es and services, e.g., workflow-management solu ons, data portals, and data-analy cs
capabili es as these have recently emerged from ac ve user engagement. The OLCF an cipates that these new
services will be provided in integra on with a “science cloud” infrastructure being built at ORNL called the Com-
pute and Data Environment for Science (CADES).

3.4.3 Beyond 5 Years

Beyond 5 years, the OLCF an cipates that the exascale era for OLCF users will occur in 2023 with the culmina on
of the Exascale Compu ng Project, and will represent a compu ng capability 50× to 100× greater than what is
available today within Titan.

3.5 Process of Science

3.5.1 Present

Groups awarded me at theOLCF o en transfer in their data sets to the facility at the beginning of their compu ng
me. This comes in the January me frame for INCITE awards, and the July me frame for ALCC awards. Groups

also transfer out simula on results to their respec ve home facili es or to collaborators year-round. The INCITE
program process, which allocates 60 percent of the available me on the machine, is also open to interna onal
proposals. It is not unusual to have a trans-Atlan c awardee, with the request to facilitate interna onal data
transfers.

The OLCF also has a robust industrial partnership program. Data transfers with industrial partners are, at mes,
challenging because of the rela vely low bandwidth into and out of the industrial user’s data facility. O en, this
results in their data remaining within the OLCF longer than would otherwise be desired.
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To enable data movement, a GridFTP cluster (DTN nodes) is available for the transfer of data sets. During normal
opera ons, 20 DTNs are currently available for users, each with 10 GbE of connec vity. The OLCF is currently
deploying a refreshed and enhanced cluster of DTNs that will provide a greater number of higher-performing
nodes. This project will be completed in 2016.

3.5.2 Next 2–5 Years

The OLCF an cipates strong growth in distributed services, e.g., remote visualiza on, distributed workflow man-
agement and execu on, and new data portals to service integrated compute, analysis, visualiza on, and, cura on
of large and/or significant datasets generated at the OLCF facility.

3.5.3 Beyond 5 Years

The genera on of (i) exascale datasets from within the OLCF and, (ii) the management of distributed data work-
flows with large experimental facili es will drive increased demand for network services.

3.6 Remote Science Ac vi es

Increasingly, the OLCF is coupling its unique computa onal and data resources with experiment and observa on
data (EOD) across a broad range of scien fic domains. This coupling is driven by a number of factors, including
the need for large-scale simula on-based analysis, near real- me analysis requiring massive ensemble runs, and
large-scale data storage resources. The OLCF is o en partnering with OLCF users to implement and evaluate
distributed workflow technologies and science use cases that are beneficial to users. Although the workflow of
each pilot project had unique components, common requirements are emerging; many of them are being met by
building upon exis ng scalable compu ng and data technologies and prac ces in opera on at the OLCF.

Workflows and workflow systems enhance developer and scien st produc vity. As an ini al step toward un-
derstanding the science of workflows, OLCF conducted studies via several pilot projects by collabora ng with its
users in 2015 and con nues this thread into 2016. The aim of this exercise was to derive a prac cal understanding
of the current state of the theory and prac ce of workflow systems. Workflow requirements and expecta ons
are documented based on discussions with several INCITE (e.g., CyberShake, Hardware/Hybrid Accelerated Cos-
mology Code, and Accelerated Climate Model for Energy [ACME]) and Director’s Discre onary program (BEAM,
BigPanDA, and Center for Nanophase Materials Science [CNMS]) projects. These discussions concluded with the
observa on that the current prolifera on of workflow systems in response to perceived domain-specific needs
of scien fic workflows makes it difficult to choose a site-wide opera onal workflow manager, par cularly for the
leadership-class machines. However, there are opportuni es where facili es can centralize workflow technology
offerings to reduce an cipated fragmenta on. This is especially true if a facility a empts to develop, deploy, and
operate each and every workflow solu on requested by the user community. Through these evalua ons, the
OLCF seeks to iden fy interes ng intersec ons that are of the most value to OLCF stakeholders. As a result of
their dependence on ESnet services and solu ons, the following two examples are highlighted.

3.6.1 High-Energy and Nuclear Physics Workflows on Titan

The largest scien fic instrument in the world—the Large Hadron Collider (LHC)—operates at the CERN Laboratory
in Geneva, Switzerland. The ATLAS and ALICE experiments at the LHC explore the fundamental nature of ma er
and the basic forces that shape our universe. The BigPanDA project2 has provided the first important demon-
stra on of the capabili es that a workload management system (WMS) can provide for improving the uptake
and u liza on of leadership compu ng facili es from both the applica on and systems points of view. Sup-
port from DOE ASCR and DOE HEP has led to the successful deployment of the BigPanDA workflow management

2BigPanDA: DOE ASCR and HEP -funded project (2012–2015) to extend the ATLAS workload management system (a.k.a. PanDA) beyond
the Grid, in par cular to clouds and supercomputers.
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Figure 3.3: Titan core-hour usage per month by ATLAS, 1 May 2015 through 30 April 2016.

tools on Titan. Today, Titan is used by the ATLAS collabora on for Monte-Carlo Geant4 simula ons. Working
with user-collaborators from Brookhaven Na onal Laboratory (BNL) and the University of Texas–Arlington, OLCF
adapted PanDA for Titan and the OLCF environment, reusing much of the exis ng PanDA components and work-
flow.3

The project team developed and implemented a new capability in PanDA to collect informa on about unused
worker nodes on Titan and, based on that informa on, adjust workload parameters to fill free, and otherwise un-
used, resources through intelligent backfill. Proof-of-concept tests of this mechanism, executed over a few days,
achieved increased system u liza on levels and provided short wait mes to ATLAS and ALICE for jobs submit-
ted to Titan via PanDA. All of this was accomplished with no nega ve impact on OLCF’s ability to schedule large,
leadership-class jobs. Perhaps most important, Titan was fully integrated with the ATLAS PanDA-based Produc-
on and Analysis system, and today the ATLAS experiment rou nely runs Monte-Carlo simula on tasks there. All

opera ons, including data transfers to and from Titan, are transparent to the ATLAS Compu ng Opera ons team
and physicists.

Titan can contribute a significant frac on of compu ng resources for ATLAS simula ons, and Titan is regularly
appearing near the top of the contributor list for wall clock consump on for ATLAS simula on jobs worldwide.
(Note, simula on is the only task currently run on Titan.) Over the period 1 September 2015 through 30 April
2016, ATLAS u liza on of Titan has averaged 3.5 million Titan core hours to run detector simula on jobs, using
only opportunis c, backfill resources (Figure 3.3). As a result, the PanDA WMS has off-loaded an average of 7 TB
of data per month to the ATLAS Tier 1 site at BNL over the ESnet. We expect this volume of data transfer to grow
over the next two years as the PanDA-Titan integra on con nues to mature and new use-cases and performance
objec ves are explored.

3.6.2 Near Real Time Analysis of Light Source Experiment Data

Working with users Alexander Hexemer, staff scien st at Lawrence Berkeley Na onal Laboratory (LBNL) and Craig
Tull, group leader of the Science So ware Systems Group at LBNL, OLCF has demonstrated the use of Titan to
facilitate near real- me analysis of organic photovoltaics (OPV) using x-ray sca ering at the Advanced Light Source
(ALS). As data were collected at the ALS, datamovement to and subsequent analysis on Titanwere triggered using
more than 8,000 compute nodes running HipGISAXS , a massively parallel high performance x-ray-sca ering data
analysis code. This analysis was used to solve an inverse problem, allowing scien sts to understand the OPV

3A. Klimentov et al. “Next genera on workload management system for big data on heterogeneous distributed compu ng,” J. Phys. Conf.
Ser. 608 (1), 012040 (2015).
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Figure 3.4: Frac on of largest 100 data transfers at OLCF by transfer so ware.

material structures from sca ering data in the context of theore cal models and then drive the next stage of the
experiment while the data was being collected. Moving the data to ORNL made sense because only Titan has
the computa onal capability to run HipGISAXS in real me with the data streaming from ALS experiments. This
demonstra on required co-scheduling of computa onal resources with the ALS experiment, remote triggering
of analysis running on Titan, high-performance data transfer over ESnet from the experiment end sta on, and
near-real- me feedback of analysis results through a web portal interface.

3.7 So ware Infrastructure

Data transfer methods must be easy to use and widely and uniformly available since the given method must be
func onal and installed at both ends of the data transfer. OLCF supports GridFTP and single TCP stream tools like
scp.

Figure 3.4 shows the breakdown of the 100 largest data transfers at OLCF grouped by transfer tools (scp, bbcp,
and Globus) for 2015 and 2016. OLCF users s ll perform a large frac on of transfers with the single tcp stream,
scp, due to the fact it is available and func onal at almost any transfer des na on.

However, for the largest transfers, users are shi ing to GridFTP clients such as Globus. Globus is a hosted GridFTP
service that allows the use of a browser to transfer files between trusted sites called endpoints or control transfers
with a command line interface. Currently eight DTNs serve the OLCF globus endpoint. As men oned in sec on
1.2.4, OLCF now generates temporary X.509 cer ficates for GridFTP transfers with the user’s exis ng OLCF cre-
den als. The temporary creden als are delegated to Globus such that users do not need to manage their own
personal X.509 cer ficates. This greatly streamlined the authen ca on process for GridFtp. OLCF also recently
increased the me that Globus creden als and endpoints can stay ac ve from 12 hours to 72 hours. This allows
users to operate Globus-based workflows with less frequent manual re-authen ca on. This easier method of
authen ca on and more workflow friendly approach has led to the drama c increase in usage of Globus at OLCF
in 2016 that can be seen in Figure 3.4.

bbcp is a mul -streaming point-to-point network file copy applica on created at SLAC as a tool for the BaBar
collabora on. We provide bbcp as one more alterna ve to GridFTP. Only about 10% of users use bbcp.
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3.8 Outstanding Issues

3.8.1 The Last-Mile Problem

OLCF does have an outstanding issue for a number of our user projects. These are user projects that are not
able to transfer to their home ins tu ons large datasets generated at OLCF because of their home ins tu on’s
rela vely poor connec vity to the broad-area network. OLCF does not view this as an ESnet issue necessarily, but
is an issue of loss of performance and service closer to the user’s ins tu on.
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Case Studies—ASCR Research
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Case Study 4

Advanced Network Services

4.1 Background

The DOE domain science disciplines are con nuously evolving, innova ng, and are reaching unprecedented com-
plexity and scales as progress is made towards extreme-scale data and compu ng. ESnet traffic has increased by
a factor of 10 every 48 months, and this trend has remarkably been con nuing over the past 25-year history of
ESnet. The result is increasingly sophis cated and large-scale science workflows that subsequently require un-
precedented capabili es from the network infrastructures. We are in a par cularly intense phase of this innova-
on cycle nowwith the combined emergence of big data, extreme-scale compu ng, cloud-based infrastructures,

and sophis cated large science instruments. There is concern that current Research and Educa on (R&E) net-
work infrastructures are not designed with the resource management flexibility and advanced services that will
be needed by the future domain science environments.

A corresponding applica on evolu on is occurring in the commercial space, largely driven by data center use
cases. Empowered by host/compute/storage virtualiza on technologies, large-scale data centers have reached
unprecedented levels of flexibility, scale and automa on in their deployment and opera on. Their network in-
frastructures are now recognized as the major bo leneck with respect to provisioning agility and resource man-
agement flexibility.

The R&E and the commercial sectors are both looking toward the emerging So ware-Defined Networking (SDN)
technologies to enable new Advanced Network Services (ANS). The objec ve is not just for networks to keep up
with their changing applica on environments. The goal is for networks to provide advanced services that enable
increased applica on level innova ons. As a result, network architectures, designs, and feature sets are currently
on the edge of a paradigm shi which is more significant than anything that has happened in networking since
the wide-spread deployment of Dense Wavelength Division Mul plexing (DWDM) in the late 1990s. While the
DWDM systems have successfully offered orders of magnitude increases in communica on capacity to date, we
are already exhaus ng the maximum capacity a ainable from DWDM technologies.

The focus of this case study is: i) describing how the innova on trends in DOE domain science applica ons,
host/compute/storage systems, and SDN/ANS will interact, and ii) iden fying what the related impacts may be
to ESnet and other R&E network infrastructures.

4.2 Network and Data Architecture

A key focus here is on the end-to-end ecosystem of resources u lized by DOE domain science communi es. Most
of these distributed scien fic workflows rely on the DOE network resources such as the ESnet wide-area network
and the individual laboratory networks. In addi on, many of the science flows on ESnet include a remote side that
is located at an academic or other external research organiza on. As a result, these collabora ve science efforts
also rely on the higher educa on network infrastructure consis ng of Internet2, the regional networks, and the
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academic campus infrastructures. The end-system resources located at the DOE and external facili es include
science instruments, compute facili es, storage systems, DTNs, and individual researcher computers.

In order to establish the proper context for future network services discussion, a short summary of the current
state of the art for advanced R&E network infrastructure and services is provided. This current state of the art
revolves around the following deployed capabili es and features sets:

• 100 Gigabit/second (Gbps) Core Links: Most of the wide area links and some of the regional network links
are now opera ng at 100 Gbps.

• Layer-3 IP Rou ng: Best effort routed services is s ll the most common method for science applica ons to
move data. This is especially true when looking at all of the networks in the end-to-end path.

• Layer-2 Path Provisioning across Core Networks: DOE has been a pioneer in the use of Layer-2 provisioned
paths for data movement across the ESnet infrastructure using OSCARS (On-Demand Secure Circuits and
Advance Reserva on System). This provides mechanisms for a science applica on to obtain an isolated
Layer-2 path across the wide-area network in an automated fashion. Extending this Layer-2 path across
the regional, laboratory, or campus network typically requires manual configura ons, and usually the end-
network does not support mechanisms to provide the Quality of Service (QoS).

• Science DMZ: At the edge of the laboratories and campuses networks, a Science DMZ is o en deployed to
enable high throughput flows from/to the wide-area networks.

• 10 and 40 Gbps End-system Interfaces: The current standard for network interface speed for end systems
is 10 Gbps. End systems, especially purpose-designed DTNs, with 40 Gbps interfaces are becoming more
common, but use of parallel data movement to mul ple 10Gbps connected end systems is s ll the most
common method for moving large amounts of data.

• End System So ware and Protocols: To this network infrastructure, the domain science communi es con-
nect end systems configured with various middleware, data movement protocols, storage and compute
systems, and domain science specific applica ons and workflows. The data movement protocols are typi-
cally based on TCP and UDP, although increased experimenta on is ongoing using protocols such as iSCSI
and RDMA over Ethernet.

4.3 Collaborators

The majority of the DOE domain science communi es include collabora ons with partners at academic or other
external research organiza ons. As a result, these collabora ve science efforts are mul -domain endeavors that
u lize networks and other resources from DOE Laboratories, ESnet, and R&E networks consis ng of Internet2,
regional networks, and academic campuses. An example end-to-end flow is depicted in Figure 4.1. This diagram
shows a flow that crosses DOE laboratories, university campuses, Science DMZs, mul -layer wide-area networks,
and exchange points. There are also typically regional networks in these paths.

4.4 Network Infrastructure and Facili es

A review of the current state-of-the-art network services highlights the fact that network architectures and ser-
vices have been rela vely stagnant compared to the innova on that has occurred in the compute and storage
system space. As a result, network infrastructures are far behind host and storage system technology with re-
spect to dynamic resources instan a on and provisioning agility. At the same me, DOE extreme-scale science
workflows are becoming increasingly distributed and complex, thereby requiring flexible, adap ve and op mizing
high-performance networks. The next-genera on science domain applica ons will require flexible and seamless
integra on across mul ple resources, namely compute, storage, instruments, and networks. This need is mo -
vated by several paradigm shi s in the science domain applica on spaces. The first shi is that science domain
applica ons are becoming big-data driven, wherein the data considera ons are greatly increasing with respect
to the loca on, volume, mobility, and persistence requirements. Another important shi is the increasingly dis-
tributed nature of the resources (storage, compute, and instrument) needed by science workflows. While these
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Figure 4.1: Example end-to-end flow showing collabora ve organiza ons.

resources have always been physically distributed, the science workflow use cases are rapidly evolving to require
real- me adapta ons to adjust the specific resource set they are using. This will require specific capabili es from
the network with regard to bandwidth, latency, and rapid re-provisioning.

In this case study we iden fy four key emerging technology areas we think will drive this evolu on of R&E net-
works moving forward:

• So ware Defined Networking (SDN)

• Powerful, Programmable End Systems

• Emerging Data Plane with So ware Defined Networking Technologies

• Advanced Network Services (based on the integra on of the above three items)

Addi onal discussion and informa on for each of these areas is presented below.

4.4.1 So ware Defined Networking

The R&E community is not alone in its observa on that networks now represent a major bo leneck with respect
to provisioning agility and resource management flexibility. Empowered by virtualiza on technologies, large-
scale data centers have reached unprecedented levels of flexibility, scale and automa on in their deployment
and opera on. Indeed, it is now prac cal to install and operate large complexes of servers and storage systems
in flexible and agile configura ons, using powerful automated so ware. Having realized great benefits from the
virtualiza on innova on in the end-system, compute, and storage spaces, the commercial industry is now turning
its a en on to the network infrastructure. The emerging SDN technologies are part of a network infrastructure
innova on cycle that holds an enormous poten al to close this gap. SDN is expected to greatly change the way
networks are constructed and operated in the future. The high-level objec ve is to apply virtualiza on concepts
to networks with hopes to realize innova ons similar to what has been seen in the host and storage space where
these technologies resulted in new paradigms and use models.

SDN is a broad term from which many individual technologies are emerging. Below are four main concepts we
believe capture the SDN core features. A brief overview of these is provided below.

• Control Plane/Data Plane Separa on: The fundamental concept behind SDN is the decoupling of the net-
work control plane from the data plane. This enables network programmability thru a controller that inter-
acts with the data plane element forwarding engines via a southbound Applica on Programming Interfaces
(API). OpenFlow is one example of such a southbound API. However SDN is much broader then OpenFlow,
and in many cases OpenFlow may not even be part of SDN implementa ons.

• Northbound API: This is the API that higher level agents, such as workflow engines or mul -domain or-
chestra on systems, would use to interact with an SDN enabled network. This API was not an early SDN
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architecture defini on focus area. However, it is increasingly becoming an important area of research and
development.

• Network Virtualiza on (NV): These technologies are focused on two modes. The first is one where the
network is truly sliced at a network dataplane technology level such as ports, DWDM, QoS protected Labels
(VLANs, MPLS, others), or some other flowspace. This allows mul ple “virtual” isolated networks to exist
on one physical infrastructure. The other NV mode is crea on of an environment where Virtual Machines
(VMs) are interconnected in an agile and dynamic fashion. This type of NV u lizes tunnel mechanisms, or
overlays, across an exis ng network infrastructure to create unique VM interconnec on topologies. This
mode of NV typically relies on technologies such as Virtual Extensible LAN (VXLAN) or NVGRE (Network
Virtualiza on using Generic Rou ng Encapsula on) to construct the overlay networks.

• Network Func ons Virtualiza on (NFV): These technologies build on the NV paradigm to add network func-
ons such as firewalls, intrusion detec on, or load balancing features in so ware, typically running in an

elas c scalable virtual machine environment.

SDN is a nascent and promising communica on network paradigm. Its founda onal underpinnings are not fully
understood, validated, secured, and tested. During this me of ac ve SDNdevelopment by the commercial sector
is an ideal me for DOE to evaluate how these technologies can be u lized or adapted to the DOE uses. The
opportunity to leverage the commercial sector exper se and to influence the designs and standards are both
available.

There are a large number of SDN concepts and individual solu ons being generated in the SDN intellectual market
place. ESnet has a good founda on of SDN implementa on as a result of their OSCARS development and use.
Some key SDN related areas that DOE may want to focus upon are:

• Defini on and implementa on of SDN-enabled advanced network services. Higher level agents may u lize
these services to improve network resource u liza on, performance, or access other advanced capabili es.
This should include the development of northbound APIs to enable access to these SDN features sets.

• Evalua on and tes ng of emerging vendor capabili es in the SDN space to determine how they meet the
needs for the R&E community, and provide feed back to the commercial sector.

4.4.2 Powerful, Programmable End Systems

There is a clear trend in the R&E and commercial infrastructures that includes placement of increasingly powerful
end systems at end sites or on the edge of regional and wide-area networks. In the R&E space, this is in reac on
to the observa on that the limi ng factors with regard to domain science researcher applica on end-to-end per-
formance now reside in the end system host, storage, and applica on codes. The large regional and wide-area
networks are generally excellent performers when tested with performance verifica on tools such as perfSONAR.
The ScienceDMZ and DTN concepts, originated by ESnet, are part of this trend. This approach is rapidly gaining
momentum as the default mechanism for end-sites to facilitate and maximize end-to-end performance. A series
of Na onal Science Founda on (NSF) programs, star ng with the Campus Cyberinfrastructure—Network Infras-
tructure and Engineering Program (CC-NIE) in 2012 has greatly accelerated this effort for the academic regional
and campus network infrastructures. In addi on, many campuses are deploying local on-premise cloud systems,
based on OpenStack or vendor systems, as part of a hybrid model where services move back and forth between
on-premise and off-premise cloud-based infrastructures.

Looking forward, we believe that the results of this trend will be:

• Well engineered resources such as high-performance file systems and mul -tenant virtual-machine-based
applica on hos ng facili es will increasingly be a ached to the Science DMZs in an effort to increase ap-
plica on end-to-end performance.

• Researchers will discover that an order of magnitude more applica on throughput is readily available as a
result of connec ng to these well engineered edge loca ons.

• These two factors will build on each other to a sufficient degree that traffic profiles across the R&E infras-
tructure will change from bandwidth u liza on being dominated by a few large science projects to one
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where hundreds of smaller researchers and projects using significant bandwidth will be more of a driving
requirement.

A large university campus could easily see dozens of researchers move from occasionally using hundreds of
megabits per second (Mbps) of data to frequently being able to ini ate near 10 gigabit-per-second (Gbps) flows.
This would likely be sufficient to require upgrades to campus and regional network infrastructures.

Several research projects are focused on automated engineering of the end systems to maximize performance
without requiring network and end-system expert par cipa on on a per-flow basis. One example are efforts
to combine programma c control and configura on non-uniform memory access (NUMA) based mul -core end
systems with SDN capabili es. This would allow the mapping and correla on of network flows to end system
processor cores and internal data paths. Addi onal informa on on this research area is provided below.

Mul core and SDN for high-speed data movement
Due to the fact that networks are ge ng faster and CPU cores are not, it is increasingly difficult for a single core to
keep up with the high-speed link rates. To date, numerous efforts have been made to allow host systems to keep
up with high-speed networks, through a combina on of parallelism, network accelera on, and server pla orm
improvements:

• At the applica on level. Various data movement tools or technologies have been developed, such as TCP-
based GridFTP and BBCP, and UDP-based UDT. Parallel data transfer technologies are now widely used
in large-scale data movement, providing significant improvement in aggregated data transfer throughput.
These data transfer tools typically employ a mul -threaded architecture. For a data transfer, mul ple
threads can be spawned and assigned to different cores, with each thread handling one or mul ple flows.

• At the opera ng system (OS) level. Major OSs (e.g., Windows and Linux) have been redesigned and par-
allelized to be er u lize addi onal CPU cores. Modern network stacks can exploit cores to allow either
message- or connec on-based parallelism to enhance both performance and processor efficiency.

• At the system pla orm hardware level. Server pla orm performance keeps on improving. The use of
NUMA systems is on the rise, due to the scalability advantage of NUMA architecture over tradi on UMA
(uniform memory access) architecture. New I/O technologies such as Intel QuickPath Interconnect (QPI),
AMD HyperTransport (HT), and PCI Express Gen3 significantly advance server I/O bandwidth.

These efforts have been effec ve. A high-end host can now saturatemul ple 10GE network interface cards (NICs).
However, we are rapidly moving towards 40GE-connected and (eventually) 100GE-connected systems. As with
previous transi on to 10GE, the ini al transi on to 40GE and 100GEwill create a fast-network, slow-host situa on.
Ini al experiments on 40G NICs indicate that serious packet drops would occur if a faster host sends TCP data
to a slower host. This is a strong signal of the “fast-network, slow-host” phenomena. We suspect that some
of the aforemen oned mechanisms and techniques should s ll be effec ve in the forthcoming 40/100GE host
realm, while others will likely suffer from scalability limita ons. To allow host systems to keep up with 40/100GE
networks, we have iden fied a list of challenges and open ques ons that need to be addressed and answered,
among which is the parallelism vs. I/O locality challenge on NUMA systems.

Massive parallelism is needed to handle the widening the speed mismatch between CPU cores and high-speed
networks. In a mul core system, it is necessary to distribute network I/O accesses to a 40GE or 100GE NIC across
many cores to maximize processing parallelism. In the case of a NUMA system, cores from different NUMA nodes
may be involved. However, on NUMA systems, I/O devices (e.g., NIC and storage) are connected to processor
sockets in a NUMA manner. This results in NUMA effects for transfers between I/O devices and memory banks,
as well as CPU I/O accesses to I/O devices. Consequently, remote I/O accesses require more system resources
than local I/O accesses on a NUMA system (Figure 4.2). Inves ga ons show that I/O throughputs on a NUMA
system can be significantly improved if applica ons can be placed on cores near the I/O devices they use (i.e., I/O
locality) while excessive remote I/O accesses tend to degrade overall system performance. Therefore, it is also a
significant challenge to op mize the tradeoff between these compe ng requirements

A possible solu on to address the above challenge is to install mul ple NICs in a NUMA system, with each
NUMA node configured with at least one local NIC. Further, these installed NICs can be logically bonded as a
“virtual” NIC, sharing a single IP address. In this way, each core in the NUMA system can access its local NIC(s) to
send/receive packets. Therefore, remote I/O can be totally avoided, resul ng in improved system performance
(Figure 4.3).
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Exis ng link bundling technologies (e.g., LACP) allows to bundle several physical ports together to from a single
local NIC. However, these link bundling technologies typically cannot support I/O locality in mul core systems,
due to disconnect between network applica ons and underlying networks. As shown in Figure 4.4, a local host
transfers bulk data to a remote host. The local host is a NUMA system with two NUMA nodes, and each NUMA
node is configured with a local NIC. These two NICs are bundled together to form a single logical channel. In
the forward direc on, the applica on can access the local NIC (NIC1) to send traffic, only involving local I/Os.
However, in the reverse direc on, the incoming traffic may be steered to the remote NIC (NIC2). The applica on
would incur remote I/Os when accessing incoming traffic, leading to degraded performance.

In an SDN network, traffic can be steered on a per-flow basis. Therefore, we can use SDN to improve network
I/Os on mul core systems. As shown in Figure 4.5, the traffic in the reverse direc on can be steered to NIC1 by
using SDN technology.

Figure 4.2: The parallelism vs. I/O locality on NUMA systems.

Figure 4.3: A NUMA with I/O locality.
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Figure 4.4: Exis ng technologies cannot ensure I/O locality.

Figure 4.5: Exis ng technologies cannot ensure I/O locality.
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4.4.3 Emerging Data Plane with So ware Defined Networking Technologies

SDN also provides an opportunity to be er manage the heterogeneous nature of the underlying network data
plane. The current data plane consists a variety of technologies that includes fiber-op c wavelength-based trans-
port, layer-2 Ethernet services, Op cal Transport Network (OTN) based services, and layer-3 IP routed based
services. These data plane elements are deployed in many complex environments that o en include mul -layer,
mul -technology, and mul -vendor configura ons. Many of the core feature sets are o en locked within their
layer/technology/vendor regions. SDN’s programmability can be leveraged to manage this complexity and facili-
tate the design and opera on of agile networks suitable for distributed science. There aremany areas that require
further research and development as it relates to SDN control for mul -layer, mul -technology, and mul -vendor
environments. Op ons based on single high-availability SDN controller versus a hierarchical or collabora ve SDN
controller system are ac ve areas of research and development.

This control plane evolu on also provides an opportunity to develop and integrate new data plane technologies
into future network infrastructures. One of the promising areas of research and development is based on a re-
evalua on of how the spectrum is allocated and u lized in op cal networks, know as Elas c Op cal Networks
(EON).

Elas c Op cal Networking
In telecommunica on networks, ini ally, the increases in capacity demandswere successfullymet by deployment
of wavelength division mul plexing (WDM) technology in the late 1990s. WDM systems have offered orders of
magnitude increases in remarkable communica on capacity from 10 Gbps tomul ple terabits-per-second (Tbps).
More recently, rapidly emerging new services and data centers are driving the peak link capacity demands beyond
10 Tbps. In prac ce, the usable bandwidth of single mode fiber communica ons is limited by the bandwidth of
amplifica on technologies, which is approximately 5–10 THz for commonly used erbium-doped fiber amplifiers
(EDFAs). Hence, recent op cal networking advances have addressed op cal communica ons with high-spectral
efficiency beyond 1–10 b/s-Hz employing advanced modula on formats. However, it is extremely difficult to
support such high-spectral efficiency and high-capacity under dynamically changing traffic condi ons especially
due to their sensi vity to physical layer impairments such as fiber amplifier noise, chroma c and polariza on
dispersion, and op cal nonlinearity. Hence, the commercial telecommunica on networks and the systemvendors
are ramping up their development and trials of EON technologies for deployment in the near future.

As Figure 4.6 illustrates, EONs u lize flexible (or elas c) spectral bandwidths for each data link without using
fixed wavelength grids. For this reason, EON is also o en called FlexiGrid Networks. The flexibility in spectrum
alloca on brings many appealing features to network opera ons. Current networks are designed for the worst
case impairments in transmission performance and the assigned spectrum is over-provisioned. In contrast, the
flexible-bandwidth networks can operate with the highest spectral efficiency and minimum bandwidth for the
given traffic demand. In the case of a link failure in the network, flexible-bandwidth networks are more adap ve
and likely to have spare spectrum to allocate to the re-routed signal ensuring a high-survivable restora on com-
pared to conven onal op cal networks. EONs employ coherent op cal orthogonal frequency division mul plex-
ing (CO-OFDM), coherent op calWDM (CO-WDM), or NyquistWDM technologies, and adopt variousmodula on
formats depending on the reach. EON promises (a) to provide a large superchannel bandwidth upon demand,
(b) to achieve high-spectral efficiency by elimina ng stranded spectrum between the fixed grid bandwidths, (c)
to support both subchannel and superchannel traffic, (d) to provide mul ple data rate and modula on formats
op mized for each link.

Due to the very strong interest from Internet Service Providers (ISPs) such as Verizon, Deutsche Telecom, NTT, and
Google and from systems vendors such as NEC, Ericsson, Cisco, Ciena, Fujitsu, and Infinera, someof the underlying
subsystems and systems are already commercially available (e.g., Flex-grid Wavelength Selec ve Switches (WSS),
Op cal Coherent transponder, coherent op cal transmission systems). Ini ally, EON faced numerous challenges
owing to lack of architectures and technologies to support bursty traffic on flexible spectrum. Under DOE and NSF
support, a team at the University of California Davis (UC Davis) has recently developed many technologies, sub-
systems, algorithms, and testbed demonstra ons for EON. In a recent UC Davis So ware Defined Elas c Op cal
Network testbed demonstra on, self-adap ve and impairment-responsive networking with observe-analyze-act
cycle has been demonstrated. These studies so far aimed at achieving the following key results:

1 Adap ve and impairment-responsive networking op mized for each flow and for each link condi on (adap-
ve to distance and impairment),
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2 Interoperability with legacy WDM, CO-OFDM, CO-WDM, or Nyquist-WDM networks,

3 Automated, QoS-aware, and impairment-responsive network control and management,

4 Resilient and adap ve network opera on, and

5 Spectrally-efficient terabit-per-second networking with superchannel and subchannel support with provid-
ing high level of availability and high throughput.

Further con nuing studies are important for prac cal demonstra ons of So ware-Defined EON in the context of
future ESnet with the following a ributes:

1 Self-op mizing and automated QoS-aware, and impairment-responsive network control and management
in support of big data transport upon demand,

2 Rapid and dynamic assignment of superchannel flows (400 Gbps and beyond),

3 Universal Network Access System (UNAS) edge client interface development for interoperability with legacy
IP and big-data applica ons,

4 Network opera ng system in support of mul -domain SDN, and

5 Protec on and restora on of EON in a single domain and a mul -domain scenarios

Figure 4.6: Comparison between (a) a standardWDMnetworkwith fixedwavelength grid and (b) a flexible bandwidth network
with flexible spectrum assignment. (Flex BW TRX : Flexible Bandwidth Transmi er and Receiver.)

4.4.4 Advanced Network Services

Each of the items discussed in this sec on represent to some degree a point technology area or solu on that
can contribute to improved network performance and services for users. Providing value-added services and/or
performance enhancements for domain science applica on users and workflows should be the main objec ve of
these research and development ac vi es. For this reason, an overarching objec ve of these efforts should be to
integrate themul ple technology components into systems that provide value-added func onality, i.e. advanced
services.

These advanced services will some mes be a set of tools, perhaps accessed via SDN APIs, which the network
operators u lize to be er manage traffic. In this manner the advanced feature set will not be transparent to
the domain science user, but the improved performance will be the result. In other situa ons, domain science
applica on andworkflow agentswill bemore directly involved in the per-flowmanagement and directly accessing
the advanced network services. The interac ve run-analyze-adjust-run method discussed in Sec on 4.5 makes
an example of this.

The increasing scale and complexity of science workflows is driving a need to revaluate the concept of end-to-
end, which tradi onally focused on network resources. For science workflows, the end-to-end includes all the
systems between the data source and sink: SAN, LAN, Science DMZ, regional network, wide-area networks, and
end-systems. This end-to-end view should be a focus for the network community as part of the development
of new architectures to support big-data driven science. While this need for flexible resource integra on is not
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new, the technology and capability advances in each of these resource realms represents a paradigm shi where
this lack of integra on is now a limi ng factor. While this broad consensus is indeed becoming more in focus,
there are s ll many unknowns about what it really means to seamlessly integrate data, compute, and networking
in a manner which provides the flexibility and simplicity that domain science applica ons require. Advanced
networking infrastructures and capabili es are the cornerstone technology to enable this integra on. Network
a achment is a common and unifying feature around which subsequent resource integra on and coordina on
ac vi es can be organized. Future network infrastructures for DOE science all point to the need for networks to
evolve into a flexible, agile, and programmable infrastructure, scalable to extreme-scale. Networks to be able to
par cipate in science applica on workflows opera ons as a first class resource on the same level as compute,
storage, and instrument resources.

It has been observed by some domain science researchers that the soon-to-be-rou ne high-performing end-
systems that will appear across the R&E infrastructure can quickly be detrimental to the use of shared infrastruc-
ture. Once the knowledge and equipment for obtaining good end-system performance is more widely deployed,
be er coordina on between networks, end systems, and end-to-end flow management will be likely be a re-
quired capability.

One goal may be to provide applica ons and workflows with a “determinis c performance” environment. That
is, while applica ons will not always be able to have all the resources or end-to-end performance they would
like, it should be possible for cri cal applica ons to determine what level of performance they can expect on an
end-to-end basis. This will allow applica ons to op mize their workflows for the opera onal environment.

While it is not possible, or desirable, to manage all flows in the network,
it should be possible to manage “any” flow in the network.

The other key observa on about advanced network services is that they really need to be end-to-end, which
means that mul -domain federated technologies are needed for these advanced network services. Figure 4.7
updates the earlier diagram to reflect distributed mul -domain SDN-based orchestra on.

Resource descrip on and service adver sement is another important capability that will be needed to enable
service planning and naviga on through this federated, mul -domain, mul -resource ecosystem. The OSCARS
systems uses a standard known as NetworkMarkup Language (NML) to describe ESnet network resources as part
of the Network Service Interface (NSI) based provisioning. The DOE ASCR-funded Resource Aware Intelligent Net-
work Services (RAINS) project is researchingmethods to extend theNSI/NML technologies to describe other types
of resources which are connected to networks, such as end systems, compute, storage, and science instruments.
This will allow topology computa ons and advanced services provisioning to consider of all the elements which
cons tute the end-to-end topology.

Figure 4.7: End-to-end flow with mul -domain SDN orchestra on.
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4.4.5 Timeframes

Present (0-2 years):
The near term enhancements will likely revolve around efforts by the end-sites to deploy more powerful end-
systems based on the Science DMZ, DTNs, and hybrid cloud solu ons. The R&E networks will see an increasingly
distributed and dynamic environment for high-throughput data flows. The emergence of Exchange Points pow-
ered by SDN technologies will likely emerge during this me period. These interconnect facili es are referred to
as So ware Defined Exchanges (SDX), and are likely to play important role in future network architectures.

Next 2-5 years:
Subsequent efforts will need to focus on the development of SDN-based technologies and services to be er ac-
commodate the increased numbers of high-performance end-systems and themore dynamic use of these systems
as applica on workflows adjust to leverage these capabili es.

Beyond 5 years:
A longer term focuswill likely be focused on a radical shi in network architectures and services based on SDN and
the new data plane technologies that allow the network agility and dynamism to a degree which is compa ble
with the compute/storage/instrument resources and workflow opera ons.

4.5 Process of Science

The process of science is expected to change significantly as a result of the technologies and issues described in
this case study. The overall theme of these changes is domain science applica ons and workflows driving the
need for a network that is more agile from a resource management perspec ve, and more intelligent from an
applica on workflow interac on perspec ve. We iden fy several generic capabili es and feature sets that we
believe network infrastructures will have to play a role in providing as part of more holis c integra on between
network, compu ng systems, storage, and instrument resources.

Interac ve and Adap ve Network Enabled Scien fic Workflows:
As science workflows become more sophis cated, an ability to interact and adapt in near-real- me with the key
resources is becoming increasingly important. In this context these resources are typically a workflow specific
combina on of compute, storage, and instrument resources. The mescales for this interac on and adapta on
are typically minutes to hours and may involve some preliminary analysis of data, in order to adjust a compute
process, instrument se ng, or data access/storage ac on. This type of run-analyze-adjust-runmethod has always
been part of the science process. However, currently this series of steps o en includes long delays associatedwith
offline data movement (i.e., FedEx) methods or over the network data transfer rates that effec vely reduce the
workflow to a non-real- me process. The next genera ons of science workflows need to transi on to a true
near-real- me interac ve environment. This will require network infrastructures to be more flexible, adap ve,
and intelligent as part of its role in providing these capabili es.

Intelligent Data Movements:
Each of the capability sets described require fast datamovement in support of their specific focus areas. Whether
the need is based on near-real- me interac on and adapta on, support of a distributed data infrastructure, or
an a empt to get compute and data resources together in a mely fashion, there is a need to maximize the
throughput for data movement. These types of opera ons are a limi ng factor and key bo leneck for today’s
workflow. This will be an increasingly limi ng factor as the volume of data, and degree of resource and scien st
distribu on are expected to greatly increase. Much progress has been made in this area with well-engineered
edge resources such as the Science DMZ and DTNs as two example technologies. However, these capabili es
must con nue to improve to enable the next genera on of science workflows. In par cular a true end-to-end
data movement paradigm needs to be developed which includes not only the wide-area network and site DMZ
resources, but also extends to the local area network, storage area networks, compute, storage, instrument and
data storage systems. A ghter integra on and coordina on between networking, storage area networks, storage
systems, and project unique resources will likely be needed.

Smart Services for Distributed Science Big Data:
Many of the domain science applica ons and workflows depend on project specific data distribu on, replica on,
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archiving, and access. This typically requires a data storage and distribu on infrastructure that allows for dis-
covery and access of project specific data. This data is typically replicated and stored in mul ple data depots or
repositories that are geographically distributed. Advanced network infrastructures and services that allow for in-
creased flexibility and end-to-end capability awareness are needed to op mize these infrastructures. Intelligent
cyberinfrastructure services which can facilitate decisions regarding where to store and how to access data in a
workflow context are needed to enable enhancements in these areas.

High Performance Compu ng and Big Data Integra on:
The mely combina on of compute and data resources is a persistent problem within the domain science appli-
ca on community. In this context, computa on may be performed on leadership class supercomputers at DOE
Laboratories, distributed compute environments such as Open Science Grid (OSG), or local compute resources.
Future science applica ons andworkflows need greatly improved capabili es for a flexible integra on of data and
compute resources. Solu ons will likely involve mul ple approaches including improved mechanisms to: moving
data to the compute; moving the compute to the data; improving remote access of data; feature extrac on and
data reduc on at the sources to reduce the volume of data to be transferred. These new capabili es will leverage
the other capabili es described previously in this sec on. These services will have to be developed in the context
of the compute job execu on environment and access mechanisms.

Real- me Interac on and Adapta on:
Real- me interac on across distance for computer-to-computer or human-driven remote control applica ons
are expected to be of increasing interest. These interac on mescales could be an order of magnitude smaller
than the near-real- me Interac ve and Adap ve Workflow Support scenario discussed earlier. The types of ap-
plica ons and workflows for which this will be important will be based on computer-to-computer interac ons
or ones where there is real me human interac on such as remote steering opera ons. Even within these two
categories, there are orders of magnitude differences in latency and responsiveness requirements. Both of these
types of real me interac ons scenarios are considered longer term requirements and goals.

Present (0-2 years):
The near term enhancements will likely involve efforts by the domain science applica ons to integrate the more
powerful end-system pla orms now being deployed into their workflows.

Next 2-5 years:
Subsequent efforts will focus on resource discovery and capability planning across mul -domain federated in-
frastructures.

Beyond 5 years:
Longer term focus will likely be focused on mul -domain resource reserva on and scheduling services to move
to a more real- me dynamic and interac ve workflow-based opera onal model.

4.6 Remote Science Ac vi es

This case study focus is on the distributed domain science applica on workflows use of the mul -domain R&E
network infrastructure. As a result, the majority of the issues and topics discussed revolve around both local
and remote resources. For this reason, addi onal informa on is not provided in this sec on regarding remote
resource u liza on, as this is the default assump on in the overall case study.

4.7 So ware Infrastructure

From a network infrastructure and data movement perspec ve some of the key so ware in use today includes
the following:

• OSCARS: Provides the ability to schedule and dynamically provision network paths. This system is run on
ESnet, Internet2 AL2S, and mul ple other regional and interna onal networks.
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• Internet2 OESS (Open Exchange So ware Suite), FSFW (FlowSpace Firewall): Provides the ability to dynam-
ically provision point-to-point and mul -point network topologies across the Internet2 Advanced Layer2
Service (AL2S) network.

There is other so ware that runs on top of these systems to provide addi onal value added services.

From a datamovement perspec ve, themain so ware in use today by domain science applica ons is the GridFTP,
extensions based on GridFTP, or science project unique systems.

Present (0-2 years):
The near-term enhancements will likely involve efforts by the domain applica ons to integrate themore powerful
end-system pla orms now being deployed into their workflows. This may include incorpora on of current data
movement protocols such as GridFTP in to these systems as well as other technologies, perhaps based on RDMA
over Ethernet or iSCSI technologies.

Next 2-5 years:
Subsequent efforts will likely focus on u liza on of the new SDN features sets which are expected to emerge
during this me frame. It is not clear exactly what these will be, but features sets to allow scheduled, dynamic
resource alloca on and access to new data plane technologies are expected.

Beyond 5 years:
Longer term focus will likely be focused on mul -domain resource reserva on and scheduling services to move
to a more real- me dynamic and interac ve workflow based opera onal model.

4.8 Cloud Services

As discussed in sec on 4.4, hybrid cloud environments will likely be a standard feature at most university cam-
puses in the future. In addi on, domain science applica ons will want to u lize public and private cloud environ-
ments as a part of an increasingly heterogeneous and distributed compute model. It is expected that there will
be domain science focused cloud infrastructures deployed for this purpose, in addi on to the use of commercial
services such as those available from Amazon Web Services (AWS) and others.

ESnet, DOE Laboratories, and other R&E networks, will likely need to include high-performance flexible network
connec ons to these cloud infrastructures to enable domain science workflows to easily incorporate these re-
sources into their opera ons.

Some R&E networks are already providing this capability for cloud systems such as Amazon Web Services (AWS)
via the direct connect service.

4.9 Summary and Outstanding Issues

This case study focused on the evolving end-system and network technologies, and the impact expected for the
R&E network infrastructure in general, and DOE ESnet in par cular.

As discussed, this is a period of rapid change in the network technologies and services. These changes are evolving
inmul ple dimensions including thewide spread deployment of powerful end-systems, new science instruments,
and the emergence of cloud based models. The commercial and R&E communi es are both looking to SDN as
a new network paradigm to provide new capabili es and services. It is s ll early in this process and SDN means
different things to different people. As a result it is difficult at this me to say defini velywhere SDNandAdvanced
Network Services are going, and exactly how ESnet should respond. However, the following broad themes and
direc ons can be observed:

• SDNTechnologies for R&EEnvironments: SDN is a nascent andpromising communica onnetwork paradigm.
Its founda onal underpinnings are not fully understood, validated, secured, and tested. During this me
of ac ve SDN development by the commercial sector is an ideal me for DOE to evaluate how these tech-
nologies can be u lized or adapted to the DOE uses. The opportunity to leverage the commercial sector
exper se and influence the designs and standards are both available.
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• NewData Plane and End SystemTechnologies: Newdata plane technologies such as EONand programma c
control of end-system resources such mul -core data flow management will be important parts of next
genera on infrastructures. The SDN paradigm provides mechanisms to amplify the u lity and value of
these new capabili es.

• Advanced Network Services: In manyways, this network architecture paradigm shi is unique, because it is
happening in parallel with a similarly momentous change in applica on and workflow designs being driven
by big data. There is a synergis c and itera ve rela onship between the emerging SDN network infrastruc-
tures and the big-data-driven applica ons. The requirements of these next-genera on big science applica-
ons will drive the next-genera on network infrastructures and services. The SDN-based next-genera on

networks and services will drive what new and innova ve workflows opera ons domain science applica-
ons can develop. The result is that a new and important service boundary layer can be iden fied which

sits in between the next-genera on network infrastructure and the next-genera on big-data-driven domain
science applica ons. The requirements and designs for this service boundary and the associated features
sets required by both the networks and the applica ons/workflows are currently undefined. As a result,
a group of researchers will be needed who can work collabora vely across this boundary to maximize the
benefit for the network operators and the domain science applica on and workflow developers.

• Federated, Distributed,Mul -Domain Services: DOE science applica onsworkflows are generally distributed
andmul -domain. A typical workflow includes resources across DOE Laboratories, wide-area networks, re-
gional networks, and university campuses. As a result, federated and mul -domain SDN technologies will
be needed. In this environment, autonomous SDN domains will need mechanisms to interact with each
other, or with higher-level workflow agents in order to coordinate opera ons that cross mul ple domains.
Past experience indicates that commercial development efforts may not focus on these issues due to the
business considera ons associated with the mul -provider and mul -vendor Internet topology. The R&E
community is well posi oned to address these issues associated and it is necessary that solu ons be de-
veloped in these areas.

• SDX: This is a concept that has been discussed as a mechanism to facilitate mul -domain services. SDXs are
well-defined points of peering which may offer opportuni es to realize a rich policy-based automa on of
network peering and services exchange. SDXs are also envisioned as amechanism to facilitate the transi on
tomul -domain SDN infrastructures where non-enabled SDN networksmay need to interconnect with SDN
enabled networks.
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Table 4.1: The following table summarizes data needs and networking requirements for ASCR’s Advanced Networking Services
research area.

·	  	  	  End-‐site	  deployments	  of	  
powerful	  end-‐systems	  as	  part	  of	  
ScienceDMZ,	  DTN,	  and	  hybrid	  
clould	  technologies	  become	  more	  
common.	  	  Will	  drive	  new	  traffic	  
profiles	  on	  R&E	  networks.

·	  	  	  Well	  defined	  SDN	  
service	  definitions	  and	  
APIs	  	  	  	  

·	  	  	  Develoment	  and	  testing	  of	  
SDN	  features	  sets.	  	  Which	  
servcies	  should	  be	  available	  
for	  progammatic	  interaction?	  
Which	  should	  be	  strictly	  for	  
internal	  network	  
management	  and	  
optimization?

·	  	  	  How	  to	  incorporate	  powerful	  
end-‐systems	  connected	  to	  
network	  edges	  and	  ScienceDMZs	  
in	  to	  their	  workflows?

·	  	  	  Prototype	  deployment	  and	  
testing	  of	  SDN	  enabled	  R&E	  
network	  feature	  sets.	  	  New	  SDN	  
enabled	  dataplanes,	  new	  APIs	  for	  
existing	  network	  functions.

·	  	  	  Ability	  to	  interact	  
with	  application	  agents	  
for	  the	  purpose	  of	  flow	  
identification	  and	  
management

·	  	  	  How	  to	  accomodate	  many	  
more	  powerful	  end-‐systesms	  
becoming	  available	  on	  the	  
edges	  of	  networks?	  From	  
resource	  planning	  and	  access	  
management	  perspective.

·	  	  	  Emergence	  of	  SD	  Exchanges	  
(SDX)	  with	  basic	  functionality	  for	  
automated	  exchcange	  operations

·	  	  	  Domain	  science	  
applications	  explore	  how	  to	  
utilize	  SDN	  APIs	  and	  
services	  as	  part	  of	  
workflows	  

·	  	  	  What	  are	  the	  peering	  and	  
feature	  sets	  needed	  in	  future	  
SDXs?

·	  	  	  New	  SDN	  enabled	  network	  
production	  deployments

·	  	  	  Prototypes	  of	  resource	  
discovery	  and	  capability	  
planning	  across	  multi-‐
domain	  federated	  
infrastructures

·	  	  	  Ability	  to	  interact	  
with	  application	  agents	  
for	  the	  purpose	  of	  flow	  
identification	  and	  
management

·	  	  	  What	  are	  the	  value	  added	  
functions	  that	  may	  be	  
embedded	  in	  SDN	  networks	  
or	  SDXs?

·	  	  	  SDN	  networks	  begin	  to	  
incorpoate	  other	  resoruces	  
embeeded	  in	  their	  core,	  or	  at	  SDX	  
facilities.	  	  This	  may	  for	  NFV	  or	  for	  
application	  focused	  middlebox	  
type	  of	  functions.

·	  	  	  Resource	  and	  service	  
discovery	  mechanims	  
for	  SDN,	  SDX,	  and	  
embedded	  services

·	  	  	  What	  are	  the	  peering	  and	  
feature	  sets	  needed	  in	  future	  
SDXs?

·	  	  	  Establishment	  of	  SD	  Exchanges	  
(SDX)	  	  as	  key	  component	  of	  R&E	  
infrastructure.	  	  Rich	  set	  of	  SDX	  
peering	  options,	  and	  services	  to	  
faciliate	  muti-‐domain	  SDN	  
service	  coordination

·	  	  	  SDN	  capabilities	  enabled	  across	  
many	  infrastructures	  withing	  the	  
R&E	  ecosystem
·	  	  	  Domain	  science	  and	  end-‐
system	  integration	  with	  SDN	  
enabled	  network	  resources	  is	  
common	  place.
·	  	  	  New	  network	  architectures	  
and	  feasture	  sets	  based	  on	  new	  
SDN	  enabled	  dataplane	  
techologies

·	  	  	  What	  are	  the	  specific	  features	  
sets	  that	  end-‐systems	  and	  
application	  agents	  need	  and	  want	  
from	  the	  network	  resources?

·	  	  	  Network	  features	  and	  
services	  which	  provide	  
agile	  resource	  
managment	  to	  a	  degree	  
comparible	  with	  other	  
resources	  in	  an	  
application	  end-‐to-‐end	  
path

·	  	  	  Multi-‐domain	  resource	  
and	  capability	  discovery	  
available	  across	  all	  the	  
elements	  in	  an	  an	  end	  to	  
end	  application	  workflow

·	  	  	  Multi-‐domain	  resource	  
planning	  as	  part	  of	  
movement	  to	  more	  real-‐
time	  and	  interactive	  
workflow	  based	  
operational	  model

·	  	  	  SDN	  techniques	  are	  
integrated	  with	  control	  of	  
other	  resources	  in	  
application	  workflows	  such	  
as	  hosts,compute,	  storage,	  
instruments

·	  	  	  How	  do	  SDN	  enabled	  
networks	  interact	  with	  higher	  
level	  agents	  engaged	  in	  
application	  workflow	  and	  
multi-‐resource	  orchestration?

·	  	  	  Well	  defined	  SDN	  
service	  definitions	  and	  
APIs	  	  	  	  

·	  	  	  What	  is	  the	  proper	  level	  of	  
resource	  management	  needed	  
in	  advanced	  R&E	  networks?	  	  
Is	  isoloated	  individual	  
network	  optimization	  
sufficient?	  	  Is	  flow	  and	  
resource	  managment	  as	  part	  
of	  a	  larger	  multi-‐domain,	  
multi-‐resrouce	  topology	  an	  
important	  objective?

5+	  years

·	  	  	  How	  can	  SDN	  APIs	  and	  features	  
be	  utilzed	  to	  support	  real-‐time	  run-‐
analyze-‐adjust-‐run	  methods?

0-‐2	  years

2-‐5	  years

·	  	  	  Domain	  science	  
applications	  to	  integrate
the	  more	  powerful	  end-‐
system	  platforms	  now	  
being	  deployed	  as	  key	  parts	  
of	  their	  workflows	  

·	  	  	  Many	  powerful	  programmable	  
end-‐systems,	  highly	  tuned	  for	  
maximum	  throughput.	  	  Great	  
increase	  in	  the	  number	  of	  
resesarchers	  who	  can	  routinely	  
initiate	  large	  data	  flows

·	  	  	  How	  can	  SDN	  APIs	  and	  features	  
be	  utilzed	  to	  better	  plan,	  schedule,	  
and	  troubleshoot	  end-‐to-‐end	  
operations?

Key	  Science	  Drivers Open	  Research	  Areas

Network	  Infrastructure	  
and	  Facilities Process	  of	  Science

Advanced	  
Network	  Services	  

Needed

Network	  Research	  
Areas Application	  Reseach	  Areas
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Case Study 5

Bulk Data Transfer

5.1 Data Transfer Tools

Over the years, various data movement tools or technologies have been developed, many based on the trans-
mission control protocol (TCP) such as Globus GridFTP [2], BBCP [6], the Secure Copy Protocol (SCP), the File
Transfer Protocol (FTP); or the Universal Datagram Protocol (UDP), such as the UDP-based Data Transfer (UDT)
protocol [21],1 and RDMA-based File Transfer Protocol (RFTP). TCP-based tools are widely used in shared net-
work environments, however, the TCP-based tools typically experience performance constraints on high-speed
networks because the standard TCP conges on control algorithm (i.e., TCP Reno) limits the efficiency of network
resource u liza on. There have been numerous efforts to scale TCP over high-bandwidth networks, such as FAST
TCP, High-Speed TCP (HS-TCP) [19], BIC-TCP, CUBIC-TCP, Hamilton TCP (H-TCP) and Scalable TCP (STCP) [22]. In
addi on, to overcome TCP’s inefficiency in high-speed networks, UDP-based tools have been proposed as TCP
replacements. These tools include Reliable Blast UDP and UDT. Applica ons can benefit from selec ng among
various available tools or technologies and adap ng them to different networking environments. For example,
in certain cases, exclusive access to the en re connec on bandwidth could obviate the need for complex TCP
mechanisms. Alterna ve transmission protocols, such as NACK-based UDT, that can make more efficient use of
dedicated channels may provide a simpler, more efficient approach to data transport. Lately, RFTP u lizes the
RDMA-based technology that was developed for low-latency, high-performance interconnect and extends its ca-
pability into data transfer over wide-area networking (iWARP) and So ware-Defined Networks (RoCE). RFTP gains
significant performance improvement due to its employed off-loading and kernel bypass technologies.

5.2 Data Transfer Services

In reality, bulk data transfer may encounter many abnormal condi ons, including server failures, transient net-
work failures (fiber cut, line card malfunc ons, etc.), data corrup on, and other errors. Therefore, bulk data
transfer by hand is a human-intensive process. Researchers have developed various data transfer services on
top of data transfer tools (e.g., GridFTP) to automate bulk data transfer. The HEP communi es have developed
several high-throughput data-transfer management systems, for example the PhEDEx [17] and ATLAS Distributed
Data Management (DDM), to manage data movement for LHC experiments. The Laser Interferometer Gravita-
onal Wave Observatory (LIGO) project developed the LIGO data Replicator. Argonne Na onal Laboratory and

University of Chicago have developed the Globus transfer service, a hosted service to which users can direct
requests to transfer or synchronize files and directories between two loca ons. Under the covers, Globus orches-
trates GridFTP transfers and handles security, monitors transfer, and restarts upon failure. Withmore than 10,000
ac ve endpoints as of April 2015, Globus is an important element of the research networking ecosystem.

1Globus GridFTP can be configured to run UDT.
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5.3 Data Transfer Nodes

Network engineers from ESnet have observed that the computer systems being used for wide-area data transfers
perform far be er if they are purposefully built, dedicated, and tuned to the func on of wide-area data transfer.
These systems are called DTNs. Dedicated DTNs have been deployed in DOE compu ng facili es and universi es.
See, for example:

• OLCF, https://www.olcf.ornl.gov/kb_articles/employing-data-transfer-nodes/

• ALCF, https://www.alcf.anl.gov/user-guides/data-transfer

• NERSC, https://www.nersc.gov/systems/data-transfer-nodes/

5.4 The Science DMZ Approach

Science DMZ refers to a special DTN subnet that is typically close to a site’s network perimeter. The hardware de-
vices, so ware, configura on, and policies in the Science DMZ are structured and op mized for high-performance
data transfer.

The primary components of a Science DMZ are:

• Dedicated network paths for science data leveraging Access Control Lists (ACLs) for security instead of fire-
walls,

• High-performance DTNs with parallel data transfer tools such as GridFTP or BBCP,

• A network performance measurement system, such as perfSONAR, and

• Routers/switches with deep buffers to avoid packet drops.

DOE compu ng facili es are adop ng or have already adopted the Science DMZ architecture and deployed mul-
ple DTNs, improving throughput at the sites.

The NSF Office of Cyberinfrastructure has funded significant universi es across the United States through its
Campus Cyber-infrastructure—Network Infrastructure and Engineering Program (CC-NIE) to accelerate the de-
ployment of Science DMZ architectures.

5.5 Bulk Data Transfer Related Research

In summary, these research projects can be categorized into three major areas:

Research Areas Research Projects

Data transfer tool performance op miza on

• MDTM
• GridFTP
• RFTP

Intelligent network service
• RAINS
• Virtual network control

End-to-End data transfer op miza on

• Concerted Flows
• PROPER
• Synthesis of Source-to-Sink High-performance
flows

• An adap ve end-to-end approach for terabit
data movement op miza on

• RAMSES: Robust Analy c Modeling for Science
at Extreme Scales
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5.6 Bulk Data Transfer Case Study

Network usage for bulk data transfer is driven by the following factors:

1. Data volumes generated by various science domains and the remote analysis requirements,

2. End-system infrastructure including the DTNs and the local network capabili es,

3. High-speed data movement tools,

4. Ease of using the data movement tools and the network, and

5. Service capabili es of transit (WAN) service providers

In recent ESnet requirements reviews for the DOE SC programs, data volumes and the need for distributed and
remote analysis are increasing in almost all science domains. There is a lot of ac vity in terms of end-system
infrastructure upgrades, thanks to the formaliza on the Science DMZ design pa ern [12] by ESnet, and the NSF
CC-NIE and follow-on grants. High-speed datamovement tools such as GridFTP and BBCP havematured and there
are a number of research ac vi es focused on enhancing and building new tools and techniques to op mize
transfer performance. Hosted services such as Globus [3] make data transfers much easier for users and increase
performance via automated op miza on, par cularly when used in conjunc on with DTNs and Science DMZs.
The Globus Connect so ware makes deploying Globus endpoints straigh orward.

S ll, many researchers either do not use the network or do not use the network efficiently (because they use
inefficient tools). A surprising number of people s ll use SCP rather than Globus, for example. If there is sustained
funding for the abovemen oned ac vi es, more researchers can be converted to use the network (efficiently) for
moving data and the usage of the network will grow tremendously. One example is to efficiently u lize the RDMA
technology such as InfiniBand, iWARP, and RoCE. The RFTP tool offers significant performance improvement due
to the hardware off-loading of protocol processing and so ware kernel zero-copy techniques.

Since the first item above has been the subject of ESnet’s requirements reviews with other Office of Science pro-
gram offices, here we focus on the later factors, review their current state of the art, historical trends, perceived
future trends in technology, and discuss future projec ons.

5.6.1 0-2 years

Key science drivers

Instruments, So ware, and Facili es

ALCF, OLCF, and NERSC each has a dis nct set of DTNs for bulk data transfer. All data sets moved in or out of these
compu ng facili es are transferred using the dedicated DTNs. A high-performance DTN typically features:

• One or mul ple high-speed mul core processors

• High-speed storage (e.g., RAID, SSD, a parallel distributed file system)

• One or mul ple high-speed NICs (e.g., 10GE, 40GE)

• High-performance motherboard that supports mul ple PCIe 3 slots

Star ng from 2012, NSF has been funding 15-20 universi es every year to upgrade their network, and build a Sci-
ence DMZ including the associated infrastructure such as dedicated DTNs for bulk data transfer. These dedicated
DTNs typically run parallel data transfer tools such as GridFTP and BBCP and are configured as endpoints on the
Globus Transfer service to enable “fire and forget” data transfer jobs for users. Globus transfer service logs show
that the NSF CC-NIE funded universi es have moved ∼3PB using Globus. (A subset of the ∼85 PB moved via the
Globus transfer service and the >1 EB moved by Globus GridFTP servers over the past four years.) Some subset
of this data (precisely howmuch is not known) traversed ESnet. As the deployments mature at these universi es
and as more universi es are funded through this program, we can an cipate more traffic from these endpoints
on ESnet in the subsequent years.
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Figure 5.1: Usage data for Globus GridFTP servers and the Globus Transfer service.

Researchers from Fermi Na onal Laboratory and Brookhaven Na onal Laboratory are working on the mul core-
aware data transfer middleware project, which aims to harness mul core parallelism to scale data movement
toolkits at mul core systems. The project also develops several performance op miza on techniques during user
request preprocessing, in order to maximize the run me u liza on of system resources such as network capacity
and disk bandwidth performance. If this project is successful, the MDTM middleware will be also deployed in
DTNs. Other research projects men oned in Sec on 5 will also develop methods to enhance performance of
data transfers.

With these technologies, it is expected that bulk data transfer throughput in ESnetwill significantly increase.

The le chart in Figure 5.1 shows the yearly total bytes transferred byGlobusGridFTP servers (for those that report
usage sta s cs to Globus usage collector) for the past 8 years. The percentage increase in the total bytes trans-
ferred from 2012 to 2013 is 18.6% and from 2013 to 2014 is 17.4% and the projected increase from 2014 to 2015
(based on the data transferred in the first quarter of 2015) is ∼18%. The right chart in Figure 1 shows the yearly
total bytes transferred by the Globus transfer service since 2011. This usage has been increasing significantly and
the projected increase for 2015 (based on the data transferred in the first quarter of 2015) is ∼20%.

Process of Science

Groups awarded compu ng resources at Leadership Compu ng Facili es (e.g., OLCF, ALCF, NERSC) o en transfer
their data sets to the facili es at the beginning of their me slots. Also, simula on results needs to be transferred
to home ins tu on or collabora on sites.

Each large-scale science collabora on (e.g., ATLAS CMS, ESGF) typically has its own data movement plan and
schedule. Large sets of data are o en transferred among par cipa ng sites, and supercomputer centers. Give
the ubiquity of big data recent years, the clear demarca on between HPC and HTC (physics event processing)
start to interfuse. On the one hand, those tradi onal HPC simula ons generate a large amount of data that need
to be processed for steering subsequent simula ons; On the other hand, typical data-intensive science programs,
for example, LHC event discovery, and high-confidence data reconstruc on of X-ray experiment, are fundamen-
tally compu ng-intensive, andmay benefit from the exascale supercomputers’ energy-efficient compu ng cycles.
ASCR-funded Next Genera on Workload Management and Analysis System for Big Data to address these chal-
lenges and extend this successful workflow system from physics domain to more DOE’s science programs:

Run ATLAS PanDA workload Management System for Big Data on Supercomputers and Cloud Compu ng

ATLAS LHC acquired about 160 PB so far with another 40 PB expected in 2015 and use a workload distribu on
system known as PanDA to coherently aggregate that data and make it available to thousands of scien sts via
a globally distributed compu ng network at 140 heterogeneous facili es around the world. The system works
similar to the web, where end users can access the needed files, stored on a server in the cloud, by making ser-
vice requests. The distributed resources are seamlessly integrated; there is automa on and error handling that
improves the user experience, and all users have access to the same resources worldwide through a single sub-
mission system. Lately, the tools of PanDA and the handling of big datamigrate into the realm of supercomputers.
So far, Panda makes opportunis c use of OLCF’s capacity. OLCF allocates all Titan’s small job slots to PanDA that
can not accommodate large simula on tasks. Due to PanDA’s asynchronous design, all PanDA jobs run concur-
rently and efficiently with Titan’s programma c large, long-dura on simula on jobs. Through test, we es mates
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that PanDA can u lize a total of 300M hours per year, more than 10% of the host’s total capacity, which otherwise
would be wasted. There are 300,000 cores in OLCF, and 30,000 cores might be u lized by PanDA every hour. They
will ac vate a commensurate number of data transfer jobs to stream data from its host.

Currently ORNL runs PanDA services as a general batch queue and export its compu ng capacity to HEP, BER, and
other science domain.

An cipated Network Needs

Based on the historical trends and future technology growth, we an cipate an average of ∼20% increase in
GridFTP traffic each year.

5.6.2 2-5 years

Key science drivers

Instruments, So ware, and Facili es

• Science DMZ and dedicated DTNs will be widely deployed.

• High-performance DTNs with 40G NICs will be standard configura on.

• It is expected that the so ware-defined network (SDN) technologies will be adopted and deployed in DOE
Labs in next 2-5 years. By doing so, DTNs can be be er integrated with network resources. Be er bulk data
transfer performance can be achieved.

• Parallel data transfer tools such as GridFTP and BBCP run on DTNs.

• The MDTMmiddleware will also be deployed in DTNs.

• ESnet support for the Globus transfer service, as an essen al element of the science networking ecosys-
tem, will enable its con nued opera on and further op miza on, for example to incorporate results from
research projects.

Process of Science

Groups awarded compu ng resources at ASCR compu ng facili es (e.g., OLCF, ALCF, NERSC) o en transfer their
data sets to the facili es at the beginning of their me slots. Also, simula on results need to be transferred to
home ins tu ons or collabora on sites.

Each large-scale science collabora on typically has its own data management plan and schedule. Large sets of
data are o en transferred among par cipa ng sites, and supercomputer centers.

An cipated Network Needs

Based on the historical trends, perceived future adop on of Globus transfer service, research progress and tech-
nology growth, we an cipate an average ∼25% increase in GridFTP traffic every year.

5.6.3 5+ years

Key science drivers

Instruments, So ware, and Facili es

• Wider deployments of Science DMZ and dedicated DTNs.

• Advanced motherboard with PCIe-4 slots and 100GE NICs will be available in the market.
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• High-performance DTNs with PCIe-4 and 100G NICs will be standard configura on.

• Parallel data transfer tools such as GridFTP and BBCP run on DTNs.

• The MDTMmiddleware will also be deployed in DTNs.

• TheGlobus transfer servicewill provide research ins tu ons, network providers, and individual researchers
with powerful monitoring and management capabili es, enabling far more efficient usage of high-speed
networks.

Process of Science

Groups awarded compu ng resources at ASCR compu ng facili es (e.g., OLCF, ALCF, NERSC) o en transfer their
data sets to the facili es at the beginning of their me slots. Also, simula on results needs to be transferred to
home ins tu on or collabora on sites.

Each large-scale science collabora on typically has its own data management plan and schedule. Large sets of
data are o en transferred among par cipa ng sites, and supercomputer centers.

An cipated Network Needs

Based on the historical trends, perceived future adop on of Globus Transfer service, advancements in transfer
protocols and technology growth, we an cipate an average of∼30% increase in GridFTP traffic every year.

For all associated meframes (0-2 years, 2-5 years, and 5+ years), data set sizes and network requirements for
the local-area and wide-area transfer mes will con nue to vary based on the domain science and the applica-
ons.
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Case Study 6

Remote Analysis and Visualiza on
Services

6.1 Background

Analyzing and/or visualizing data is the key to developing an understanding of the science being conducted. In
this case, data is being generated by computa onally intensive applica ons running on ASCR compute facili es,
but the user, who wishes to conduct visual data analysis and explora on, is located elsewhere. This case study
focuses on the process by which remote users perform remote visualiza on and analysis, with an eye towards
the role of the network in this process.

6.2 Network and Data Architecture

The term remote and distributed analysis and visualiza on (RDAV) refers to a mapping of visualiza on pipeline
components onto distributed resources. Historically, the development of RDAVwasmo vated by the user’s need
to perform analysis on data too large tomove to their local worksta on or cluster, or that exceeded the processing
capacity of their local resources.

From a high-level view, there are three fundamental types of bulk payload data that move between components
of the visualiza on pipeline: “scien fic data,” visualiza on results (geometry and renderable objects), and image
data. In some instances and applica ons, the por on of the pipeline that moves data between components is
further resolved to dis nguish between raw, or unprocessed, and filtered data, which could include the results of
analysis processing. For simplicity, these three par oning strategies are referred to as send images, send data,
and send geometry, as shown in Figure 6.1.

6.2.1 Send Images Par oning

In a send-images par oning, all processing needed to compute a final image is performed on a server, then the
resul ng image data is transmi ed to a client. Over the years, there have been several different approaches to
implement this par oning strategy.

These include use of well established protocols, like X11 forwarding (e.g., OpenGL), and custom layer-7 protocols
built into libraries and applica ons for the purposes ofmoving image data (e.g., VNC, OpenGL Vizserver, VirtualGL,
Chromium Renderserver, VisIt, ParaView). These are all TCP-based approaches for moving image data.

The primary advantage of the send-images par oning is that there is an upper bound on the amount of data
that moves across the network. That upper bound is a func on of image size, Is, rather than the size of the
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Figure 6.1: The par onings of the remote and distributed visualiza on pipeline: send images (top), send data (middle), send
geometry (bo om). Image source: High Performance Visualiza on, Bethel et al., CRC Press, 2012.

data set, Ds, being visualized. Typically, when Ds ≫ Is, the send-images par oning has favorable performance
characteris cs, when compared to the other par oning schemes.

Its primary disadvantage is related to its primary advantage: there is a minimum amount of data, per frame, that
mustmove across the network. The combina on of latency to produce the frame and the me required tomove it
over the network may be an impediment on interac ve levels of performance. For example, if the user desires to
achieve a 30 frame-per-second throughput rate, and each frame is 4MB in size,1 then, assuming zero latency and
zero me required to render the image, the network must provide a minimum of 120MB/s of bandwidth. Some
systems, such as VNC, implement op miza ons—compression and sending only the por on(s) of the screen that
changes—to reduce the size of per-frame pixel payload.

The other disadvantage of send-images is the poten al impact of network latency on interac vity, which will
impose an upper bound on absolute frame rate. This upper boundmay be sufficiently high on local-area networks
to support interac ve visualiza on when using the send-images approach, but may be too low on wide-area
networks. For example, achieving 10 frames per second is possible only on networks having less than 100 ms of
round-trip latency: for 1000/2L ≥ 10 fps, then L ≤ 50ms.

6.2.2 Send-Data Par oning

The send-data par oning aims to move scien fic data from server to client for visualiza on and analysis pro-
cessing and rendering. The scien fic data may be the “source data,” prior to any processing, or it may be source
data that has undergone some sort of processing, such as noise-reduc on filtering, a computa on of a derived
field, sta s cal analysis, feature detec on and analysis, and so forth.

In prac ce, the send-data approach may prove op mal when two condi ons hold true: (1) the size of the source
data is rela vely small and will fit on the client machine, and (2) interac vity is a priority. However, as the size of
scien fic data grows, it is increasingly imprac cal to move full-resolu on source data to the user’s machine for
processing, since the size of data may exceed the capacity of the user’s local machine, and moving large amounts
of data over the network may be cost-prohibi ve.

110242 pixels, each of which consists of RGBα tuples, one byte per color component, and no compression.
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6.2.3 Send-Geometry Par oning

In the send-geometry par oning, the payload moving between the server and client is “drawable” content. For
visualiza on, a class of visualiza on algorithms, o en referred to as “mappers,” will transform scien fic data, be
it mesh-based or unstructured, and produce renderable geometry as an output. In a send-geometry par oning,
the server component runs data I/O and visualiza on algorithms, producing renderable geometry, then transmits
this payload to the client for rendering.

One disadvantage of the send-geometry approach is the poten al size of the renderable geometry payload. In
some circumstances, the size of this payload may exceed the size of the original data set, or it may be so large
as to exceed the capacity of the client to hold in memory all at once for rendering. Streaming approaches are
one mechanism for accommoda ng rendering data sets too large for a client’s memory, yet the rela vely slower
network connec on may be a more significant barrier.

The primary advantage of the send-geometry approach is that once the geometry content is resident in the client’s
memory, the client may be capable of very high rendering frame rates. This approach may be the best when: (1)
the geometry payload fits en rely within the client memory, and (2) interac ve client-side rendering rates are a
priority.

6.2.4 Applica on Use Models and Scenarios

Single Applica on, Post Hoc Use

Historically, RDAV applica ons have consisted of finished applica ons, like VisIt and ParaView, or research proto-
types aimed at demonstra ng some par cular type of capability. Applica ons like VisIt and ParaView use a client-
server model, where the client executes on the user’s remote machine, and the server executes, o en in parallel,
on the central HPC pla orm. Connec ons between the client and server are routed over a custom TCP socket
that is o en brokered through an SSH tunnel to accommodate site-specific authen ca on procedures.

Applica ons like VisIt and ParaView have the ability to switch between send-images and send-geometry, de-
pending on circumstances. They both implement a strategy for minimizing the impact of network latency during
interac ve transforma ons by allowing the user to transform (e.g., rotate, scale, translate) a “wireframe model,”
perhaps a bounding box, on the client machine at interac ve rates, then request a full-resolu on rendering from
the server.

Historically, during the 1990s and 2000s, it was o en the case that network requirements were couched in terms
of bandwidth needed to support transmission of image data at a given rate to support interac ve visualiza on.
During those days, when 100Mbps “fast Ethernet”was common and insufficient for those needs, customnetwork
solu onswere o en the only answer. Such solu ons included things like dedicated fiber-based local-area network
solu ons targe ng high-throughput image movement.

These days (in 2015), given the growth of the size of scien fic data combinedwith the rapid growth and complexity
of the underlying computa onal pla orm), there is more concern on designing and architec ng algorithms and
implementa ons to effec vely tackle data of scale on large HPC pla orms. The me cost of moving images tends
to be much less than the me cost of analysis and visualiza on processing.

One typical use pa ern that has emerged over the years is where a user generates a dataset on an HPC pla orm,
saves the resul ng data onto persistent storage, then invokes an applica on in a post hoc fashion to perform
visual data analysis or explora on. This use pa ern is s ll common today.

Applica ons like VisIt and ParaView both support some form of collabora ve visualiza on, where mul ple clients
can connect to one server, and all clients can “see” the same visualiza on or analysis. In this case, there is only one
visualiza on or analysis pipeline being run; within the set of clients, one is the “master” and the rest are “slaves,”
though the role of master and slave can be migrated, with user coordina on, from one client to another.

In the case of the current VisIt and ParaView architecture/design, it would be likely imprac cal to have a situ-
a on where there are mul ple clients connec ng to a single server, where each client is running a completely
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(a) SPOT Suite. Image courtesy of Craig Tull(LBNL). (b) OpenMSI. Image courtesy of Oliver Rübel (LBNL).

unique visualiza on or analysis pipeline. Part of the limita on is due to the fact that each such pipeline generates
intermediate data, which will rapidly consume scarce memory resources on the HPC pla orm.

In more recent mes, VisIt and ParaView both offer the ability to display visualiza on results in a web browser.
Generally speaking, this type of opera on is a send-images par oning, where the server performs visualiza-
on and analysis processing, and sends a finished image to a remote client, which is a browser, over an HTTP

connec on.

As part of workflows

It is increasingly the case that analysis and visualiza on tools/applica ons are part of amore elaborate processing
chain that is orchestrated by a workflow system. While these systems tend to be highly focused on a par cular
science domain or problem, it is useful to men on them here.

Figure 6.2a shows the components and data flow paths of one such system, SPOT Suite. SPOT manages the
collec on of data acquired at ALS beamlines, sends the data to NERSC for storage, analysis and visualiza on
processing, and returns data products and analysis/visualiza on results to the user, who is located at an ALS
beamline.

TheOpenMSI system, shown in Figure 6.2b, manages the collec on of data fromamass spectrometry instrument,
moves the data to NERSC for addi onal processing, analysis, and visualiza on, and then dissemina on to a user
or community of users.

In both of these examples, as is the case with many other similar examples, data moves through the workflow,
where it undergoes many types of opera ons. Some opera ons are analysis and visualiza on, others are data
“processing” (e.g., data reorganiza on, format conversion, and so forth). The par oning of tools and data tends
to be either send-data or send-images. O en, it is the case that the placement of components in the workflow
is done so as to op mize for some performance characteris c, be it minimizing data movement or minimizing
the “response me” from data acquisi on to presenta on of results to the user. Depending upon the needs of
a par cular workflow, some data paths may be en rely local, while others involve use of wide-area networks.
These issues are largely outside the scope of this case study; they are the purview of a specific science-focused
workflow case study.

In SituMethods

In response to thewidening gapbetweenour ability to compute data andour ability to store data for post hoc anal-
ysis or explora on, a new approach known as in situmethods has become increasingly promising and the subject
of ac ve R&D in ASCR. These methods, while poten ally applicable to data from experimental and observa onal
sources, are primarily focused on data produced by simula ons run on ASCR large-scale HPC pla orms.
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The basic idea with in situmethods is that since saving full spa otemporal resolu on data to persistent storage is
increasingly prohibi vely expensive, then it makes sense to perform asmuch visualiza on and analysis processing
as possible while simula on data is s ll resident in memory.

Though there exist several in situ framework implementa ons (e.g., ADIOS, Glean, ParaView/Catalyst, VisIt/libsim),
the fundamental use model is more or less the same: the simula on code is coupled to some in situ infrastruc-
ture, which will perform analysis and visualiza on processing while the simula on runs. Some in situ frameworks
(VisIt/libsim, ParaView/catalyst) are “ ghtly coupled” with the simula on, meaning they have the poten al to
alter how the simula on executes; they can be used for computa onal steering, for interac ve debugging, and
so forth. To varying degrees, in situ frameworks support the no on of execu ng poten ally elaborate (and even
distributed) workflows as part of their in situ processing. Some such configura ons may involve interac ons with
a remotely located user. It is likely the case that such interac ons would make use of primarily a send-images
style par oning, though send-data may make sense if the result is the result of some type of analysis process-
ing.

6.3 Collaborators

The majority of RDAV-focused R&D, couched within the context described in the previous sec ons, involves use
of ASCR (and Advanced Simula on and Compu ng, ASC) computa onal facili es, and science stakeholders lo-
cated around the country. It is difficult to es mate the number of remote users: NERSC has O(3000) users, all
of whom are remote, and of which a not insignificant number (hundreds) make use of tools like VisIt and Par-
aView.2 Furthermore, tools like VisIt and ParaView have achieved a broad market penetra on: they both are in
use at NSF HPC centers like TACC and NCSA, as well as at many HPC centers abroad (e.g., CSCS, the Swiss Na onal
Supercompu ng Centre).

It is reasonably safe to say that ASCR and ASC programs that fund RDAV work target deployment of technologies
at HPC centers for use by science stakeholders, many of whom are remotely located. The poten al impact of this
work is quite broad.

6.4 Instruments and Facili es

Given the focus on RDAV as a service for simula on-based sciences at HPC centers, or where RDAV tools at HPC
centers are brought to bear on EOD stored at those centers, then the growth of those facili es in terms of capacity
is best drawn from reports directly from those facili es.

For the sake of discussion here, we can safely assume:

• Present: O(PF) class pla orms.

• Next 2-5 years: O(10-100PF) class pla orms.

• Beyond 5 years: O(100-1000PF) class pla orms.

Given the informa on in the background sec ons, it is likely the case that most RDAV methods will con nue to
employ a send-datamethodology for the foreseeable future. Therefore, while a significant ongoing investment in
RDAV R&D focuses on scaling methods to run on larger pla orms, ul mately those results will need to appear on
a display somewhere, and so it may be growth in display resolu on that drives an increased demand for network
capacity.

Currently, typical displays use a 1080 pixel format, which is 1920 × 1080 pixels. “Specialty” displays use the 4K
ultra-high defini on (UHD) format, which is 3840× 2160 pixels. Presumably, the 4K UHD format, which is “spe-
cialty” in the present will become commonplace in the not too distant future. An 8K UHD format is comprised
of 7680 × 4320 pixels, and a future standard, as yet unnamed (perhaps “16K UHD”) would use 15,360 × 8640

2Please note, we are unable to es mate the number of users at ALCF and OLCF, or the number of such users who make use of RDAV tools
like VisIt and ParaView.
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pixels. Table 6.1 shows these various formats, the pixel dimensions associated with each, the size of an uncom-
pressed image at 4 bytes/pixel, and the bandwidth required to achieve a sustained 30fps display rate. Here, we
are assuming zero latency and no image compression in space or me.3

Format Image width Image height Bytes/pixel Image Size (MB) BW in MB/s for 30fps
1k2 1024 1024 4 4.0 120.0
1080p 1920 1080 4 7.9 237.3
4K UHD 3840 2160 4 31.6 949.2
8K UHD 7680 4320 4 126.5 3796.8
16K UHD 15360 8640 4 506.3 15187.5

Table 6.1: Various display formats, image dimensions, sizes, and amount of data (in MB) moved in one second to achieve a
30fps display rate.

Another poten al driver of network capacity may be an increase in the number of remote users. For example,
only O(100s) of O(3000) NERSC users presently use VisIt and ParaView for RDAV.What about the remaining users?
More inves ga on is needed to be er understand their needs: are they engaging in moving data to their local
machine for analysis? Do they need RDAV tools with different needs? These ques ons may be best explored by
the centers themselves as part of their ongoing opera ons.

6.5 Process of Science

As discussed above, there appear to be three primary use modali es for RDAV technologies: strictly post hoc, as
part of workflows (that may be distributed across resources and centers), and in situmethods.

• Present: primarily post hoc, a few workflow examples, a few in situ examples.

• Next 2-5 years: likely no decrease in post hoc, increasing numbers of workflow and in situ examples.

• Beyond 5 years: likely no decrease in post hoc, regular, produc on use of workflow and in situmethods.

6.6 Remote Science Ac vi es

One significant change we an cipate in the next 5-10 years is the increasing “coupling” of instruments and ex-
periments to HPC centers. This change will likely be mo vated by the need for extreme-scale computa onal
capacity to perform analysis and visualiza on on ever-larger datasets, combined with some projects’ need for
specific throughput requirements: the need to use analysis results of live data to modify or alter a live-running
experiment.

This changewill not displace tradi onal center-centric use pa erns of the past (post hoc) or present/future (work-
flow and in situ methods). It will complement those approaches, where the visualiza on and applica on tools
themselves are used in new ways.

The demands of wide-area bulk data movement will likely grow significantly as part of this trend. Defining the
nature of such growth is outside the scope of this case study.

6.7 So ware Infrastructure

Given the three primary usemodali es for RDAV technologies—strictly post hoc, as part ofworkflows (thatmay be
distributed across resources and centers), and in situmethods—growth and evolu on of so ware infrastructure
will occur to con nue to provide for those three usemodali es into the future. Much of the growth and evolu on

3Typical compression rates vary, depending on compressor and image characteris cs, from between about 4× to about 20×.
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will be driven by changes in the underlying computa onal architecture, as well as science-specific needs for new
types of analysis and visualiza on methods.

6.8 Cloud Services

While not necessarily an RDAV-centric issue, several collaborators have discussed the idea of using cloud-based
compu ng services to implement por ons of their scien fic workflow. The reasons for doing so vary, but a com-
mon theme is the need to op mize for performance or throughput in some way. For example, a given science
experiment may have real- me processing and throughput requirements that, for whatever reason, may not be
sa sfied by a DOE HPC center, but could be using a third-party cloud-based resource. Solving problems such as
this require an accurate cost es ma on model (dollar, me, etc.) for all aspects of the workflow, which includes
the cost of moving data, the cost of the computa ons (analysis, visualiza on), and latency associated with each
workflow stage. These issues are largely beyond the scope of this case study, though future RDAV components
may need the ability to provide a reasonably accurate cost es mate for their run mes to a coordina ng workflow
infrastructure.

From an RDAV perspec ve, we an cipate there may be growth in cloud-based deployments, and as such, will
need to ensure that RDAV technologies are func onal in those environments. The network requirements, in
terms of bandwidth and latency, are unclear. It is likely the case that a more complete understanding of those
requirements would emerge from case studies that focus on specific scien fic workflows.
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Case Study 7

Remote Analysis and Visualiza on at Sandia
Na onal Laboratories

7.1 Background

Data analysis and visualiza on is a vital part of science through computa on by providing the necessary mecha-
nisms and tools to reason about and make conclusions from scien fic data. Remote compu ng has long been a
cornerstone of analysis and visualiza on in HPC facili es; the user and the machine are simply not in the same
loca on.

As one of the three na onal laboratories funded by the Na onal Nuclear Security Administra on (NNSA), Sandia
Na onal Laboratories (SNL) has compu ng equipment specially dedicated to projects under this administra on.
ASCR projects at SNL can leverage some of this infrastructure, but it is some mes more appropriate to request
me on facili es at, for example, OLCF, ALCF, and NERSC.

7.2 Network and Data Architecture

Under the ASC program, SNL has mul ple private networks at various security levels with dedicated high-speed
links to Los Alamos Na onal Laboratory (LANL) and Lawrence Livermore Na onal Laboratory (LLNL) for speed and
security.

Transferring data to/from loca ons outside of these secure networks (e.g., ASCR supercompu ng facili es) can
be difficult. Tools like Globus work well when transferring between ASCR LCFs (e.g., from ACLF to OLCF), but
security restric ons prevent these tools from working. Typically we have to resort to something like rsync and
wait.

Network connec ons for interac ve tools like ParaView and VisIt can be established in a straigh orward manner
by using port forwarding or simply using remote client desktops. Se ng up these connec ons, however, o en
requires some configura on by users. These types of applica ons can also be very sensi ve to latency in the
network.

7.3 Collaborators

SNL par cipates in many ASCR projects. Two predominant applica on science areas are combus on and cli-
mate. These projects are o en large and involve many ins tu ons collabora ng on math, compu ng, and mod-
eling.
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SNL also par cipates in several ASCR projects involving co-design, fundamental math, and compu ng. The size of
these collabora ons varies significantly.

SNL also has a good deal of ASC work, but the computa on for this work rarely leaves the confines of the three
nuclear laboratories.

7.4 Instruments and Facili es

• Present: Transi oning from Cielo (tradi onal x86) to Trinity (x86 + Xeon Phi). Trinity is scheduled to have at
least 80 PB storage with theore cal bandwidth of 1.45 TB/s. There will be a 3.7 PB solid-state drive (SSD)
burst buffer.

• Next 2-5 years: Trinity’s opera onal lifespan is to 2020. At the end of this me period Trinity’s successor
will just be rolling out.

• Beyond 5 years: It is unclearwhat Trinity’s successorwill look like, but it will like rely heavily on “accelerator”
processors to achieve the desired computa onal bandwidth. NVRAM will likely play a bigger role in the
opera on. Network and storage will improve, but not commensurately with computa on.

7.5 Process of Science

• Present: Many computa onal scien fic workflows s ll offload data to permanent disk storage and perform
analysis and visualiza on offline later. However, the analysis and visualiza on community is building prac-
cal tools to work online to reduce the storage requirements. Early adopters are beginning to use these

tools.

• Next 2-5 years: The usefulness of in situ and other online visualiza on tools will grow. The visualiza on
community is working toward providing be er exploratory visualiza on in in situ workflows.

• Beyond 5 years: The disparity between computa on and storage will force many users to shi their work-
flows. Although probably not a complete replacement, in situ visualiza on will become ubiquitous in sci-
ence simula on.

7.6 Remote Science Ac vi es

The DOE HPC visualiza on tools (ParaView and VisIt) have supported remote usage since their incep on in the
early 2000s. These visualiza on servers have bursty behavior to local storage and interconnects, but the demands
on the external connec ons are extremely low. Although other network traffic could effect the performance of
the remote visualiza on applica on, it is highly unlikely for the remote visualiza on applica on to have an impact
on other network traffic.

In the past it has been common for an LCF to build specialized visualiza on equipment, but it has been the phi-
losophy at SNL for many years to instead leverage the compu ng nodes. We can run our visualiza on servers on
the same nodes as the simula on (although it is generally necessary to have an interac ve queue). This makes
remote visualiza on feasible even when there is no special visualiza on or rendering hardware.

That said, it is s ll the case that some users opt to transfer the data to local facili es. This o en simplifies con-
figura on and removes latency problems. And since the visualiza on tools are designed to “run anywhere,” the
HPC so ware at the local end does not have to have specialized visualiza on equipment.
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7.7 So ware Infrastructure

• Present: Large scale visualiza on tools (i.e., ParaView and VisIt) are widely available and deployed across
DOE HPC systems. These tools are a deficient in leveraging accelerator architectures, this technology is
rapidly becoming available. In situ visualiza on libraries are being integrated with more simula ons and
early adopters are beginning to use these tools.

• Next 2-5 years: ParaView and VisIt will be updated to leverage accelerator-type processors for the most
widely used analysis func ons. The usefulness of in situ and other inline visualiza on tools will grow.

• Beyond5 years: Althoughprobably not a complete replacement, in situ visualiza onwill becomeubiquitous
in science simula on.

7.8 Cloud Services

Li le if any scien fic analysis for SNL is done using cloud services. “Tradi onal” HPC remain the most effec ve
pla orm for scien fic computa on, analysis, and visualiza on.

7.9 Outstanding Issues

Those that manage the SNL networks understand any poten al issues, however, their priority and concerns are
more focused on cybersecurity than data movement. Although this helps maintain trust in protec ng data, the
network infrastructure team does not appreciate the difficulty in moving petabytes of data.

The respec ve development teams for VisIt and ParaView work hard to deploy visualiza on tools on the DOE
supercompu ng facili es and make them accessible. O en these configura ons work “out of the box,” but it is
difficult to cover every possible client-server. We might pursue easier and broader deployment by using remote
desktop services. (TACC has reported success with this approach.)

Onemajor issue we should address is our response to the recent OSTPmemo to increase access to research. How
do we make petabytes of data available to, for example, university students?
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Case Study 8

Workload Management Systems

8.1 Background

In this case study, we explore the networking requirements placed on ASCR Leadership Compu ng Facili es from
non-tradi onal distributed workloads of large SC experiments.

Workload management systems (WMS) are used by large-scale HEP, nuclear physics (NP) astro-par cle and fu-
sion energy sciences (FES) experiments to distribute and execute scien fic applica ons on a wide class of re-
sources. Examples of such systems include Produc on and Distributed Analysis System (PanDA), ALICE Environ-
ment (ALieN), DIRAC, CMS (Compact Muon Solenoid) Remote Analysis Builder (CRAB), and various experiment
specific set of scripts which manage submissions to batch systems. PanDA operates at a scale of one million jobs
processed daily at hundreds of grid, supercompu ng and cloud sites. A variety of scien fic workloads are pro-
cessed, including advanced event simula ons, fundamental models of par cle interac ons, data processing and
reprocessing, and sta s cal analysis. WMS like PanDA typically support scien fic user communi es up to a few
thousand people. In Figure 8.1, we show the number of jobs completed permonth by PanDA at hundreds of sites,
between 2011 and 2014, for the ATLAS experiment at the LHC.

Tradi onally, leadership class HPC machines have not been accessible by WMS in HEP, NP, astro-par cle and
FES experiments. This has changed recently, with PanDA being used to process event simula ons at ALCF, OLCF
and NERSC (as well as at European supercompu ng centers in Nordic countries, Germany and Switzerland). A
limited number of HEP and NP scien fic workloads have been ported to the ASCR compu ng facili es, and users
have successfully processed event simula ons at these facili es for scien fic publica ons. Usage through these
prototype and test studies has already crossed tens of millions of CPU hours. Serious efforts are underway to
diversify the usage to many other workloads, to unify the usage through WMS like PanDA, to enable access to
compu ng facili es by thousands of scien sts, and to increase the usage to a hundred million hours per year. We
explore the requirements on networking arising from these new pa erns of HPC usage at the leadership class
facili es.

8.2 Network and Data Architecture

We use the example of PanDAWMS in ATLAS to illustrate the typical network architecture for large-scale HEP and
NP experiments. LHC compu ng resources were originally configured according to a strict hierarchical model.
CERN was considered a Tier-0 site, since it is the primary loca on of experimental data. For ATLAS, 11 Tier-1
centers are deployed worldwide, connected via the LHCOPN (LHC Op cal Private Network). Each Tier-1 center is
connected tomany Tier-2 centers (on the order of 5–10 Tier-2 sites each). The Tier-1 and Tier-2 centers aremostly
connected through a Science DMZ called LHCONE (LHC Open Network Environment). In the original Models
of Networked Analysis at Regional Centres (MONARC) compu ng model the flow of data strictly followed this
hierarchy of ered centers.
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Figure 8.1: Number of jobs completed per month by PanDA for ATLAS.

During the early stages of Run 1 at the LHC, the MONARC model was relaxed in favor of a mesh model. Data
transfers to/from Tier-2 centers are no longer restricted to a specific Tier-1 center, or associated Tier-2 centers.
The evolu on of the LHC networking architecture is shown in Figure 8.2. All LHC experiments have nowmigrated
from a strictly hierarchical model to the mesh model. This has introduced new performance requirements for
both the underlying networking infrastructure, as well as a WMS like PanDA.

Figure 8.3 shows the integrated ATLAS data transfer volume between grid sites over a period of three days. This
example shows transfers a er data taking had ended at the LHC. Simula on and sta s cal analysis are the primary
ac vi es during this period. The volume is quite high, requiring typically 100 Gbps connec vity between Tier-1
sites, and 10–40 Gbps connec vity at Tier-2 sites.

8.3 Collaborators

For ATLAS with 1 Tier-0 center, 10 Tier-1 centers, 100 Tier-2 centers, there are around 3000 physicists. Just in the
United States, the ATLAS experiment has 1 Tier-1 center (BNL), 5 Tier-2 centers, and around 800 physicists. The
ALICE experiment has around 1500 physicist and engineer collaborators.

8.4 Instruments and Facili es

The ATLAS experiment at the LHC is designed to explore the fundamental proper es of ma er and par cles for
the next few decades. In opera on since 2009, the experiment has distributed hundreds of petabytes of data
worldwide. Thousands of physicists analyze tens of millions of collisions daily, leading to more than 400 publica-
ons of new results in peer-reviewed journals.

The scale and scope of the compu ng challenges in ATLAS are unparalleled in the scien fic community. Through
the Worldwide LHC Compu ng Grid (WLCG), which provides access to the Open Science Grid (OSG), European
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Figure 8.2: Evolu on of the LHC compu ng model for HEP and NP experiments.

Figure 8.3: ATLAS data transfers integrated over three days.
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Grid (EGI) and NorduGrid, ATLAS has seamlessly combined the resources of almost a hundred compu ng centers
around the globe. On average, a hundred and fi y thousand jobs run simultaneously, accessing hundreds of
petabytes of deployed storage worldwide and u lizing hundreds of gigabits of network bandwidth. Scien sts
access these compu ng resources transparently through the PanDA distributed compu ng system developed for
ATLAS. The ATLAS distributed so ware system is highly flexible and is con nuously evolving to meet the needs of
thousands of physics users.

Another example of a future facility is the Belle-II experiment, which reported that all centers in the United
States should be connected to ESnet. The organiza on of Belle-II centers will be similar to LHCONE (pairing Tier-
1 and Tier-2 centers) and the data volume will be comparable to the ATLAS data volume during Run 1 (2011–
2013).

Requests for bandwidth will grow, according to es mates from the two leading experiments in HEP and NP, ATLAS
and ALICE by 2020. ALICE (and ATLAS) is(are) expected to have a 100-fold increase in storage and network traffic
in comparison to 2014 which averaged 80 GB/s to storage, and 50 GB/s to storage respec vely.

8.5 Process of Science

The HEP experiments at the LHC are probing the fundamental laws of nature at the highest energies available.
Un l 2012, the LHC operated at a maximum 8 TeV (tera-electron volts) collision energy, which is four mes the
energy previously available at par cle accelerators. This year, the maximum energy will increase to 13 TeV. Solv-
ing fundamental mysteries of mass and dark ma er are just two examples of the exci ng physics poten al of
the LHC experiments. A rich and varied menu of physics studies in ATLAS have led to over four hundred peer
reviewed publica ons. Dozens of new topics will be explored in the next decade of explora ons at the LHC. The
NP experiments at the LHC are similarly exploring a rich menu of physics topics at the highest energy densi es
available at nuclei colliders.

8.5.1 Higgs Boson Discovery

The 2013 Nobel Prize in Physics credited the discovery of the Higgs par cle to two experiments at the LHC: ATLAS
and CMS. The discovery of the Higgs par cle, proposed almost 50 years ago to account for themass of elementary
par cles, is a major triumph for high-throughput, network-enabled big data science.

8.5.2 Dark Ma er Searches

Astronomical observa ons 70 years ago hinted at the existence of dark ma er in the universe. Subsequent ob-
serva ons have confirmed that the vast majority of ma er in the universe is dark. ATLAS is ac vely searching for
the fundamental par cles of dark ma er. Supersymmetry is a theory proposed more than 40 years ago, which
may hold the clue to dark ma er. Experimentally, supersymmetry has never been observed. It is a top priority
for the LHC. Discovery of supersymmetry will require carefully searching through billions of events distributed
worldwide, requiring high-bandwidth networking capabili es.

8.6 Remote Science Ac vi es

The large-scale HEP, NP, astro-par cle and FES experiments, which form the focus of this study, have complex
distributed compu ng and data analysis infrastructure. By necessity, they have remote facili es and users world-
wide. Most of these experiments have distributed ered compu ng centers, requiring high-bandwidth connec-
ons. We address the connec on requirements in other sec ons of this document.
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8.7 So ware Infrastructure

The ATLAS experiment at the LHC uses PanDA to manage the execu on of all workloads at distributed compu ng
facili es. PanDA delivers transparency of data and processing in a distributed compu ng environment to ATLAS
physicists. It provides execu on environments for a wide range of experimental applica ons, automates cen-
tralized data produc on and processing, enables analysis ac vity of physics groups, supports custom workflow
of individual physicists, provides a unified view of distributed worldwide resources, presents status and history
of workflow through an integrated monitoring system, archives and curates all workflow, manages distribu on
of data as needed for processing or physicist access, integrates with the underlying networking infrastructure,
and provides other features. This rich menu of features, coupled with support for heterogeneous compu ng
environments, makes PanDA ideally suited for data-intensive science.

Through PanDA, ATLAS physicists see a single compu ng facility that is used to run all data processing for the
experiment, even though the data centers are physically sca ered all over the world. Central compu ng tasks
(Monte Carlo simula ons, or MC simula ons, processing and reprocessing of LHC data, reprocessing of MC sim-
ula ons, mixing and merging of data, and other tasks) are automa cally scheduled and executed. Physics groups
produc on tasks, carried out by groups of physicists of varying sizes, are also processed by PanDA. User analysis
tasks, providing the majority of ac vi es by individual physicists leading to scien fic publica ons, are seamlessly
managed.

File Transfer Service version 3 (FTS3), is the service responsible for globally distribu ng the majority of the LHC
data across the WLCG infrastructure. FTS3 offers features and func onality that were requested by the LHC ex-
periments and compu ng sites following their usage of FTS2 for Run 1. The main FTS3 features include:

• Transfer auto-tuning/adap ve op miza on,

• Endpoint-centric virtual organiza on (VO) configura on,

• Transfer mul -hop,

• VO ac vity shares

• Mul ple file replica support,

• Bulk dele ons,

• Staging files from tapes,

• Transfer and access protocols support on top of GFAL2 plug-in mechanism (SRM, GridFTP, HTTP, xroot), and

• Session / connec on reuse (GridFTP, SSL, etc), which is ideal for many small file transfers.

Recently the FTS3 team has addressed the ques on of HPC integra on, in response to the LHC experiments show-
ing increasing interest in using available HPC resources in addi on to the usual grid ones. The difference here is
that HPCs usually have unique architectures that do not match those at normal grid sites from WLCG. Work is in
progress, as shown in Figure 8.4, to integrate FTS3 with PanDA and also making FTS3 capable of managing file
transfers between non-grid HPC resources and standard grid storage endpoints.

FTS andPanDAwill remain twomain pillars of LHCdata processing anddata transfer for the next 5–10 years.

8.8 Cloud Services

ATLAS cloud R&Dwas started in 2009, led by a team at BNL. Currently ATLAS Distributed Compu ng rou nely uses
academic, na onal and commercial clouds. Amazon EC2 is one of the ATLAS “PanDA sites.” Wewere also the first
experiment to conduct a 3-month common project with Google to demonstrate that Google cloud compu ng
facili es can be integrated and used by ATLAS at large scale. A Tier-2 virtual center was set up in GCE and operated
for 2months. Figure 8.5 shows the 2014 ATLAS produc on running in clouds in theUnited States, Europe, Canada,
and Australia.
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Figure 8.4: FTS3 integra on with PanDA used for Titan at OLCF.

Figure 8.5: CPU consump on in seconds for ATLAS jobs running in academic and commercial clouds.
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BNL received a $200k grant from Amazon to run ATLAS workloads at large scale. The output from jobs is trans-
ferred to BNL Tier-1 WLCG center. We now use cloud infrastructure rou nely (academic clouds in Canada and
Australia) and usage is increasing. Currently there are no plans to use clouds as data storage, but at Amazon (and
other clouds) for ATLAS produc on (and LHC in general) simula on and analysis will be con nued. Remote data
access from cloud to the grid will be an interes ng and important op on.

8.9 Conclusion

The use of ASCR Compu ng Facili es by large-scale experiments in HEP, NP, astro-par cle and FES represents
both an opportunity and a challenge. The poten al for ground-breaking discoveries in the fundamental sciences
is high. Rapid progress is being made in adap ngWMS technology to the challenges of ASCR compu ng facili es.
Networking improvements are needed in parallel. The scale of usage at each compu ng facility is equivalent to
a Tier-2 center, although the workflow is different. We expect a high level of modeling and simula ons to be
carried out at the ASCR compu ng facili es. Overall, we expect the throughput to be similar to a Tier-2 facility.
Therefore, 40–100 Gbps network connec vity is required between the compu ng facili es and the primary Tier-1
and Tier-2 facili es in the United States. For example, 100 Gbps connec vity between OLCF and BNL, NERSC and
BNL, and NERSC and FNAL will be required. In the short-term 10 Gbps is required between compu ng facili es
and Tier-2 sites, rising to 40 Gbps as compu ng facility usage scales up.

Typically, one hour of the GEANT4 simula on on a Titan node (16 cores) produces 200 MB output. Therefore,
10 million CPU hours will require 2 PB to be transferred at a minimum, for output. Other workloads will require
addi onal bandwidth. As we scale up HPC facility usage by a factor of 5–10, connec vity of 100 Gbps will be-
come a necessity. Expecta ons for network performance need to be raised significantly, so that collabora ons
do not design workflows around a historical impression of what is possible. Networking needs to be included into
the resource planning process, in addi on to CPU and storage, to determine how much/what is needed based
on a comprehensive cost/benefit analysis (as it was stated in findings from the Snowmass Community Planning
Process).

We want to add that networking informa on (metrics) should be taken into account by WMS and data transfer
applica ons, network awareness should be added to workflow engines and data placement—the subject is ad-
dressed within the ASCR-, HEP- and NSF-funded Big PanDA and PanDA ANSE projects. Named-Data Networking
is a new way of accessing content that is promising, without worrying about where the data is located. It will be
a very important feature if it will be implemented.
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Case Study 9

Streaming Workflows: Fusion Experimental
Data Processing Workflow

9.1 Background

Fusion experiments provide cri cal informa on to validate and refine simula ons that model complex physical
processes in the fusion reactor as well as to test and postulate hypotheses. Monitoring, predic ng, and mi gat-
ing instabili es are cri cal components of Fusion experiments. Unstable high-energy plasmas can cause serious
damage to the reactor chamber, cos ng hundreds of millions of dollars to repair or substan al loss in produc-
vity. Support of near real- me remote analysis workflow execu ons and collabora on is necessary. For the

last several years, we have been researching and developing systems to support such challenging workflow sce-
narios through the Adaptable I/O System (ADIOS) framework. We extended ADIOS to support remote analysis
workflows with WAN staging [11, 29].

9.2 Network and Data Architecture

Local and wide-area networks. Datasets are stored in files on file systems. Streaming data through wide-area
networks; streaming experimental data in near-real- me in order to support remote analysis.

9.3 Collaborators

Korea Superconduc ng Tokamak Advanced Research (KSTAR), a fusion experiment facility located in Korea, Joint
European Torus (JET) in the United Kingdom, Princeton Plasma Physics Lab (PPPL), LBNL, and ORNL.

9.4 Instruments and Facili es

9.4.1 Present

JET and KSTAR are the current fusion experiment facili es in UK and Korea, respec vely. Currently, JET, theworld’s
largest magne c confinement plasma physics experiment in the UK, is collec ng 60 GB of diagnos c data per
pulse [18]. An imaging system, called Electron Cyclotron Emission Imaging (ECEI), in KSTAR alone generates 10–
100 GB of images per pulse [32]. Mostly post and batch-based data/image analysis is performed locally.
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Figure 9.1: Fusion instability monitoring and mi ga on workflow.

9.4.2 Next 2–5 years

Due to the con nued advancement in sensor technologies, we expect 2–5x increases in data volume in the next
5 years. The rapid imaging system development will contribute on the data explosion. We expect the rate and
spa al coverage will be 2–4x faster and wider in the next 5 years, leading 10–100x increased data volumes. Re-
searchers need to perform near real- me analysis without restric ons on data locality. Stream-based analysis
and workflows through wide area networks need to be supported.

9.4.3 Beyond 5 years

ITER, the next genera on fusion facility being built in France, is going to start its ini al plasma experiments in
2020. We expect 300–3,000 second pulses, which is 10–100 mes longer than current ones produced in JET
and KSTAR. Not only near real- me local/remote analysis, but also on-line feedback workflows over wide area
networks will take an important role in ITER.

9.5 Process of Science

9.5.1 Present

Fusion experiments provide cri cal informa on to validate and refine simula ons that model complex physical
processes in the fusion reactor as well as to test and postulate hypotheses. Recent advances in sensors and
imaging systems, such as sub-microsecond data acquisi on capabili es and extremely fast 2D/3D imaging, al-
low researchers to capture very large volumes of data at high rates for monitoring and diagnos c purposes as
well as post-experiment analyses. However, currently most data and image analysis is performed locally a er
experiments.

9.5.2 Next 2–5 years

The volume, velocity, and variety (data elements from thousands of sensors) of data will make it extremely
challenging for researchers to analyze the data only using computa onal resources at experiment facili es. Re-
searchers need ability to compose and execute workflows spanning local resources and remote large-scale high
performance compu ng facili es. Moreover, near-real- me (NRT) analysis and decision-making is of paramount
importance in fusion experiments. Monitoring, predic ng, andmi ga ng instabili es during an experiment need
strong NRT analysis capabili es. Unstable high-energy plasmas can cause serious damage to the reactor cham-
ber, cos ng hundreds of millions of dollars to repair or substan al loss in produc vity. A workflow to monitor,
predict, and mi gate instabili es is being considered (Figure 9.1). This workflow is a mul -level workflow in that
each box consists of one or more sub-workflows. Figure 9.2 shows an example workflow for analyzing 2D imag-
ing data as part of analysis workflows for instability predic on during experiment run using a previously trained
model.
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Figure 9.2: Workflow for analysis of 2D image data as one of ensemble ofworkflows for instability predic on during experiment
run.

To facilitate more efficient experimental work in fusion science, analysis workflows and underlying middleware
infrastructure to execute them on local and remote resources should be able to handle thousands of streams of
mul -dimensional sensor data within near-real me analysis constraints.

We have been researching and developing systems to support various data challenges in fusion science for the
next 2-5 years, which involves the development of ICEE framework to support science workflows execu on over
the wide area network (WAN). ICEE is developed to support near-real- me streaming of experiment data to and
from an experiment site and remote compu ng resource facili es. We focus on how we execute remote work-
flows over WAN with NRT requirement.

9.5.3 Beyond 5 years

Wean cipate that fusion researches will havemore remoteworkflows scenarios and require strong NRT supports
in order to collaborate with remote scien sts and exchange live feedbacks. Streaming data thorough WAN will
be an important technical element in managing and execu ng remote workflows.

9.6 Remote Science Ac vi es

Remote science ac vi es in fusion experiments can be divided into a few categories. During the run of an ex-
periment, collaborators at mul ple sites will want to monitor the experiments and apply analyses to mi gate
problems that may arise from instabili es. Between experiments, collaborators may analyze experimental re-
sults to evaluate hypotheses as well as design new experiments.

9.7 So ware Infrastructure

9.7.1 Present

A variety of so ware systems and methods, mostly developed and maintained by research groups in house, are
used locally. There is strong need to develop so ware and tools for stream data processing and large scale data
management.

9.7.2 Next 2–5 years

Weexpect variety of stream-based signal processing and dataminingmethods need to be integrated in the fusion
data processing workflows. Strong NRT support is also necessary. In order to keep upwith high-speed data gener-
a ons, intensive researches will need to be performed on data management technology for the next-genera on
infrastructure, such as indexing, compression, and feature detec on. Hardware and network development needs
to be aligned with so ware development for NRT support.

9.7.3 Beyond 5 years

We expect the complexity of so ware and workflow system will be highly increased. Efficient so ware and net-
work infrastructures need to be developed.
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9.8 Cloud Services

No use of cloud services yet.

9.9 Outstanding Issues

The volume, velocity, and variety (data elements from thousands of sensors) of datamake it extremely challenging
for researchers to analyze the data only using computa onal resources at experiment facili es. Researchers need
ability to compose and execute workflows spanning local resources and remote large-scale high performance
compu ng facili es. Moreover, near-real- me (NRT) analysis and decision-making is of paramount importance
in fusion experiments.
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Case Study 10

Scien fic Workflows

10.1 Background

The scope of “scien fic workflows” in ASCR is enormous, with the poten al to encompass much of the science
performedonDOE facili es. We focus here on a small subset of the scien ficworkflow space, namely that rela ng
to analysis of data from experimental facili es and yetmore specifically, light sources—with a par cular emphasis
on applica ons at the Advanced Photon Source.

10.1.1 Experimental Science

The modern research environment encompasses many par cipants and a large and complex collec on of ex-
perimental facili es, computer systems, laboratories, data stores, publica ons, so ware repositories, and other
resources. Within this environment, researchers search for data; design and conduct experiments; consult with
colleagues; share and publish results; develop, test, and run so ware; and much more. Meanwhile, drama c
(o en exponen al) increases in the scale and complexity of the scien fic environment (e.g., amount of data,
complexity of computers, size of collabora ons) place extreme stresses on the abili es of individuals, ins tu-
ons, and organiza ons to maintain effec veness. These challenges occur across all sciences but are par cularly

intense within DOE due to the scale and complexity of its facili es and science.

In such se ngs, automa on is the key to change. We become more efficient by removing me-consuming tasks
from our work processes and indeed our consciousness. To that end, we must iden fy repeatable pa erns of
ac vi es (“workflows”) and then automate those pa erns in a fashion that is so intui ve, reliable, and efficient
that researchers no longer need to think about them. Such workflows must be easily tailored to meet the needs
of a specific facility, experiment, or project, without losing the economics of scale inherent in automa on.

Workflow tools may be used to coordinate computa ons both within individual computer systems (in situ work-
flows) and across mul ple facili es (distributed workflows). We focus here on the la er case, as that is where
ESnet becomes important. We focus yet more specifically on the linking of experiment and computa on, a par-
cularly important (although certainly not the only) driver for distributed workflows within DOE.

DOE operates dozens of experimental facili es, of widely varying different types and scales. In order to pro-
vide further focus for this discussion, we focus in par cular on the requirements of light sources (e.g., Argonne
Na onal Laboratory’s Advanced Photon Source, LBNL’s Advanced Light Source, and BNL’s Na onal Synchrotron
Light Source-II), user facili es that support thousands of users per year. Un l recently, light sources assumed
that data generated at the facility would be e-mailed or be transferred to portable media, and then taken back
to the user’s home ins tu on for analysis. Larger data volumes and new experimental modali es are changing
this assump on. Increasingly, data is being moved over networks to local or remote facili es during experiments.
Immediate computa on is o en required for reduc on or analysis to ensure the experiment is func oning prop-
erly. The requirements placed on both workflow technologies and networks in such se ngs can be extreme, as
a single experimental session can operate at mul ple me scales; engage both distributed systems and ghtly
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coupled parallel computers; and require interac ons with data archives and human collaborators. Timely and
reliable workflow execu on can enable important new experimental modali es (e.g., real- me studies of ba ery
charge-discharge cycles). They can also enable a more efficient use of expensive facili es: without online feed-
back, a vastly expensive experimental session, o en scheduled months in advance, can be en rely wasted: see
Sec on 10.5.

10.1.2 Data-driven Workflows

Science today o en requires the processing and analysis of vast amounts of data in search of postulated phenom-
ena (e.g., climate sciences, material sciences, and bioinforma cs), and the valida on of core principles through
the simula on of complex system behaviors and interac ons (e.g., Earth SystemModeling simula ons). In order
to support the computa onal and data needs of today’s science, new knowledge must be gained on how to en-
able scien sts to leverage the distributed compu ng infrastructure from their desktop in an accessible, reliable,
and scalable way.

Even though scien sts are now using workflows to express complex computa ons, there is s ll a lack of under-
standing of the expected workflow behavior in heterogeneous environments. It is difficult to correlate what is
observed by the scien st or the workflowmanagement system with what is happening in the infrastructure (net-
work, storage, and compute resources). Addi onally, it is difficult to predict the expected behavior of a workflow
given the use of shared resources and their variable behavior.

The DOE Panorama [28] project aims to develop models of workflows to enable performance predic on, fault
detec on, and fault diagnosis. The project uses the Pegasus [14] workflow management system (WMS) and
the ASPEN performance modeling system [30] to analyze the workflow and to develop models of expected be-
havior given a par cular compu ng environment, such as an HPC system, clusters distributed over wide-area
networks, or clouds. From a coupled model of the applica on and execu on environment, decisions can then
be made about resource provisioning, applica on task scheduling, data management within the applica on, etc.
Panorama has iden fied three important applica on use cases involving advanced workflows that are the ini al
focus of our modeling efforts: parameter refinement workflows for the Spalla on Neutron Source (SNS) [26], cli-
mate simula on automa on for the Accelerated Climate Modeling for Energy (ACME) project, and the MG-RAST
metagenome analysis [27].

10.2 Network and Data Architecture

The resources used in DOE experimental science span a wide range, as described in Sec on 10.4, as do the un-
derlying network architectures.

Taking the APS as an example, this light source facility has more than 60 beamlines, each with its own exper-
imental setup(s) and specialized data formats and requirements. A small compute cluster at the APS facility is
used by some beamlines for processing; roughly 1km away is the Laboratory Compu ng Resource Center (LCRC),
a modest-sized cluster; the Petrel high-speed data store (1.5 PB); the Magellan cloud resource; and the large Ar-
gonne Leadership Compu ng Facility (ALCF) supercomputer. Various experiment-computa on pilot workflows
have been developed that link APS beamlines to each of these resources, and also to remote facili es at NERSC
and elsewhere. (For example, in one recent pilot involved K. Kleese Van Dam and colleagues, data was collected
at APS, shipped to PNNL for reconstruc on, and then viewed back at the APS beamline.) These pilots are far from
produc on services, but they provide insights into opportuni es, challenges, and future requirements.

APS networking has improved progressively over several years. Figure 10.1 shows the status as May 2015. The
network between the APS and other facili es at ANL, and the APS and the outside world is far be er than it was,
but is s ll capped at 20 Gbps and, in prac ce, has other bo leneck links: e.g., 1 Gbps links at many beamlines. A
planned ini a ve will connect APS and ALCF at far higher speeds via the deployment of new fiber and then the
acquisi on of faster hardware. The ul mate goal is 1 Tbps. Individual beamlines, meanwhile, are connected at
either 1 or 10 Gbps.
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Figure 10.1: ANL network architecture, showing connec vity between the APS, the ALCF (in building 240), and the outside
world.

The ALCF, like most high-end DOE compu ng facili es, operates a powerful array of DTNs configured with Globus
GridFTP and other so ware to enable high-speed data transfer. The APS operates GridFTP servers, but not DTNs.
An experimental deployment of a DTN at APS is currently underway.

A recent ESnet pilot project conducted by Jason Zurawski and colleagues configured a direct connec on from
an ANL border router to a specific beamline to demonstrate how a Science DMZ near a beamline could enable
mul ple gigabit-per-second rates for external transport.

Figures 10.3 and 10.4 provide some addi onal perspec ves on network usage at DOE light sources. These figures
summarize data transfers sent via the Globus transfer service from two endpoints, at APS (aps#clutch) and
ALS (alsuser#bl832data), over a roughly two-year period. Figure 10.3 shows transfer des na ons on United
States and world maps, to provide some perspec ve on the geographic diversity of transfers. Figures 10.4 plot
transfer rate as as func on of transfer size and transfer distance. The APS and ALS servers had a 1Gbps and
10Gbps network interface, respec vely, resul ng in different peak bandwidths. We see considerable diversity in
des na ons and transfer sizes, and overall rather modest transfer performance.
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Figure 10.2: APS network architecture showing 20 Gbps connec vity between the outside world and high-end servers such as
Orthros, but with only 1 or 10 Gbps to beamlines.

Endpoint aps#clutch has transfers to 119 other endpoints Endpoint alsuser#bl832data has transfers to 102 other endpoints

Figure 10.3: Des na ons for 2,275 transfers to 119 des na ons from an APS beamline (le ), and 5,841 transfers to 102
des na ons from an ALS beamline (right), both over a roughly two-year period.
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Figure 10.4: Details of the APS transfers (on the le ) and ALS transfers (on the right) from Figure 10.3. Top: Transfer rate as a
func on of transfer size. Bo om: Transfer rate as a func on of great-circle distance from source to des na on.
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Figure 10.5: Self-reported data rates in 2012 from selected APS beamlines. Top: Total data per day at present, in TB—total is
168 TB/day. Bo om: Current and es mated future burst rates, in Mbps. (The light vs. dark shading can be ignored.) Source:
F. De Carlo [13].

10.3 Collaborators

DOE experimental facili es typically support large numbers of users. The APS, for example, supports more than
5,000 users each year. An individual experiment may involve on-site beamline scien sts, visi ng researchers, and
remote collaborators, and may make use of networks only to transfer data to remote storage at the end of an
experiment or, alterna vely, to transfer data during an experiment for online reconstruc on and/or collabora ve
analysis.

10.4 Instruments and Facili es

As discussed in Sec on 10.2, the scien fic workflows discussed in this case study span a wide range of resources,
including experimental facili es, computa onal facili es, and data stores.

10.4.1 Present

Different experimental facili es can generate data at vastly different rates. For example, Figure 10.5 shows es -
mates of current and future data rates at a number of APS beamlines. Depending on the nature of the experiment,
the data rate es mates range frommegabigts to gigabits per second. Note that the APS can already generate data
at a rate greater than that of the Large Hadron Collider at CERN.

Other facili es can achieve yet higher data rates. For example, tomographic experiments can already generate
data at ∼10 GB/s [25] (e.g., Dectris Eiger X, 9.6 GB/s), with the limi ng factor being the camera bus: detectors
can collect data internally at far greater rates. (Figure 10.5 does not reflect that data rate, as such equipment is
not yet installed at APS.)

Brookhaven Na onal Laboratory’s new Na onal Synchrotron Light Source II (NSLS II, the sixth Office of Science
light source) is expected to generate about 15 PB per year later this decade. The LCLS at SLAC can support me-
resolved experiments with high spa al and temporal resolu on; detectors running at maximum output can gen-
erate 1TB/hour today.
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10.4.2 Next 2–5 years

Future developments are expected to increase data rates further. As new detectors are purchased, we can expect
an order of magnitude increase in the data produc on rates for many APS beamlines within a few years. The
performance of detectors is limited by their ability to internally pipeline photon events with data rates of circa
10 GB/s. This already challenges both storage and networks. There is every reason to believe that faster data
rate detectors will be available within a few years. Further, it is also possible for a beamline to increase efficiency
through the use of several detectors in parallel. We should an cipate that data rates of 100 GB/s will soon be
possible. At LCLS, there are es mates that upgrades will permit a single detector to generate 1PB/hour.

10.4.3 Beyond 5 years

The impending APS upgrade will increase brilliance substan ally allowing two and three orders of magnitude
improvement in sensi vity and throughput. This will fuel development in detector technology, and in the early
2020s, upgrades are expected to increase at least another order of magnitude larger in data rates.

10.5 Process of Science

Many experimental facili es s ll prac ce collec ng during an experiment and then analyzing the data only a er
the experiment has completed, either on-site or at a remote compu ng facility. However, a growing number of
pilot projects are demonstra ng the value of on-line analysis. We list three representa ve examples here.

Figure 10.6: Computa onal ac vi es involved in a diffuse sca ering experiment, including data collec on and reconstruc on
(e.g., CCTW), iden fica on of Bragg peaks, and the use of DIFFEV. Figure credit: J. Wozniak.

• Single-crystal diffuse sca ering (Wozniak, Osborn, Wilde, et al.) The goal of this work is to understand
defect structure in disordered materials. Wozniak et al. have developed a range of workflows, illustrated
in Figure 10.6, including rapid reconstruc on during individual experiment (hundreds of cores), analysis
of data for peaks (thousands of cores), and evolu onary op miza on for inverse modeling, using DIFFEV
(100K+ BG/Q cores; Swi +OpenMP).
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• X-ray nano/microtomography (Bicer, Gursoy, Ke muthu, De Carlo, et al.). Rapid image reconstruc on
enables new applica ons in biological, geographical, and material science imaging, but requires large-scale
on-demand compu ng. In one recent pilot, on-slice paralleliza on permi ed reconstruc on of a 360 ×
2048 × 1024 dataset in ∼1 minute, using 32000 Blue Gene/Q cores, vs. many days on a typical cluster,
enabling quasi-instant response.

• Near-field high-energy X-ray diffrac on microscopy (Almer, Sharma, et al.). This method is used to char-
acterize microstructures in bulk materials. Reconstruc on on 10000+ Blue Gene/Q cores (Swi + MPI-IO)
gives results in ∼10 minutes, vs. >5 hours on an O(100) core cluster or months if data taken home. This
workflow was recently used to detect errors in experiment configura on that would have otherwise re-
sulted in a total waste of beam me. Figure credit: J. Wozniak.

In each case, data from an experiment is shipped to a computer for analysis and results are returned to the
beamline to guide further experiments. Experimental data, reconstructed data, and simula on output may also
be shipped to a data store (e.g., a user’s home ins tu on, the Petrel data store) for long-term storage. The
different examples vary greatly in terms of the data volumes, amount of computa on, and me constraints in-
volved.

10.5.1 Present

Current prac ces, as represented by the examples just listed, are necessarily constrained by the capabili es of
exis ng networks; availability of computa onal and storage resources; and the maturity of the workflow, online
reconstruc on, and analysis so ware. Nevertheless, it already suggests or alludes to new areas of research and
possibili es.

10.5.2 Next 2–5 years

We expect that behavioral changes (delivery of data via networks rather than physical media), policy changes (re-
quirements for archival of all data generated at facili es), methodological changes (rou ne integra on of large-
scale compu ng into experimental procedures), process changes (the increasing amount of compu ng performed
at facili es), and technological changes (new detectors) will together result in far more data movement and com-
pu ng being associated with facili es than at present.

It is easy to imagine aggregate data output from all APS beamlines—currently 168 TB/day reaching 1 PB/day in
this mescale. That is 12 GB/s on average, but the traffic will be bursty, and if experimentalists start wan ng to
link experiments with computa on in near-real- me, the required burst capacity may be much larger.

The nature of the networking challenge depends on where the compu ng power used in experiments will be
located: at APS, at ALCF, or elsewhere (e.g., NERSC).

10.5.3 Beyond 5 years

Computa on is addic ve. As be er results are obtained, increased a en on is placed on be er algorithms and
workflows. Not only can we expect to see a further order of magnitude increase in the facility’s raw data rate, we
can also an cipate that scien stswill expect to extend the nature of their numerical processing, further increasing
the demand to move raw processed datasets to large-scale computa onal facili es.

10.6 Remote Science Ac vi es

At present, macromolecular crystallographymeasurements are conducted at the APS andmost other light sources
using controls specifically designed for remote presence. These do not demand high data transfer rates, but are
very sensi ve to data latency and network interrup ons. We can expect that remote data collec on u liza on
of light and neutron source facili es will grow to address the radiological, security and training demands needed
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to bring users on-site, as well as decrease travel costs. One important challenge for future networks is that they
must handle the previously discussed massive and bursty data transfers while at no me increasing data latency
for remote experimental access.

The scien fic workflows described above can involve remote facili es and collabora ons in a variety of ways. For
example:

• As already noted, the ability to access compute facili es at extremely high speeds will be important for new
experimentalmodali es. Inmany cases, these computerswill be located close to facili es and so ESnetmay
not be directly involved in their use. However, there will surely always be situa ons in which local compute
power is either not present or is inadequate.

• Collabora on: share resultswith teammembers. These scenarioswill becomemore commonas substan al
storage and computa onal resources are usedmore frequently in experiments. For example, R. Osborn and
J.Wozniak have developedmethods that enable remote analysis and visualiza on of diffuse sca ering data
via a modifica on to the popular NexPy data analysis so ware that permits par oning of server-side data
analysis from client-side interac ons. This form of interac on permits interac ve access to large data sets
over modest bandwidth networks.

• Transfer data to remote storage.

• Coupling of experiments at mul ple facili es. It is commonplace for researchers to want to characterize
the same sample with mul ple experimental modali es. Researchers talk about performing two (or more)
experiments at the same me, e.g., at SNS and APS, so that one can guide the other.

10.7 So ware Infrastructure

We outline in the following a few examples of so ware that is used in our workflow.

10.7.1 Present

Beamlines are controlled by EPIC so ware. However, this has limited applicability outside the narrow purview of
controlling beamlines.

Data is collected by control computers that typically run instrument-specific data collec on so ware and have
limited local storage.

At the APS, data is transferred from beamline computers to other loca ons via a variety of means. Many beam-
lines run GridFTP servers or are configured as Globus transfer endpoints.

The following example, an expanded descrip on of the diffuse sca ering example described above, illustrates
some of the so ware components that may be used when analyzing light source data. This workflow provides
visual data analysis results to beam users while using the beam. This processing pipeline provides the user with
visual experimental results in reciprocal space and real space, and results from inverse simula on and Bragg peak
analysis.

As shown in Figure 10.7, the pipeline begins with the crea on of raw image data on the detector computer 1 .
This data is transferred to ALCF resources for stable storage 2 and processing. The raw data is tagged in the
Globus catalog 3 , along with pipeline outputs as they are produced. Then, mul ple components operate on
the data. If necessary, the detector background signal is subtracted from the data 4 . The raw image files are
merged into large NeXus files, which are visualizable in NeXpy 5 . Then, the maximal peak and other peaks
are discovered in the data 6 . The data is transformed into real space via the Crystal Coordinate Transforma on
Workflow (CCTW) 7 , which runs as a subcomputa on. This subcomputa on produces the visualizable real space
NeXus file and produces inputs for further processing—inverse simula on-based modeling 8 and Bragg peak
modeling 9 . Implemented as a Swi script, it runs automa cally on a parallel cluster as data is ingested, and is
capable of using the whole 100-node cluster, concurrently transforming one data set per node.
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Figure 10.7: Experiment- me data analysis

CCTW, the new transforma on code developed for this project, is a nearly-all-new C++ code that operates on
NeXus or other HDF data sets. CCTWmay be called in an an automated manner as part of the pipeline. Addi on-
ally, the C++ interfaces are exposed to Swi , allowing the paralleliza on of CCTW itself—a feature that is cri cal
for real- me experiment calibra on, etc., as the first visualiza on in a run must be done quickly (in less than 10
minutes). As of early 2015, we have collected and processed about 50TB of data.

10.7.2 Next 2–5 years

We expect to see:

• Data collec on, transfer, and management infrastructure at experimental facili es enables rapid collec on
of data, rou ng of data to on-site or remote storage, and return of analysis results to beamlines.

• A wide variety of high-performance reconstruc on, analysis, and modeling and simula on codes, adapted
for execu on on modern high-performance compu ng pla orms.

• Sophis cated data stores capable of storing, tracking, and enabling analysis of data produced by a wide
range of experiments.

10.7.3 Beyond 5 years

Bigger and be er.

10.8 Cloud Services

We see much poten al for the use of cloud compu ng in the scien fic workflows that we have just described.
We iden fy two major use cases, quite different in their nature and implica ons for ESnet.

On-demand compu ng and storage: The workflows considered here have frequent needs for substan al on-
demand compu ng and storage, and we expect such needs to increase greatly over me. The ques on of what
sort of facility will best meet these needs has yet to be determined. However, cloud pla orms, either private or
public, are a poten al target.

At ANL, early experiments with Magellan have been conducted and shown promise in terms of their ability to
support dynamic deployment of required so ware and on-demand alloca on of required compu ng and storage.
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However, it remains to be seen whether DOE will invest in cloud systems at the scale required to support on-
demand compu ng.

Public clouds are used increasingly o en for science [15, 23, 24]. Whether they can be used effec vely for at
least some DOE on-demand workflows is largely a policy ques on, although connec vity between ESnet and
public cloud providers will also be an issue.

SaaS workflow: The past five years have seen the most consequen al change in the nature of workflow since the
electronic computer: namely, cloud-hosted so ware-as-a-service (SaaS) as an enabler of large-scale automa on
and outsourcing.

Amazon illustrates the nature of this seismic shi . Amazon is at its heart an extreme-scale workflow automa on
company. It implements sophis cated workflows that encompass both consumer-facing ac vi es (e.g., searching
for, selec ng, purchasing, reviewing products), and back office ac vi es (e.g., inventory management, billing,
shipping). It delivers these workflows in ways that are intui ve, reliable, and efficient for consumers. It also
packages and delivers both the workflows themselves and their cons tuent building blocks in ways that permit
easy adop on by myriad other companies. The impact of SaaS workflow on society as a whole, and especially
small businesses, has been profound. Consumers and companies increasingly hand off me-consuming and error-
prone ac vi es (e.g., storing photos, booking travel, ordering products) to the likes of Amazon, who perform them
far more reliably, efficiently, and cost-effec vely than could any individual.

We expect to see SaaS workflow becoming increasingly important in science as well. Early examples such as
Globus [20] are already improving important, providing data transfer and sharing [4, 7], iden ty and group man-
agement [9], and data publica on [8] services to large numbers of DOE researchers. We an cipate many other
labor-intensive but rou ne tasks being outsourced to cloud-hosted SaaS. Many such services will be concerned
with research data management. The ques on then arises as to who should support these services. Does ESnet
have a role?

10.9 Outstanding Issues

We iden fy several areas in which we see current and future challenges.

10.9.1 Network performance data

ASCR researchers seeking to understand, predict, and op mize the performance of scien fic workflows require
more informa on than is currently available regarding the status of the various elements involved in end-to-
end network paths. Experience suggests that poor performance (e.g., see Figure 10.4) is o en due to poorly
understood interac ons between components (e.g., LANs,WANs, firewalls, storage systems, file systems, network
protocols, and compe ng ac vi es) that are not typically studied together.

As part of the DOE dV/dt project [16], Pegasus has been extended to automa cally capture resource usage met-
rics of workflow tasks. This func onality uses opera ng system monitoring facili es as well as system call and
library call interposi on to collect fine-grained profile data. To gather addi onal informa on about the infras-
tructure, the use of network performance monitoring tools such as perfSONAR [31] is crucial, for example, to
discover so failures in the network, where the network seems to be up, but is performing at just a frac on of
its peak efficiency, which translates to poor performance for data-intensive workflows. However, correla ng this
applica on-level and infrastructure-level data remains challenging. It would also be beneficial to have models
of network behavior that can predict the behavior of data transfers or help to automa cally determine the best
parameters to set.

10.9.2 Network infrastructure as a service

Data-driven workflows have become a centerpiece of modern computa onal and data-intensive science. Net-
worked Infrastructure-as-a-Service (NIaaS) offers control interfaces for dynamic virtualiza on (e.g., circuits and
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SDN). Networked cloud infrastructures link distributed resources into connected arrangements, some mes re-
ferred to as slices, targeted at solving a specific problem. This slice abstrac on is central to providing mutually
isolated pieces of networked virtual infrastructure, carved out frommul ple cloud and network transit providers,
and built to order for guest applica ons like scien fic workflows. The NSF ADAMANT project [1] uses the Exo-
GENI [5] NIaaS system, which uses the ORCA control framework [10] to create mutually isolated slices of inter-
connected virtual infrastructure from mul ple clouds and network providers. As a result the workflow can have
more predictable performance.

The ability to provision resources ahead of and during workflow execu on is cri cal to obtaining good workflow
performance. However, today such provisioning is s ll ad hoc. It would be beneficial for workflow management
systems to be able to reliably provision network paths and storage resources at the end points so that data can
flow efficiently between workflow components in an efficient and reliable way. Another aspect of provisioning
would be to provisionwithin a specified meline all the needed resources, network, storage, and compute.

10.9.3 On-demand compu ng

Many experimental and data analysis workflows require on-demand compu ng: the ability to acquire a few hun-
dred or in some cases many tens of thousands of cores rapidly, o en with li le precise informa on about when
exactly they will be needed. While not a networking problem per se, the solu on that DOE facili es ul mately
make to this problem may have big implica ons for ESnet. If compu ng is performed on site, then ESnet re-
quirements may be limited. If compu ng is performed remotely, then ESnet will face a major new bandwidth
source.

10.9.4 Inconsistent end-to-end performance at facili es

The complex internal network architecture of experimental facili es such as APS means that the end-to-end per-
formance achieved at individual beamlines is o en poor. Performance can vary widely across beamlines. ESnet
could help with the design of improved network architectures.
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